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•  We’re the only photo magazine in the 

newsagent that’s 100% DEDICATED 

TO CANON EOS DSLR OWNERS so 

we’re 100% relevant to your needs.

•  WE’RE 100% INDEPENDENT which 

means we’re free to publish what we 

feel is best for EVERY CANON DSLR 

PHOTOGRAPHER from beginners to 

enthusiasts to professionals. 

•  We’re CANON ENTHUSIASTS and, 

with our contributors, we can offer 

years of EXPERT PHOTOGRAPHY 

EXPERIENCE. We’re always excited 

to pass on what we’ve learned. 

•  We’re more than just a print mag; 

YOU CAN BUY PHOTOPLUS FOR 

ANY DIGITAL DEVICE WORLDWIDE 

via Apple iTunes, Google Play, Zinio, 

Magzter, Amazon Kindle, B&N Nook, 

PocketMags or PressReader.

•  Our Video Disc has THE VERY BEST 

DSLR TECHNIQUE & PHOTOSHOP 

VIDEO GUIDES, which can also be 

viewed via our digital editions.

•  We’re proud to use THE WORLD’S 

TOP CANON PHOTOGRAPHERS  

and experts. Meet them on page 6. 

Peter Travers

Editor

OUR GUARANTEE 

This issue, Canon pro 
David Clapp spends a 
day with our Apprentice 
to help them really 
improve their  
architecture photos. 
Page 8

PROFESSIONAL 
CANON ADVICE

elping you to become a better Canon photographer is what we do. 
Every issue we bring you brilliant new EOS DSLR techniques, tests  
and tutorials to help you master your camera and improve your 

photography. This issue we have an essential and extensive DSLR skills 
guide to all the key camera settings you need to learn, simply explained 
over 15 top tips, starting from page 27.

 Professional photographer David Clapp takes our Apprentice for a day 
out around Wells Cathedral to capture the historic architecture (page 8). 
Our intrepid columnist David Noton travels to the other side of the world 
in search of great landscape shots in Tasmania (page 40), while we talk to 
the fantastic commercial and advertising pro photographer Clive Booth 
about his creative photography and colourful career (page 62).

Our filled-to-the-rafters Canon Skills section has more photo projects 
to try, from how to levitate your subjects to how to get great results using 
your Canon DSLR’s multiple exposure mode, plus mastering high-speed 
sync for better flash-lit outdoor portraits. The fun begins from page 43. 

Canon School, from page 79, continues our Cash with your Canon 
series, and we look at the best ways to use flash in daylight conditions, 
while in our Gear section, from page 95, we test Canon’s new beginner 
DSLR, the EOS 800D – find out what we really think in our big test. We 
also review eight great prime lenses in our Super Test, and six hides for 
keeping cover for wildlife photos. And don’t miss our fantastic subs offer 
– where you can get five issues for a fiver! See page 38 now.

Welcome
H
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READ THE TUTORIALS… THEN WATCH OUR EXPERT VIDEOS

Project 3 Generate arty 
portraits with an in-camera 
multiple exposure

Project 4 Craft your own 
bokeh lens hood for custom 
light shapes

Tutorial 3 Sharpen up your 
shots without adding 
unwanted noise

Project 2 Use HSS flash 
mode for better fill-flash 
portraits in daylight

Project 1 Create a 
gravity-defying levitation 
effect in a few steps

Tutorial 1 Liven up your 
landscape shots by totally 
replacing dull skies

Tutorial 2 Recreate a 
creative camera dragging-
effect in Photoshop CC

7 WAYS TO IMPROVE YOUR PHOTOGRAPHY TODAY

 PHOTOSHOP CC 

60

4844

56 58 

 LIGHTROOM CC 

27  PHOTOSHOP ELEMENTS 

5054

48

THE INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THESE VIDEO TUTORIALS ARE 100% INDEPENDENT 
AND NOT ENDORSED OR SPONSORED BY CANON OR ADOBE SYSTEMS INCORPORATED

To view our ‘pop-out’ videos, tap these 
badges that appear alongside the tutorials 
inside the magazine, or type the link that 
appears alongside into your web browser.

LOOK OUT FOR THIS ICON!

VIEW THE VIDEO
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Our contributors Clive Booth, George Cairns, David Clapp, David Clark, Ollie Curtis, Peter Gray,  
Marcus Hawkins, David Noton, James Paterson, Albert Palmer, Charlotte Roest-Ellis, Brian Worley

David Clapp
Brilliant Canon 
pro David 
showed our 

eager Apprentice how to 
improve his architecture 
photos this month. PAGE 8

David 
Noton
This issue 
David travelled 

to the other side of the world 
in search of decent weather 
in Tasmania. PAGE 40

Albert 
Palmer
Pro wedding 
photographer 

Albert reveals his favourite 
bits of kit – and there are a 
few surprises. PAGE 74 

Marcus 
Hawkins
Marcus makes 
using flash in 

daylight a piece of proverbial 
by explaining how to match 
your exposures. PAGE 84

This issue’s contributors…

Meet the team...

Who we are, what we do, and our very favourite bits of this issue…

Clive Booth
The talented 
commercial 
and ads 

photographer reveals his 
colourful career and photo 
portfolio. PAGE 62
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Paterson
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Brian 
Worley
Brian solves 
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detailed answers. PAGE 89
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THEAPPRENTICE

Learn how to capture top shots of historical buildings as Canon pro 
David Clapp takes our Apprentice for a day out at Wells Cathedral

Words and location images: Peter Travers

AMAZING  
ARCHITECTURE

ALLISTER is a 46-year-old marketing consultant 

based in Godstone, Surrey. He started out with a 

Canon EOS 400D eight years ago – sticking rigidly 

to Auto mode – before progressing to a 60D. But 

it’s only in the past two years, when he joined a local 

camera club, that his pursuit in photography really 

began to take off. Now using a Canon EOS 7D Mk II, 

he asked for our help to learn how to capture 

high-impact architecture photography.

 NAME: 

ALLISTER FROST 

 CAMERA: 

CANON EOS 7D MK II

APPRENTICE
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SHOOT WITH A PRO

THE CANON PRO

LANDSCAPE, travel and architectural photographer 

David, 45, is based in South Devon, but spends much 

of his time travelling the world with his Canon 

cameras. He also runs seminars for Canon and his 

own photography workshops, and so was the perfect 

pro to show Allister how to capture Wells’s historic 

architecture. To see more of David’s work, and for 

information about his upcoming workshops, pay 

a visit to www.davidclapp.co.uk

 NAME: 

DAVID CLAPP
 CAMERA: 

CANON EOS 5D MK IV

FACTFILE
Wells Cathedral, Somerset

 WHAT IS IT? 

THIS historic, picturesque 
Anglican cathedral was built 
between 1175 and 1490, and is 
situated in the heart of Wells.

 WHERE IS WELLS? 

ONLY 20 miles south of Bath. This 
medieval marvel may be England’s 
smallest city, but it offers amateur 
photographers many big photo 
ops, including the unique moated 
Bishop’s Palace, and Vicar’s Close, 
both next to the cathedral. 

 FUN FACT 

CULT classic Brit flick Hot Fuzz, 
starring Simon Pegg and Nick 
Frost, was filmed around Wells, 
which posed as the seemingly 
idyllic village of Sandford.
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THEAPPRENTICE

TOP GEAR #1
Wide lens

“MY GO-TO wide-angle lens is the 
Canon EF 16-35mm f/4L IS. I prefer it 
over the f/2.8 as it’s lighter, has image 
stabilization, and takes more popular 
(and cheaper) 77mm filters, rather 
than 82mm. The f/4L lens is incredibly 
sharp even wide open, but for the best 
combination of depth of field and 
image quality, use your wide-angle 
lens at a mid-range aperture of f/8.”

COMPOSITION AND 
REMOVING COLOUR

“ALLISTER’S 

compositional 
skills had room 
for improvement,” 
explains David, 
“I like to look for 
symmetry, and for 
Wells cathedral 
this meant moving 
further back for a 
shot with the front 
towers framing the 
rear spire. Try 

vertical compositions, and look for roads 
or paths to act as a leading lines to your 
buildings. A creative black and white 
conversion can rescue a dull-weather 
day’s shoot by brightening up buildings.”

TECHNIQUE 
ASSESSMENT
After examining his settings, David advised 
Allister tweak two key modes on his 7D Mk II

 MANUAL MODE 

MANY photographers 
are happy to rely on the 
semi-auto modes, and 
Allister had set Aperture 
Priority (Av) mode. 
However, to really take control of your exposures 
you need to shoot in Manual. “This enables you to 
set the aperture and shutter speed to get the results 
you want, rather than letting your camera dictate 
what it thinks should be bright and dark in the shot. 
This is especially important when photographing 
darker buildings against brighter skies,” says David.

 WHITE BALANCE 

ALLISTER was sticking 
to Auto white balance but 
David suggested Custom 
white balance for more 
accurate colours: “Shoot 
a sheet of white paper under the same lighting as 
your scene, then set your White Balance menu to 
Custom and select the image of the paper. This is 
even more important when shooting cathedral 
interiors as the mixture of candle, window and 
fluorescent lights plays havoc with white balance.”

Lens  Canon EF-S 17-55mm f/2.8 IS USM

Exposure 1/80 sec, f/8, ISO100

HOT 
SHOT
#1
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ALLISTER’S COMMENT

 
We moved as far 

back from Wells 

Cathedral as we could for a 

square-on symmetrical 

shot. With my 7D Mk II 

on the tripod and 17-55mm standard zoom 

at 35mm, using Live View to compose and 

expose the image with David’s help, I set 

an aperture of f/8 for the best image quality 

and good depth of field. I focused on the 

front face of the cathedral. In Photoshop, a 

little selective brightening of the stonework 

has lifted the shot, and desaturating 

adds to the sombre atmosphere.
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THEAPPRENTICE

TOP GEAR #2
Tripod & head

A TRIPOD is essential for sharp 
shots as it keeps your camera still 
during longer exposures. “My Gitzo 
4542LS offers a good compromise 
of weight and strength. It has a 
levelling base, perfect for fast setup 
using tilt-shift lenses and when 
stitching panoramas. I use it with a 
Really Right Stuff BH-55 ball head, 
bought secondhand as they’re very 
expensive!” says David. “I also use 
a remote for shake-free exposures.”

DEVIL IS IN THE DETAIL
“ARCHITECTURE photography doesn’t 
have to be all about using wide lenses 
to show the whole building. I like to 
capture detail by focusing for some 
creative close-ups using a long 
telephoto zoom lens,” says David, here 
using his Canon EF 100-400mm.

TOP TEN TIPS FOR 
BETTER BUILDINGS

1
 Start wide, work inwards

Be methodical in your approach. Shoot wide to capture 
the building in its environment, then work inwards by 
getting closer or using a longer focal length.

2
 Work the angles

 Don’t shoot everything face on; choose a 45 degree 
angle as this will lend a 3D feel to your subject and 
create greater appeal. Remember that each side of the 
building could show something different.

3
 Light is your best friend

 It’s absolutely essential that you are not shooting 
directly into the light, as the building will look flat 
and one-dimensional. Wait for the right time of day 
for side-lighting, in particular.

4
 Leading lines and dynamics

 Scope out pathways, walls and interesting features 
to pull the eye towards the subject from afar. Even 
a park bench can do magical things in wide angle.

5
 Avoid the tourists

 Don’t throw your hands in the air and complain about 
tourists. Learn to avoid them by shooting details first. 
Move in the opposite direction when they move, for 
empty and evocative shots of buildings.

6
 A sense of scale

 Don’t discount people in your shot altogether; a 
walking figure, or hand-in-hand couple can add to the 
appeal of your shot, so be on the lookout for wonderful 
moments while you work the wide-angle imagery.

7
 Travel light with a Canon CSC camera

The EOS M3 weighs just over a kilo for the camera, 
viewfinder and three lenses covering 18-320mm, 
it’s effectively a pocket 1.6x crop camera with many 
professional features. Its 90º viewfinder makes it ideal 
to act like a periscope for ceiling interior images!

8
 Doors and windows

 Versatility is the name of the game – shoot doors, 
windows, figurines, patterns, indeed anything that is 
eye-catching. Side light really helps here, so if it’s a 
grey day, wait for clear spell.

9
 Same approach inside

 Shoot the grand view, then details. Make sure you are 
continually aware of others inside the building to avoid 
frustration. Slowly walk around the interior and work 
out your angles – keep creative and use a high ISO!

10
  Shooting vertically upwards
 Always look up; it’s surprising the amount of times we 
forget to do this. Shoot precision-aligned wide-angle 
images and then get really inventive by creatively 
distorting and stretching.

TOP GEAR #3
Teleconverters

“THE EF Extender 1.4x is my secret 
weapon! I use this teleconverter to multiply 
the focal length of my favourite lenses to 
make them even more versatile. My TS-E 
24mm II f/3.5L becomes a 35mm and EF 100-400mm f/4.5-5.6L IS II 
USM telephoto zoom becomes a whopping 560mm at the long end, 
with close focusing capabilities of just one metre.” says David.
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HOT 
SHOT

#2
ALLISTER’S COMMENT

 
The light had 

radically improved 

here, with the low setting sun 

highlighting the front of 

cathedral for a short period. 

I had to be quick to grab this shot, and went 

to the front for a creative composition, shooting 

at 17mm. In hindsight my composition could’ve 

been improved if I’d been further back, however, 

I quite like this dynamic angle, and the lovely 

soft, warm evening light on the architecture.

Lens Canon EF-S 17-55mm f/2.8 IS USM

Exposure 1/30 sec, f/6.3, ISO640
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DAVID CLAPP’S CRACKING BUILDING PHOTOS
David dug through his impressive portfolio to find three of his most impressive architecture images

 PETRONAS TOWERS 
“FAR from the still night-time image you 
see here, there were crazy New Year 
celebrations going on all around me in 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The building is 
a riot of mathematics, and is a perfect 
example of extreme leading lines.”

 CHÂTEAU DE CHAMBORD 
“RACING through the grounds of this 
incredible French country estate, I made 
it just in time for the clouds to part and 
bask the building in orange light. It’s all 
about straight verticals and those 
fabulous reflections.”

 LOU RUVO CENTER FOR BRAIN HEALTH 
“THIS Las Vegas building is architecture 
at its most expressive. Photographed 
from traffic lights opposite, the building is 
kept in context with its busy environment. 
Waiting until all cars had gone keeps the 
eye on the subject.”

LIVE VIEW COMPOSURE
“YOU CAN ‘discover’ a shot by moving 
the camera around in hand with Live View 
engaged, to make quick yet important 
compositional decisions,” suggests 
David. “Then compose with precision 
using the tripod. Zoom 10x into the image 
to get the maximum sharpness, then 
use the Live View histogram, set to RGB, 
to check highlights and ensure there is 
no clipping in each channel.”

ALLISTER’S COMMENT

 
Around the back of the cathedral we 

found these daffodils in bloom, 

which David suggested using for colourful 

foreground interest. Shooting at 10mm on my 

ultra-wide-angle 10-18mm lens helped include 

it all in shot – although at the expensive of some ‘lean’. We got 

down low to ensure the relationship between the daffodils and 

cathedral remained intact; too much of a gap in the middle 

ground would have made the shot appear awkward. At 

10mm and f/9, both foreground and cathedral are sharp.

HOT 
SHOT
#3

Lens Canon EF-S 10-18mm f/4.5-5.6 IS STM

Exposure 1/25 sec, f/9, ISO100
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ALLISTER’S COMMENT

 
David had arranged 

approval to shoot 

inside the cathedral using our 

tripods. The interior was very 

impressive, and we focused on 

the ornate ceiling by shooting straight up for 

some square-on symmetry. I used a tripod and 

shot at 12mm on my 10-18mm lens, at f/9 for 

good sharpness. I also set a Custom white 

balance (see page 10) as the lighting was mixed, 

and, as light levels were low, I set ISO 

to 1600 to help brighten up the scene. 

HOT 
SHOT
#4

Lens Canon EF-S 10-18mm f/4.5-5.6 IS STM

Exposure 1/13 sec, f/9, ISO1600

 EXPERT INSIGHT 

HOW TO USE A TILT-SHIFT LENS
THIS specialized lens captures straighter architectural shots

STEP 1 A balanced 

composition can only be 

achieved by pointing the 

camera upwards, but his 

converges the verticals. 

This can be counteracted 

using the ‘tilt’ function. 

STEP 2 The camera is 

now levelled but the 

composition doesn’t fit 

comfortably in the frame 

– we need to ‘shift’ the 

lens upwards to 

reposition the cathedral.

STEP 3 Applying just a 

small amount of ‘shift’ 

repositions the cathedral 

to look natural and 

square. This teeny 

adjustment is all it takes 

for a straightened shot.

TOP GEAR #4
Tilt-shift lenses

“THIS Canon TS-E 24mm f/3.5L II tilt-shift 
lens is an amazing optic,” reveals David. “With 
an image circle bordering on medium format, 
the camera can firstly be levelled and the 
composition ‘shifted’ around in the viewfinder. 
This keeps those important verticals straight, 
just as the eye sees them, which is an essential 
look for professional architecture photography.”
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ALLISTER’S COMMENT

 
Just around the corner from the 

cathedral was this historical 

hidden gem called Vicar’s Close, a rank of 

pretty little 14th-century houses. I started 

off trying to get as much of the scene in shot 

as I could with a wide focal length, but David pointed out this 

created an empty triangle of cobbled street in foreground. So 

instead I zoomed in at 50mm, and set my in-camera aspect 

ratio to 16:9, for more pleasing and balanced composition.

SHOT
OF THE
DAY!

Lens Canon EF-S 17-55mm f/2.8 IS USM

Exposure 1/40 sec, f/8, ISO100



BE OUR NEXT 
APPRENTICE

Do you need some help to 

take your Canon photography 

to the next level? Let us know 

what you’d like help with and 

we could pair you up with 

a top pro for the day! Email 

photoplus@futurenet.com 

with ‘PhotoPlus Apprentice’ as 

the subject, and include your 

phone number and address.
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DAVID’S VERDICT

 
Allister proved to be a solid 

photographer with good grasp 

of his Canon camera, he just need to polish 

his setup and compositional skills a little. 

He applied many of the techniques he’d 

learnt on the day to capture this great image of the lovely 

cobblestoned street. Using Manual mode, his exposure is 

spot-on, as is his focusing, with a good degree of depth 

of field for a sharp and captivating image. Well done! 

NEXT MONTH FLOWERS
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STUNNING IMAGERY FROM THE WORLD OF CANON PHOTOGRAPHY



FANTASTIC CANON PHOTOGRAPHY

01 SCAMPER-SCAMPER BY PHIL THORNTON

Phil’s winning shot just shows you don’t 

have to travel far from home to find 

captivating wildlife – he shot this elusive 

hedgehog at the end of his drive! It might

not be an exotic location, but nothing says

‘In the Wild’ more than a well-executed

image of a rare species. Phil has done 

extremely well to execute the final result, 

using a long lens and wide aperture to 

create an intimate portrait. The low-level 

perspective also makes us engage more 

with the spiny subject. Well done!

Lens Canon EF 300mm f/2.8L IS USM

Exposure 1/640 sec, f/3.2, ISO800

The Canon Magazine 19
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INSPIRATIONS

02

02     SOUL OF THE WINTER WOODS 

BY SWAROOP SINGHA ROY

This atmospheric image was shot in 

Dudhwa National Park, India. “The light 

was quite low because of the mist, and 

I had to choose the perfect setting of 

shutter speed and ISO to get the shot," 

Swaroop says.

Lens Canon EF 100-400mm f/4.5-5.6L IS II USM

Exposure 1/250 sec, f/5.6, ISO500

03     SIBLING RIVALRY BY MARTIN SMART

Martin’s successfully photographed a 

Polar bear cub getting very annoyed with 

its sibling in northern Alaska. Animal 

behaviour is always the most interesting 

thing to document, and by using a 500mm 

lens Martin was able to keep well away 

from the scuffle.

Lens Canon EF 500mm f/4L IS USM

Exposure 1/1000 sec, f/4.5, ISO640

03     TRIO BY STEVE BANNER

It’s hard to resist the charm of these long-

tailed tits sharing a perch. The panoramic 

crop that Steve has chosen really works 

well here, and the narrow aperture ensures 

that all three birds are pin-sharp.

Lens Sigma 150-500mm f/5-6.3 DG OS HSM

Exposure 1/320 sec, f/10, ISO800



All the images in this gallery 

were entrants to our ‘In the 

Wild’ competition hosted on 

Photocrowd – a website 

where a public vote on the 

best-liked images is pitted 

against expert opinion. 

To enter our current contest, 

and vote on your favourite 

photos, simply visit  

www.photocrowd.com

Each issue, our favourite 

image wins a Manfrotto Pro 

Light RedBee-210 backpack 

(worth £140), and a 

selection from our top ten 

choices will be printed in 

these gallery pages.

www.manfrotto.co.uk
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05     PORTRAIT OF AN ELEPHANT  

BY VALERIA CARDINALE

“This is a photo taken during a safari in the 

Tsavo East National Park in Kenya," Valeria 

says. “I had to shoot handheld and rather 

quickly. The stabilized lens helped me a 

lot.” The frame-filling composition really 

immerses the viewer and connects them 

to the dusty, leathery elephant.

Lens Canon EF 70-300mm f/4-5.6L IS USM

Exposure 1/250 sec, f/5.6, ISO100

05
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07

06

06     KINGFISHER FLIGHT BY KEN

Kingfishers are a popular subject – they’re 

extremely fast and very tricky to track in 

flight. “It takes only two seconds for the 

bird to hit the water, catch a fish and return 

to its perch,” Ken says. He used a fast 

shutter and high ISO to freeze the motion.

Lens Canon EF 400mm f/2.8L IS USM

Exposure 1/6400 sec, f/4, ISO2000

07     HANDSOME BEAST BY PHIL THOROGOOD

This deer image takes on a very different 

approach to the last, but it’s still very 

worthy of merit. The long focal length and 

wide aperture has given a gorgeous blurry 

background. Phil has also used the rule of 

thirds, creating a classic wildlife portrait.

Lens Canon EF 500mm f/4L IS II USM

Exposure 1/200 sec, f/5.6, ISO400
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08     BATTLE BY IAN REID

Nothing says ‘In the Wild’ more than this 

capture of two Gannets at sea fighting 

over their dinner. Technically, Ian has done 

extremely well, and the image impacts on 

many levels. The focus is spot-on, the fast 

1/1000 sec shutter speed has frozen the 

moment, and the composition of the frame 

is equally strong.

Lens Canon EF 70-200mm f/2.8L IS II USM + Extender EF 1.4x

Exposure 1/1000 sec, f/7.1, ISO200

09     SNIFFER BY HENRIK SPRANZ

Henrik’s shortlisted image depicts a wild 

European Hamster sniffing on a blowball. 

“This one experiences his first spring and 

perhaps he’s still curious about them,” he 

says. “It’s always a pleasure to watch these 

now-rare hamsters, and it’s fascinating to 

catch them interacting with their habitat.”

Lens Canon EF 400mm f/2.8L II USM

Exposure 1/1000 sec, f/3.2, ISO800

08

09
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MASTER YOUR 
CANON DSLR NOW!

Get to know your Canon camera’s setting and what they 

have to offer – and start taking your best-ever shots!

OTHING beats the feeling you get when 
all the elements in front of your camera 
come together in perfect harmony and 
create the perfect image. With all the right 

DSLR settings in place, reviewing that once-in-a-
lifetime shot on the rear screen can give you a real 
buzz. All because of a little luck, and an understanding 
of what settings are needed for different situations.

If you’re new to photography, or if you simply want 
to brush up on a few skills, you’re in the right place. 
We’re going to take you through every essential Canon 
EOS DSLR control, setting and mode to help start 
taking better photos immediately. 

by James Abbott

N
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LCD screen
The LCD screen is extremely useful 

and can be used to compose shots, to 

review your photos and also to navigate 

menus and view settings. Many Canon 

DSLRs now have touchscreen LCDs.

Dioptric adjustment knob
If you wear glasses but would prefer 

not to while shooting, this control can adjust 

the viewfinder to your vision. Use autofocus 

to focus on a subject, then rotate the wheel 

until the subject is sharp in the viewfinder.

Playback button
Press this button when 

you want to review the image you 

just shot on your rear LCD. You 

can view older images, too, 

if they’re still on the camera, 

using the cross keys, D-pad 

or touchscreen LCD.

Zoom buttons
These buttons are found next to the 

LCD screen or above the thumbplate on the 

back of the camera, depending on the model. 

They are used to zoom in and out of images 

during playback and in Live View.

Quick menu
Access your most 

commonly used settings fast 

with this control. This option 

makes changing settings quick 

and easy, and removes the need 

to navigate the main menu and 

through sub-menus.

Menu button
Canon cameras offer a 

wide range of settings, features 

and customization options. Press 

the Menu button to bring up the 

main menu options on your rear 

LCD, then go through sub-menus 

for the setting you want.

Cross keys/D-pad
Depending on your EOS 

model, there will either be cross 

keys or a D-pad. These are used 

to navigate menus and settings, 

particularly if your camera 

doesn’t have a touchscreen LCD. 

There may also be a thumbwheel.

1 
Get to know your camera
The first step towards technical and creative 

prowess is to get to know the basic settings and functions 
on your camera. You don’t need to know everything, but 
having an idea of what the buttons and dials are for will not 
only make you feel more confident, it’ll also mean you know 

how to access different settings as you need them. Canon 
EOS models are slightly different, and advanced models 
offer controls that the more basic options don’t, but their 
layout is extremely similar. So let’s take a look at what you 
need to know to start taking more control…
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Flash button
The flash button is used to activate 

the pop-up flash. While it’s on the top of the 

body on this camera, on others it can often 

be found to the left of the viewfinder, just 

below the flash itself. 

Hotshoe
The hotshoe is an 

attachment that’s used primarily 

for fitting an external flash to 

your camera. They can also 

be used to attach accessories 

including wireless flash triggers 

and microphones for video. 

Shutter button
Pressing the shutter button releases 

the shutter to take a photo. Half-depress the 

button to the point of resistance to activate 

autofocus, then fully depress the button to 

take the photo.

Infrared shutter release
In addition to the shutter the button, 

Canon DSLRs can be fired remotely, either 

with an infrared remote that triggers this 

sensor on the front of the camera, or via 

a cable that plugs into a port on the side.

Mode dial
Turning the Mode dial 

allows you to select the shooting 

mode. These range from fully 

automatic to semi-automatic, 

where you take control of 95% 

of settings, to fully manual, 

where you control everything.

Lens release button
When you attach a lens to a camera, 

it remains locked in position so it doesn’t fall 

off. To remove a lens to fit another, you have 

to press the lens release button and rotate 

the lens to remove it from the body.

Main dial
Use this to adjust 

settings like shutter speed and 

aperture while you’re shooting. 

The setting the Main dial affects 

depends on the mode you’ve 

chosen on the Mode dial.
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Depth of field simply refers to how 
much of the depth of the image is 
in acceptably sharp focus. Wide 
aperture settings, such as f/2.8, 
create an extremely shallow 
depth-of-field, which is perfect 
for portraits where you want the 
subject to be sharp and the 
background to be blurred. For 
landscape shots, however, you want 
as much of the scene to be in focus 
as possible, so using an aperture 
around f/16 will provide much more 
front-to-back sharpness.

3 
Control depth 
of field with 

the aperture

2 
Shooting modes
Most cameras feature a range of 

shooting modes, which you can choose 
based on preference, what you’re 
shooting or how experienced you are. 
Auto (shown on the Mode dial as a 
green square) takes care of everything 
for you: you just have to point and 
shoot. Program (P) mode takes care of 
shutter speed and aperture, while you 

set options like ISO, metering modes 
and white balance.

Then there are the semi-automatic 
modes: Aperture Priority (Av) and 
Shutter Priority (Tv). With Aperture 
Priority, you select the aperture and the 
camera sets the appropriate shutter 
speed. Shutter Priority selects an 
aperture based on the shutter speed 

you set. These modes allow you to take 
control of the setting that’s most 
important to your shot. Manual mode 
(M) requires you to take control of all 
settings, including both aperture and 
shutter speed. This is only really 
necessary when shooting a handful of 
advanced techniques, but it’s worth 
taking the time to master this mode.

SHALLOW DoFLARGE DoF

Using a narrow aperture has captured 

a greater depth of sharpness

A wider aperture has isolated focus 

on the subject in the foreground

Shutter Priority is your best choice when having control over  

shutter speed is important, such as when freezing movement 

(fast shutter speed) or blurring movement (slower shutter speed)

Aperture Priority is best for subjects where controlling  

depth of field is necessary, such as landscapes (large 

depth of field) and portraits (shallow depth of field)

5.6f16f
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5 
Exposure compensation
When you shoot in Aperture Priority or Shutter Priority 

modes, your camera will always assume that the subject is 
a midtone, equivalent to mid-grey. The problem is that if you’re 
shooting a subject that’s lighter or darker than mid-grey, or is 
against a background lighter or darker than mid-grey, the 

image will over- or underexposed. Exposure compensation 
allows you to override the camera’s automatic assumptions, 
which means you can lighten or darken exposure to correct 
the problem. It basically provides manual control with the 
convenience of a semi-automatic shooting mode.

4 
Control motion blur with the shutter speed
Shutter speed is an incredibly creative control that can be used to freeze fast-moving subjects in space and time, or 

capture them as a more artistic blur. For action photography, these two options provide a wealth of possibilities. For instance, 
shooting a passing car at 1/1000 sec will ‘freeze’ it, making it appear not to be moving, while tracking the car as it passes at 
1/125 sec will capture dynamic blur in the background. To learn more about this, take a look at tip 15.

NORMAL EXPOSURE COMPENSATION +1

A fast shutter speed has completely frozen the 

passing car, resulting in a dull and static image

By adding one stop of overexposure using exposure compensation, 

the camera exposure has been made as bright as it should be

A slow shutter speed and a ‘panning’ technique

have captured a dynamic motion blur
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With a predominantly light scene, the camera metering has been 

fooled into underexposure, which has made the image too dark
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7 
Image file formats
By default your new camera will most likely be set to 

take JPEGs. This type of image file is processed in-camera, 
which means that you can download images from the 
memory card and print them or share them online instantly. 
The great thing about JPEGs is that they don’t take up much 
space on your memory card and hard drive, and they’re 
processed ready for use. The downside is that they capture 
a relatively limited range of tone and colour, and their 
quality deteriorates if you edit them frequently.

When you become more experienced, and more demanding, 
shooting in the ‘Raw’ file format will appeal. Each Raw file is 
considerably larger than a JPEG in terms of storage space. 
The advantage of Raw is that you control how images are 
processed, and have more room to correct exposure and 
white balance mistakes than with JPEGs. The obvious 
negative is that you have to process all images before they 
can be printed or shared online, using Photoshop or 
Lightroom, for example.

ISO100 ISO400 ISO800 ISO1600

6 
What’s ISO?
ISO controls how sensitive your 

camera’s sensor is to light: lower 
settings are less sensitive and higher 
settings are more sensitive. There are 
a bunch of things to consider with ISO, 
but the basic logic is that the lower the 
ISO is (usually 100), the better the 
image quality is, and vice versa. At low 
ISOs, there will be very little ‘noise’ in 

your photo. Noise, which becomes 
more evident at higher ISOs and plain 
ugly at the highest settings, appears as 
coloured flecks – a little like film grain.

Your choice of setting is ultimately 
a matter of compromise. The big 
attraction to using high ISOs (such as 
ISO6400) is that they allow you to use 
much faster shutter speeds. This 
means that, in low-light settings, you 

won’t have to use a tripod or a flashgun. 
As a general rule of thumb you can 
start with ISO100 on bright days; 400 
on cloudy days; 800 at dusk and dawn; 
1600 indoors without flash; and 3200 
or 6400 at night. 

It’s worth running a few tests with 
your EOS to assess what you consider 
the highest acceptable ISO: it’s usually 
a little less than the highest ISO setting. 

ISO3200 ISO6400 ISO12,800 ISO25,600

Raw image files offer the 

best image quality, but 

you have to edit them 

later to bring that out

Take control over how 

JPEGs look by selecting 

a picture style and 

customizing it
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ONE SHOT AF

AI SERVO AFMANUAL FOCUS

8 
Focusing modes
To ensure a sharp subject, no matter 

what you’re shooting, Canon cameras offer 
three autofocus modes that are best used in 
specific situations. Single Shot AF locks 
focus as soon as autofocus is achieved, and 
is best for static subjects, such as portraits. 
AI Servo AF continually focuses on a moving 
subject while the shutter button is pressed 
halfway and the active (red) focus point is 
over them. AI Focus AF is a hybrid mode that 
switches from One Shot AF to AI Servo AF 
if a still subject starts to move, but can be 
a bit hit-and-miss and many photographers 
prefer to avoid using it altogether. Manual 
focus is just that: you have to focus by 
rotating the focus ring on the lens until the 
subject looks sharp through the viewfinder 
or on the LCD screen. This option is best 
for landscape and macro photography. S
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9 
Metering modes
Metering modes allow you to change the way your camera reads light from scenes, which then has an effect on how the 

exposure is set. For most of your shooting, Evaluative will be the best option, but when should you use the other modes?

Spot/Partial
Spot metering takes a light reading from an area of 
roughly 2-4% of the frame, while Partial reads a 
larger (and more forgiving) area of around 10%. Spot 

or Partial metering is great when a subject is lit from behind, or when 
you want to expose for a specific part of the subject.

The small area around the focus 

point gives an indication of the 

region covered by spot metering Spot metering is ideal for small subjects against a light or dark tone

Centre-weighted metering often exposes skin tones perfectly

Evaluative metering is good for shots with a mix of light and dark

This graph shows how spot 

metering concentrates around 

the focus point

Evaluative
This ‘intelligent’ metering mode reads light from 
all parts of the frame, and calculates an average 
exposure based on the presence of light and dark 

areas in the scene, with a bias towards the selected AF point(s), 
helping you to achieve a correct exposure in most situations.

The light across the entire frame 

is analysed for the camera to 

determine the type of scene 

In Evaluative metering, all areas 

are treated equally with a bias 

towards the selected AF point

Centre-weighted
Centre-weighted metering biases metering 
towards the centre of the frame, graduating out 
to a lesser effect towards the edges. This mode 

is useful when using lens filters such as ND grads, which can 
cause Evaluative metering to overexpose.

The exposure is mainly on the 

central part of the image, though 

the outer parts have an influence

This graph is higher in the middle, 

where it’s heavily ‘weighted’ in its 

exposure reading
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11 
Composition
Composition is simply the way 

elements in your shot are arranged. 
With a good composition, elements feel 
balanced and the viewer is drawn into 
the frame.

The rule of thirds is one of the 
simplest compositional techniques to 

master, but also one of the most useful. 
By following this guideline, you can 
ensure that your photos are visually 
balanced with all the elements within 
a scene working together in harmony.
Simply imagine the frame is split into 
nine equally sized rectangles by two 

horizontal and two vertical lines. Canon 
cameras offer this as a grid overlay on 
the LCD screen, and some also have 
one that can be activated in the 
viewfinder. Position the subject on one 
of the four points where these lines 
intersect for a good, solid composition.

10 
Pop-up flash basics
You can’t beat a flashgun for versatility, but if your camera has a pop-up flash it can be a 

great way to add light to subjects. Using a pop-up flash can be as simple as pressing the flash button 
and shooting, but if you find the flash is too strong or too weak, you can use flash exposure 
compensation to adjust the power. This may be accessed in the main menu or via the Quick menu. 
If using a flashgun, you can also set flash exposure compensation via controls on the flashgun itself.

Here, composing the subject on one of the four ‘power points’ makes the image successful. 

For this scene the sky is more interesting than the sea, which is why it’s more prominent

Even with an abstract image, the rule of 

thirds guideline can provide visual balance

NORMAL FLASH EXPOSURE COMPENSATION -1
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12 
Focal length
It’s common to buy cameras 

in kits where you get a basic zoom lens 
with the camera body. This lens covers 
the focal lengths that are most useful 
for a wide range of subjects, and often 
ranges from 18-55mm. Focal length is 

basically how wide the field of view is; 
a smaller number provides a wider view 
while a larger number offers a narrower 
view. This makes 18mm ideal for 
landscapes and 35mm good for a range 
of subjects, while 55mm is great for 

portraits and getting a little closer 
to subjects that are further away.

Your focal length also affects depth 
of field. See in the above images how 
background sharpness decreases as 
the focal length increases.

18mm 55mm

100mm 200mm
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14 
Settings for portraits
Find a location where there’s a fairly clean 

background a few metres behind the subject. To shoot 
a portrait, set your camera to Aperture Priority (Av) mode 
with the aperture set to f/5.6, and ISO at 100 or 400 
depending on how bright it is. Now rotate the zoom ring 
so the lens is set to 55mm. Next, set the focus mode to 
Single Shot and make sure just a single AF point is active; 
then, looking through the viewfinder, adjust the AF point’s 
position so it’s over the subject’s eye. You’re now ready 
to begin shooting.

13 
Settings for landscapes
If possible, attach your camera to a tripod and 

shoot after sunrise or before sunset for the best light. Set 
your camera to Aperture Priority (Av) mode, with the 
aperture set to f/16 and ISO at 100. Make sure the lens is 
set to 18mm for the widest possible view, then switch the 
lens to manual focus. Now turn on Live View (the LCD 
screen) and compose the image before zooming in to a 
point that’s roughly one-third of the distance into the 
scene, and manually focus. For a sharp shot, activate the 
self-timer, then press the shutter button.

15 
Settings for 
panning shots

You’ll need to set the lens to 35mm 
or 55mm, depending on your 
distance from the subject. Set the 
camera to Shutter Priority (Tv) 
mode and use one of the shutter 
speeds on the right. Set ISO to 100 
or 400, depending on the light, then 
select Continuous AF with the 
central focus point active. As the 
subject approaches, track them 
by half-pressing the shutter button; 
as they pass, keep tracking them 
by twisting on your hips before 
releasing the shutter and smoothly 
continuing to track them. 

Suggested shutter  

speeds for panning

Walking: 1/8 to 1/15 sec

Running: 1/15 to 1/30 sec

Cycling: 1/15 to 1/60 sec

Cars: 1/30 to 1/125 sec

Racing cars: 1/125 to 1/250 sec 
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DAVIDNOTONONLOCATION

DAVID NOTON
Pro travel & landscape photographer

DAVID IS AN AWARD-WINNING Canon 

photographer with more than 30 years’ 

professional experience. During his career 

David has travelled to just about every 

corner of the globe. In 2012, Canon invited 

him into its Ambassador Program by 

designating him an Official Canon Explorer. 

Info and photos at www.davidnoton.com

’ve travelled 10,800 miles to be here, and it’s 
raining; low grey cloud obscures Cradle 
Mountain in a soggy dismal scene all too 
reminiscent of Capel Curig on a bad day in 
February. At least, I think it does, as I’ve yet to see the 
distinctive peak; its been shrouded in the murk since my 
arrival. I lie in the tent, listening to the rain on the 

Roaring Forties bring to the only other 

I’m on Tasmania’s more sheltered eastern 
coast investigating the photographic 

Wineglass Bay and the pink granite peaks 

Cradle Mountain seem a distant memory. 

calculations critical. I go through the 

the light. Bang on cue the sun pops 

the sun permeates my happiness as the 

Morning glory

Having travelled halfway around the world to the 

Australian island state of Tasmania, David Noton 

is confronted more rain than a rainy day in Wales…

Sleepy Bay, Freycinet National Park, Tasmania. 05:32 local time. 18 February 2006

NEXT MONTH DORDOGNE



Bang on cue the sun 
pops over the horizon 
and the rocks all around 
me glow beautifully

The dawn light paints the rocks 

at Sleepy Bay, Freycinet National 

Park, on Tasmania’s east coast

Lens Canon EF 14mm f/2.8L II USM

Exposure 3.2 sec, f/22, ISO100
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Welcome...

WELCOME back! Spring 
has well and truly sprung, 
and as usual we’ve got a 
plethora of projects and 
tutorials to wet your whistle. 
If you’re looking for 
something fresh and fun, 
turn friends into flowers with 
our double exposure tutorial 
– the effect can be shot 
completely in-camera! Or 
why not amaze viewers even 
further by creating a 
levitating portrait – it’s 
easier than you might think. 
 It’s DIY season, so have a 
go at making a bokeh lens 
hood for twinkling light 
shapes. Or, master a new 
skill and use HSS mode for 
better fill-flash portraits. 
 On the editing side, learn 
to use Lightroom to sharpen 
your images. The evenings 
are now lighter, but that 
doesn’t mean that skies are 
always perfect. Polish your 
landscapes by replacing a 
dull sky using Photoshop 
Elements. Moving over to 
Photoshop CC, get really 
abstract and recreate a 
panning effect in your 
landscapes. Enjoy!

Sharpen up your photography skills with 
our all-new photo projects and expert guides 

Lauren Scott
Staff Writer

lauren.scott@futurenet.com

New projects with video guides
Follow our Canon DSLR walkthrough guides and Photoshop editing videos 

54 Create custom bokeh
 Feeling crafty? Make your 

own bokeh lens hood and generate 

custom out-of-focus light shapes

44 Levitating portraits
Create an incredible 

levitating person with a combination 

of shooting and editing skills

48 Shoot at light speed
Master your flash’s High 

Speed Sync mode and capture 

stunning portraits in daylight

56 Replace dull skies
Sunset not quite stunning 

enough?  Add a new sky to your 

landscapes in Photoshop Elements 

60 Sharpen with care 
Use Lightroom to give  

your images added bite without 

adding unwanted noise

50 Seeing double
Learn to create a double 

exposure in-camera, using Canon’s 

designated Multiple Exposure mode

58 Emulate camera pans
We show you how to apply  

a camera-dragging effect to an 

existing image in Photoshop CC

WHENEVER you see 
this icon you’ll find 
an accompanying 
video – tap the 
link and the video 
will ‘pop-out’ of 
the page (as long 
as you have an 
internet connection). 
You can also download 
project files to your computer. 

VIEW THE VIDEOS

VIEW THE VIDEO

CANON SKILLS
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PROJECT 1PROJECT 1

VIDEO ALSO ONLINE  
http://bit.ly/pp_126_1

THE MISSION

Make your subject 

appear to float with 

Photoshop layer 

masking skills

 

Time needed

One hour

 

Skill level

Intermediate

 

Kit needed

Tripod • Sturdy 

support • Lights 

(optional)

Hover-craft
Learn how to create an incredible levitating person with James Paterson

his is one of those 
photo tricks that makes 
viewers think, ‘How did 
they do that?’ The answer 

is surprisingly simple and, like all 
the best Photoshop techniques, 
the real skill begins in-camera.

To create a seemingly levitating 

the scene – one with the person 
perched on a stable support like a 

the empty scene. Both versions 

 So the actual camera technique 
is dead easy, we just use a tripod 

subject, another without them 
or their perch. Then we piece it 
together in Photoshop, which 

novice – is a pretty simple job.

even more appealing. There 

atmospheric lighting, deliberate 
mise-en-scène, creative 

to the mood… 

T

VIEW THE VIDEO
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LEVITATING PORTRAIT

01 TRIPOD

The shots we need for this effect have to 
be in perfect alignment, so use a fixed 
tripod throughout. Your tripod position is 
important too – get low to emphasize the 
gap between the subject and ground.

02 STURDY SUPPORT

Our subject should be perched atop a 
sturdy support in a floaty pose. For this 
project we used a foldable workbench, but 
a stool, stepladder or chair could work just 
as well. Use whatever you have available.

03 EMPTY SPACE

As well as a shot of our subject we also 
need a shot of the empty scene, sans-
subject or support. In order to look 
realistic, the exposure and focus point 
should stay consistent over both frames.

06 MANUAL FOCUS

After focusing on your subject, switch 
to manual focus on your lens to lock it in 
place so that the focus point doesn’t jump 
around between frames. But remember to 
refocus if your subject moves significantly 
or you reposition the tripod.

05 ARRANGE THE CLOTHES

Clothes can make or break the effect, 
especially where the body meets the 
support. Make the clothes look as floaty 
as possible and not crumpled. Hide loose 
clothing over the edges of the support, or 
try using threads and clips to lift them up.

04 BACKLIGHTING

Moody lighting and the night-time setting 
boosts atmosphere in this scenario. Along 
with the car headlights, we also had two 
Speedlites in play. One was behind and to 
the right, and another was positioned to 
the left-hand side of the setup.

ON LOCATION THE LEVITATING TRICK
Here’s how to magically create a shot of a person floating in mid-air…

05

01

02

03

04

06
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PROJECT 1PROJECT 1

01 COPY OVER THE LAYER

Open the images (one of the subject, the other of the 
scene) in Photoshop. Go to the empty image, then go 
to the Layers panel (Window>Layers). Right-click the 
‘Background’ layer and choose Duplicate Layer. In the 
Destination Settings choose the other image. Hit OK.

03 BRUSH OVER THE BENCH

We can now paint with white to reveal the background, 
hiding the bench. Grab the Brush tool from the Tools 
panel (or hit B). Press D to set your colour to white. 
Right-click and decrease the brush hardness to 0, 
then paint over the bench to reveal the empty scene.

05 TIDY THE CLOTHES

Click the New Layer icon in the Layers panel. Grab the 
Clone tool from the Tools panel, set it to Sample All 
Layers. Zoom in to where the clothes meet the bench. 
Alt-click to sample clothes and clone out messy areas, 
hiding the join and adding extra detail as necessary.

02 ADD A FULL MASK

Go to the other image, you’ll now have two layers in 
the Layers panel. With the upper layer highlighted, 
hold Alt and click the rectangular Add Layer Mask icon 
at the bottom of the Layers panel. This will add a full 
black layer mask that completely hides the layer.

04 PERFECT THE MASK

Zoom in and continue perfecting your layer mask. If 
you reveal too much of the empty scene, simply hit X 
to switch to black and paint to hide it again. Use the ] 
and [ keys to resize your brush tip as you paint, and 
shift-click between two points to paint a straight line.

06 ENHANCE THE TONES

Finally, make any tonal changes you think necessary. 
We like to use the Camera Raw filter for this. Hit Cmd/ 
Ctrl+Shift+Alt+E to merge a layer, then go to Filter> 
Camera Raw Filter. Use the Basic tonal controls to add 
contrast, tweak colours and boost clarity. Hit OK.

PHOTOSHOP STEP BY STEP MAKE THEM FLOAT
Combine two images in Photoshop with a layer mask to create your levitating person

NEXT MONTH 
LIQUID MOTION

NO EMPTY 

FRAME?

If you didn’t shoot a 

frame of the empty scene 

it’s still possible to create 

the levitation effect 

from a single image, but 

only if there’s enough 

background detail that 

can be pasted over the 

bench. We shot our night-

time scene in heavy rain, 

only managing to grab a 

few frantic poses before 

abandoning the shoot. 

But later on, we found 

the best pose didn’t have 

an accompanying empty 

version (we’d moved the 

camera between shots). 

The solution was to clone 

out the bench using 

Photoshop’s cloning and 

healing tools.
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LEVITATING PORTRAIT

PERFECT 

THE POSE

There’s a danger the 

effect can look as if we’ve 

just copied and pasted 

our subject in. To get 

around this have them 

interact with the scene 

in interesting ways, or 

use visual aids to ground 

them, like shadows. Here, 

the car lights help to 

place our model, as the 

flare wraps around him 

in a way that would be 

hard to fake...

01 FLOATY CLOTHES

Floaty clothes and coats can help to 
emphasize the sense of weightlessness 
and movement, especially if you arrange 
them properly before shooting. 
Translucent material, like the dress in Tip 
3, can look great if you backlight it with 
window light or other lights from behind.

02 REFLECTIONS

Look for scenes that include reflections, as 
these can help to ground the subject, 
helping get around the ‘cut and paste’ look 
you sometimes see with levitation photos. 
Alternatively, have them gently touch the 
floor or rest a foot on the wall – a point of 
contact like this has a similar effect.

03 LEVITATE OBJECTS

Why stop at a levitating person, why not 
make other objects in the scene appear to 
float as well, like the lamp here? Simply 
hold them in the air then clone out your 
hands later on. Or if you’re good at 
catching, toss them up and take a quick 
snap while they’re airborne.

TOP TIPS FOR CONVINCING RESULTS 
Enhance the floaty effect with these simple ideas

LIFT ’EM UP HOW TO SELL THE EFFECT 
Follow our tips to give make the floating effect look a little more believable…
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PROJECT 2

VIDEO ALSO ONLINE  
http://bit.ly/pp_126_2

THE MISSION

Master your flash’s 

High Speed Sync 

mode for better 

portraits outside

 

Time needed

30 minutes

 

Skill level

Intermediate

 

Kit needed

Flashgun with HSS 

mode • Wireless 

trigger and lighting 

stand (optional)

STEP BY STEP HOW TO SPEED UP YOUR FLASH 
Set up your Canon DSLR and flashgun to High Speed Sync mode for improved results

Shoot at light speed
Use HSS mode for better fill-flash portraits in daylight with Peter Travers

LIGHT METER 
FOR FLASH
Having trouble setting 

your HSS flash power 

for a good exposure? 

The clever Sekonic 

SpeedMaster L-858D 

light meter can measure 

the HSS output for 

precision flash exposure 

control. Incorporating 

flash duration 

measurement for the first 

time in a multifunction 

light meter, the new 

L-858D provides the 

flash data to help you 

calculate proper 

ambient-flash exposures 

for better-lit shots.

02 WHAT FLASH POWER?

HSS mode dramatically reduces flash power as it 
fires a series of pulses of light. We started at 1/4 
power with the flash on a stand two metres from our 
subject for a good exposure in bright sunshine. Avoid 
using diffusers as this reduces flash power further.

04 HIGH-SPEC REMOTE CONTROLS

You’ll need specialist triggers if you want to fire your 
flashgun off-camera for more creative lighting. We 
used PocketWizards as they work with HSS, using a 
Mini TT1 transmitter on our DSLR’s hotshoe, with the 
flashgun on a Flex TT5 transceiver on a stand.

01 DSLR & FLASH MANUAL MODES

Set Manual exposure mode, in bright daylight we 
picked 1/1000 sec, f/2.8, ISO100. Set your flashgun 
to Manual too, and enable HSS mode – this varies 
between flashguns, on our Canon Speedlite 580EX II 
it shares a button with Second Curtain Sync mode.

03 MAKING FINE ADJUSTMENTS

If light levels drop, such as the sun dipping behind 
clouds, drop your shutter speed to around 1/500 sec 
for your background exposure. If your subject is too 
bright, decrease flash power (or move the flash a little 
further back). If they’re too dark, increase flash power.

t’s great to use a little 

However, DSLRs have a maximum 

I

VIEW THE VIDEO
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HSS FLASH

For vertical portraits, 
if you’re firing a flash 
off-camera, position 
your flash on its side 

to light the entire 
face and body

QUICK TIP!

NO FLASH 
1/200 sec, f/9 

E-TTL FLASH 
1/200 sec, f/9

HHS FLASH 
 1/1000 sec, f/2.8
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PROJECT 3

VIDEO ALSO ONLINE  
http://bit.ly/pp_126_3

THE MISSION

Create a double 

exposure using 

Canon’s Multiple 

Exposure mode

 

Time needed

15 minutes

 

Skill level

Easy

 

Kit needed

DSLR with Multiple 

Exposure mode

Seeing double
Lauren Scott reveals how to create arty multiple exposures in-camera

01 PICK THE KIT

If your camera doesn’t have a dedicated 
multiple exposure mode, you can combine 
the two frames in Photoshop later. We 
were using a Canon EOS 7D Mk II and a 
50mm lens. A zoom lens might help you 
to compose your two frames more quickly.

04 SILHOUETTE SHOOTING

Shoot from a low perspective to isolate the 
portrait against the bright sky. Dial in 
positive exposure compensation to blow 
out the sky. Your second image only fills in 
the dark areas of the base image. If you’re 
working indoors, shoot against a plain wall.

02 CAMERA SETTINGS

Switch to Av mode, and select Spot 
metering. This is an easy way to expose 
the shot correctly in changing light. Use a 
low ISO of around 160, and start with an 
aperture of at least f/5. Just make sure the 
whole of the model’s face is in focus.

05 DETAIL IMAGE

Next, find something captivating to fill in 
your silhouette with. Natural elements, like 
trees and flowers, work well. Use Live View 
as a guide when you shoot the second 
image. It enables you to see the base 
photo with a preview of the overlay. 

03 SHOOTING MODE

Find the Multiple Exposure mode in your 
camera’s shooting menu. There are 
several different options to choose from; 
Average mode is the best place to start, as 
it automatically underexposes each frame 
so the final image is correctly exposed. 

06 TWEAK AND REPEAT

There’s plenty of experimentation to be 
had here. You might want to change to the 
Additive shooting mode, underexposing 
each shot a little as you go. You could also 
work with more than two frames. Just 
avoid making the final result too cluttered. 

STEP BY STEP SET YOUR DSLR TO SHOOT MULTIPLE FRAMES 
Make use of your Canon’s multiple exposure mode for creative results

ouble exposures are 
an on-trend effect that 
you can easily create in 
Photoshop, but it’s far 

more fun to have a go at the 
technique in-camera. Multiple 
exposures hark way back to the 
days of traditional analogue 

was repeatedly exposed to light. 

There are no rules on what 
subject to use. Silhouettes work 

details. So why not give it a go? 

D

VIEW THE VIDEO
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Experiment with the 
different Multiple 
Exposure modes 
available. Bright 

mode works well for 
night-time shoots, 

for example

QUICK TIP!

PICKING THE 

IMAGES

You don’t have to shoot 

your silhouette and fill 

images at the same time. 

Your camera will actually 

allow you to select any 

image as a starting 

point. This is great if you 

don’t have a long time 

to work with your subject, 

or if they’re in two 

completely separate 

locations. If your model 

is in a hurry, simply snap 

their portrait and fill it in 

when you find a suitable 

detail later on. You can 

use any base image, as 

long as it’s on your card 

in an unedited Raw 

format (and it’s from the 

same camera).

DOUBLE EXPOSURES
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01 READY TO MERGE

Start by choosing the two photos you want 
to combine. Select your two images in 
Bridge, and go to Tools>Photoshop>Load 
Files Into Photoshop Layers… Keep the 
portrait as the top layer. Go to Edit> 
Transform to rotate, scale or flip your fill-in 
image if it’s a different orientation.

02 COMBINE THE TWO

Select the top layer and change the 
blending mode to Screen. You should now 
have one arty image. Use the Move tool, if 
you need, to reposition the fill layer over 
the portrait. As you do, pay attention to 
the facial features, and clone out any 
particularly distracting elements.

03 ENHANCE THE RESULT

Use adjustment layers to give your image a 
bit more oomph! Lighten the exposure of 
your portrait from the Layers palette to 
bring out detail in the midtones of the fill 
image. Or, increase the vibrancy of the fill 
image. You could even desaturate the 
portrait layer for a more subtle final result. 

STEP BY STEP IN THE DIGITAL DARKROOM
Use Photoshop to merge shots if your camera doesn’t have an in-built Multiple Exposure mode

SCENE INSPIRATION FILL YOUR SILHOUETTES
Repetitive and abstract natural elements can make effective fill  images

THE BASE image 
should be shot using 
the same method as 
the in-camera process 
detailed on the 
previous page. Be sure 
to shoot your portrait 
against a bright 
background, as this will 
make it easy to blend 
images together when 
you edit. To avoid a 
flat-looking final result, 
pick fill frames that are 
full of vibrant detail, 
using our suggestions 
here as inspiration.

FLOWERS

Bright and colourful florals give certain 

portraits a feminine feel. You could even 

photograph a single flower up-close.

SKIES

Think beyond blue skies here. Sunsets and 

twilight lighting work just as well when 

merged with facial features.

LANDSCAPES

Although simple scenes generally have the 

most impact, don’t be afraid to experiment 

with a range of different location shots.

LARGE OBJECTS

Patterns or plain colours look better than 

lone subjects, because these won’t be 

distinguishable when merged over a face.

LEAVES

These provide a way to add seasonality. For 

example, red hues indicate autumn, whereas  

green leaves shout life and summer.

FLAT LIGHTING

It’s best to use images with bold colours or 

contrasting lighting. If you don’t, your final 

shots will end up looking pretty drab.
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THE MISSION

Craft a custom 

bokeh lens cap for 

funky light shapes

 

Time needed

30 minutes

 

Skill level

Easy

 

Kit needed

Cutting mat • Craft 

knife • Pencil 

• Black card 

• Scissors • Black 

tape • Shaped hole 

punch (optional)

Boltin’ bokeh
In the mood for some DIY? Make a bokeh lens hood for custom  
out-of-focus light shapes – Lauren Scott shows you how it’s done

okeh is a word that 
refers to the pretty 
out-of-focus areas in a 
photograph, and these  

usually appear when you’re 
using very wide apertures.

You’ll have seen – and maybe 
even captured – circular bokeh, 
but here we’re going to show you 
how to change the shape of the 
bokeh in your photographs by 
making a simple lens cap. You can 
buy ready-made custom bokeh kits, 

but where’s the fun in that? 
Making your own is easy, 
affordable, and you can choose 
exactly what shapes you want. If 

can carefully create a cut-out by 
hand, you can turn it into a bokeh 
cap. Keep it clean though, please…

Start by digging out your 
toolbox or craft supplies, then 
simply cut your preferred shape 
out of a piece of black card. 
Constructing the lens hood is 

really easy, provided you follow 
our steps on the opposite page.

When it comes to actually 
shooting, it’s best to use a lens 
with a really wide maximum 
aperture, as this is what will 
throw the background out of 
focus. The wider you can get your 
aperture, the more pronounced 
your shapes will be.

As for the subject, it’s best to 
keep it simple. Fairy lights work 
at any time of year! 

B
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CUSTOM BOKEH

PROJECT 4

VIDEO ALSO ONLINE  
http://bit.ly/pp_126_4

HIT THE LIGHTS  
Once you’ve constructed 
the cover, you’re ready to 
start shooting. Ideally, you’ll 
want an environment that 
has multiple light sources. 
Night cityscapes can be 
effective, but you can easily 
stay inside and go abstract. 
Play with fairy lights, lava 
lamps or candles (carefully).

OPEN WIDE 

In Aperture Priority 
mode, set the aperture 
to your lens’s maximum 
value. For example, our 
50mm lens went down 
to f/1.8, which we used 
to create a shallow depth 
of field. Moving closer to 
your subject also makes 
the background blurrier.

QUICK TIPS READY FOR LIGHTNING-FAST SHOOTING
Lens cap ready to go? Try these subjects and settings

NEXT MONTH 
EXPLORING 
NEGATIVE 
SPACE 

STEP BY STEP DIY BOKEH
How to make a bokeh cap for your Canon DSLR – here’s one we made earlier…

01 CARD PREPPING

Cut out a strip of black card that will fit around your 
lens barrel, then tape it together to form a cylinder. 
Place your lens face down on another piece of 
cardboard, trace its outline with a pencil, then 
draw a slightly larger circle around this. 

03 STICK IT TOGETHER

Next, cut out around the largest circle from the 
surrounding cardboard. Cut in from the big circle to 
the inner one to make some tabs. Fold the tabs back, 
then stick them to the outside of the cylinder you 
made in the first step. Black tape works best here.

02 PICK A SHAPE

Draw your chosen bokeh shape in the centre of the 
card circle. Simple shapes are effective – think hearts, 
stars or lightning bolts. Cut out the shape carefully 
with a sharp blade and mat. Alternatively, use a mini 
shape puncher for this step (found in craft shops). 

04 GOOD TO GO

Use enough tape to prevent light leaks. Your crafting 

is now finished. Wait until it’s dark to shoot, or, just 

pull the curtains over. Focus on your subject first, 

without the bokeh cap on the lens. Then place the 

hood on the lens, adjust the exposure, and get going.

Choose your lens 
with the widest 

maximum aperture 
as shallow depths of 

field create the 
best results and 

most bokeh

QUICK TIP!

VIEW THE VIDEO
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PHOTOSHOP ELEMENTS

THE MISSION

Use selections and 

layer masking skills 

to replace a sky

 

Time needed

15 minutes

 

Skill level

Easy

 

Kit needed

Photoshop 

Elements

 

The sky’s the limit
Sunset not quite stunning enough? James Paterson shows you how to 
add a new sky to your landscapes and master essential Elements skills

Photoshop tutorial 
about replacing a sky 
in a landscape scene is 
bound to provoke the 

odd negative reaction. After 
all, the purist would argue, isn’t 
it just cheating? Surely it’s better 
to capture everything in-camera? 
Isn’t the challenge being in the 
beautiful spot at the perfect 
moment, and the thrill when 
something magical happens?

All this is true, but sometimes 
we’re simply not able to wait 
around for the perfect moment. 
Landscape pros will revisit the 
same scene over and again, but 

most of us don’t have the freedom 
to do this. So if you come upon 
a great landscape that’s let down 
by a featureless sky, this technique 
gives you the option to improve 

to build up your own library of 
stunning skies and interesting 
cloud formations, ready to be 
dropped into other images 

Besides, there’s a challenge 
of a different kind in successfully 
matching two images together for 
a seamless, believable whole. Two 
random photos of land and sky 
won’t necessarily work, as the 
lighting, colours and camera angle 

need to be fairly consistent in both 
frames. For example, the pier and 
sky images here were both taken 
with the camera facing into the 
sun at sunset, which helps to 
make the blend more natural.

This is a good project for those 
who want to further their 
Photoshop skills, as it introduces 
many key techniques you need to 
master if you want to blend two or 
more images together. We’ll begin 
by using selections and layer 
masks to combine our images, 

sky in the wet sand. 

A

 AFTER         

VIDEO ALSO ONLINE  
http://bit.ly/pp_126_5

DOWNLOAD PROJECT FILES 
TO YOUR COMPUTER FROM:  
http://downloads.
photoplusmag.com/pp126.zip

 BEFORE 

 BEFORE 

VIEW THE VIDEO
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SWAP SKIES

When blending 
two images, finish 
off with a tonal or 

colour adjustment 
over everything 

to help it gel 
together

QUICK TIP!

01 SELECT THE SKY

Open pier_before01 and 02 into Photoshop Elements 
and go to the pier image. Grab the Quick Selection 
tool and paint over the sky, then zoom in close to 
check the edges. Hold Alt and paint to subtract from 
the selection in any places where it has gone wrong.

03 DRAG IN THE SKY

Go to the Layers panel and highlight the layer mask 
thumbnail attached to the layer, then hit Cmd/Ctrl+I 
to invert it. Next go to the sunset image. Grab the 
Move tool, then drag the sunset up to the tab of the 
other image and down into its window to copy over.

05 MAKE A REFLECTION

Highlight the sky layer, hit Cmd/Ctrl+J to duplicate, 
and drag the duplicate to the top of the stack. Go to 
Image>Rotate>Flip Layer Vertical, then Filter>Blur> 
Gaussian Blur, set Radius 30 and hit OK. Change the 
layer blending mode from Normal to Overlay.

02 IMPROVE THE EDGES

Go to Select>Refine Edge. This lets us improve the 
selection. First increase Radius to about 5, then zoom 
in close and paint over any details that have been 
missed out, like the railings around the building here. 
Once done, set Output to: Layer Mask and hit OK.

04 POSITION THE LAYERS

Go to the Layers panel and drag the sunset layer 
below the pier layer so that the sky sits behind the 
cut-out shape of the land. Use the Move tool to 
reposition the layer until it looks right. If you need 
to resize or rotate it, hit Cmd/Ctrl+T to transform.

06 PAINT A MASK

Lower the layer opacity to 50%. Hold Alt and click the 
Add Layer Mask icon in the Layers panel to add a full 
black mask that hides the layer, then grab the Brush 
tool, set colour to white and paint using a soft-edged 
brush tip to reveal the reflection over the water.

STEP BY STEP REPLACE A DULL SKY
Drop in a new sky using selections and masks, then add a reflection to the sand

NEXT MONTH 
HIGH-PASS 
SHARPENING

MIND  

THE GAPS

When selecting a sky 

sometimes there will 

be parts of it that show 

through the gaps in 

the foreground, like 

underneath the pier here. 

Selecting these areas 

by hand can be a pain, 

so instead try using the 

Magic Wand tool. In the 

tool options, uncheck 

Contiguous. This means 

the tool will expand its 

search for similar pixels 

to include the entire 

image, not just the 

area you first click over. 

Hold Shift and continue 

clicking until all the gaps 

are selected. Then switch 

to the Quick Selection 

tool, hold Alt, and paint 

over any parts of the 

selection you don’t want 

to include.
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PHOTOSHOP CC

THE MISSION

Learn how to mimic 

the camera-drag 

technique

 

Time needed

20 minutes

 

Skill level

Easy

 

Kit needed

Photoshop CC

 

01 CHOOSE STARTING IMAGE

Open the woodland image and duplicate it with Cmd/ 
Ctrl+J. The ‘Background copy’ layer should be on top. 
Go to Filter>Blur>Motion Blur. Set the Distance to the 
maximum 2000 Pixels, and alter the angle to 90° 
to suit the vertical lines of the trees. You could 
change this for different types of scenes.

02 REPLICATE THE EFFECT

Select the blurred layer and duplicate it using Cmd/ 
Ctrl+J. We did this twice, but you could always add 
more for a bolder effect. Select the layers that you 
have just duplicated, and set the blending mode to 
Overlay. Don’t despair if it looks hideous at this 
stage – we’ll refine it in the next step.

STEP BY STEP INTRODUCE SOME FUNKY BLUR
Play around with this technique next time you’re editing a landscape shoot

Oh, what a drag
Lauren Scott shows you how easy it is to recreate an abstract camera 
panning effect with any image from the comfort of your computer

ntroducing intentional 
camera movement is one 
way to capture a scene 
that stands out from the 

rest. You may have tried the 
camera-drag technique before, 
which is where you pan your 
camera during a long exposure. 
If you have, you’ll know how 
ethereal and artistic the results 
can be. Depending on the shutter 

lines in the scene become blurred 
and colours merge pleasingly 
across one another. 

Here, we’ll show you how 
to recreate a similar effect in 
Photoshop. Re-editing your 
existing shots using this technique 
is a fun way to get different results 
without having to revisit the 
location! One of the most 
important things is to choose the 

right starting image. For example, 
beach scenes or woodland areas 
can work best, as any tree or 
horizon lines in the landscape 
become more prominent when 
blurred across the frame. Don’t 
agonize too much over choosing 
your image, though; because the 
editing process is fairly quick, you 
can discard a shot and move on if 
it isn’t working. 

Blending modes and opacity 
levels are key to experimentation 
here. You can also tweak the 
number of layers and saturation 
levels to your heart’s content (or, 

result). We started off simply by 
using three layers, but as you play 

works better with more than this. 
At the end of the process, don’t 

be afraid to go bright and bold 

with the colour levels. Boosting 
the vibrancy can make all the 
difference here, leaving you with 
an abstract photo that’s really 
quite striking. 

I

VIDEO ALSO ONLINE  
http://bit.ly/pp_126_6

ADJUSTMENT 
LAYERS
Using Photoshop Hue/

Saturation adjustment 

layers is an easy way to 

make nonpermanent 

colour changes to 

your image. Select 

a layer, and click to 

add a Hue/Saturation 

adjustment layer from 

the Adjustment panel. 

Set a Hue of -15 for a 

green tone, then +15 for 

Saturation. This will mute 

the green tones slightly 

without making the final 

image too drab.

 BEFORE 

DOWNLOAD PROJECT FILES 
TO YOUR COMPUTER FROM:  
http://downloads.
photoplusmag.com/pp126.zip

VIEW THE VIDEO
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CAMERA DRAG

 AFTER         

Change the 
blending mode to 
adjust the style of 

the image. We used 
Overlay, but Soft 
Light produces a 

subtler result

QUICK TIP!

03 GET IN ORDER

Change the opacity of your original layer to 25%. 
You’ll see that the foliage detail of the woodland 
merges pleasingly with the blurred layers. Drag the 
‘Background’ layer to the top of the stack. When 
experimenting with your own images, alter the 
opacity levels and layer order for different results.

04 BOOST THE COLOUR

There are several ways to make the final result more 
impactful. We chose to boost the vibrancy levels. This 
adjustment increases the intensity of subtle colours, 
but is more restrained on well-saturated tones. Go 
to Image>Adjustments>Vibrance and change the 
Vibrance to +25 and the Saturation to +15.

NEXT MONTH 
CREATE A 
LIGHTSABER 
EFFECT
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LIGHTROOM

THE MISSION

Sharpen details in 

soft images without 

added artefacts

 

Time needed

20 minutes

 

Skill level

Easy

 

Kit needed

Lightroom

DOWNLOAD PROJECT FILES 
TO YOUR COMPUTER FROM:  
http://downloads.
photoplusmag.com/pp126.zip

VIDEO ALSO ONLINE  
http://bit.ly/pp_126_7

very photographer 
knows that a sharp 
image is more pleasing 
than a soft one. Getting 

photos pin-sharp can be a 
challenge for a variety of reasons, 
however. Most Canon cameras 

image a little to avoid producing 
moiré patterns, and this low-pass 

camera close to a small subject, 

only a narrow band of detail in 
focus, and features in front of and 

An image that appears sharp on 

disappointingly soft on your 

full of tools designed to tease out 

but it gives you even more control 
over how you sharpen your 

by increasing the contrast around 

the edges of details in the image 
to give them more impact. 

When you digitally sharpen 

in smooth areas (such as the clear 

accidentally introduce artefacts, 
such as blown-out highlights, 
clipped shadows and distracting 
haloes to the sharpened areas. In 

E

Sharpen with care
George Cairns shows you how to add bite to images without adding noise

VIEW THE VIDEO
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DETAIL PANEL

STEP BY STEP SHARPEN UP YOUR IMAGES
Find out how to add detail while reducing the noise in Lightroom

01 ZOOM IN

Open ‘TYLR36.dng’ in Lightroom’s Develop module. 
To accurately assess how in-focus a photo is, look at 
it at 100% by clicking the 1:1 option in the Navigator 
panel. Then drag the Navigator’s preview box around 
to closely examine the focus in sections of the photo.

03 SET THE AMOUNT

In the Detail panel, set the Sharpening Amount slider 
to a subtle value of 113 and Radius to 2.0 to avoid too 
many visible ugly haloes. To see how your sharpened 
version compares with the original, click the Before 
and After icon at the bottom-left of the workspace.

05 REDUCE THE NOISE

Alt-drag Detail to 23 to reduce the noise in sharpened 
areas, but still see definition in important details, such 
as the petal edges. The Masking slider, below, works 
with the Detail slider to restrict the sharpening to 
important areas only, while keeping noise at bay.

02 CHECK THE DETAIL

Toggle open the Detail panel and click on the crosshair 
icon at the top-left, then move the cursor over the 
image in the main window. Click to render a 100% size 
view in the Detail zoom window. You can use this tool 
to check the sharpness of small details in the photo.

04 BALANCE IT OUT

Details in the image have more impact, but there’s 
also more picture noise. The Detail slider helps you 
get a balance between sharpening details and keeping 
noise at bay. Alt-drag Detail to 100. A greyscale 
preview shows you sharp detail plus noticeable noise.

06 ADD A MASK

Alt-drag the Masking slider. At 0, the screen will turn 
white to show no masking. As you Alt-drag the slider 
right, the masked areas appear in black. These masks 
protect parts of the photo from being sharpened, so 
you can keep some areas (such as the petals) smooth.

NEXT MONTH 
RADIAL FILTER

The Radius slider 
increases the 

spread of contrast 
from the Amount 
slider. Don’t make 
it too big, or ugly 
artefacts appear

QUICK TIP!

CHANGE 

THE AMOUNT

It’s worth experimenting 

with the amount of 

sharpening you use, but 

remember that each 

photo will require a 

different approach and 

treatment. Lightroom 

actually applies a 

Sharpening Amount 

of 25 to all photos to 

counteract the blurring 

effect of the camera’s 

low-pass filter. If you 

reduce the Amount slider 

to 0, you’ll see that the 

unedited photo looks 

softer. Turning up the 

sharpness to maximum 

isn’t ideal either – 

dragging the slider to 

150 makes the photo 

look sharper, but also 

exaggerates the amount 

of picture noise.
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01     ELEMENTAL 

This image is from a beauty shoot for Canon 

Europe, based on the elements. This ‘water’ 

image features model Hazel Townsend

Lens Canon EF 50mm f/1.2L USM 

Exposure 1/160 sec, f/2.2, ISO250 

ANY photographers 
are happy to remain 

throughout their 

Clive Booth was 

a successful graphic 

designer and is 

now a photographer 

eclectic career

CLIVE
BOOTH

CLIVE BOOTH
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Was there a moment when you 

02     MAC COSMETICS SHOOT
This was taken at Milan Fashion Week 2010 

for the Dsquared fashion label; it was lit 

with a 1x1 Litepanel above the camera

Lens Canon EF 180mm f/3.5L Macro USM

Exposure  1/80 sec, f/3.5, ISO320 

03     FASHION IN MOTION
Clive photographed this creation by 

milliner Stephen Jones during a Victoria & 

Albert Museum ‘Fashion in Motion’ show

Lens Canon EF 85mm f/1.2L II USM

Exposure 1/125 sec, f/1.2, ISO800 

04     AIR
Another image from Clive’s beauty shoot 

based on the elements. He used a wind 

machine to blow silk around the model

Lens Canon EF 85mm f/1.2L II USM

Exposure  1/125 sec, f/5.6, ISO100 
02

I bought a 5D as 
soon as it came out, and 
started commissioning 
myself for things
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Kate Moss and 

Alexander McQueen 

were there, Heston 

Blumenthal served ice 

cream. It was mad
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CLIVE BOOTH

04



 

05
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Sixties-style cool
Clive Booth reveals the inspiration behind his stylish shot of model Tommy Dunn

“Last year, I shot a commercial for clothing brand Hackett and Aston Martin. I was referencing 

the original Thomas Crown Affair film and the whole ’60s vibe. The shoot featured an Aston 

Martin DB11. Before the shoot, I had the idea of recreating a shot from another ’60s film, Bullitt, 

in which Steve McQueen was leaning out of the window of a Ford Mustang. I stood by the car with 

my 1D X Mark II and asked Tommy to lean out of the window with his arm out of the car. Hackett 

used it in their store, blown up to 5x3m. I love it and it’s now on the front page of my website.”

STORY BEHIND THE SHOT



 

05     NADJA AUERMANN
Clive photographed the German model and 

actress in an informal moment on set with 

fellow photographer Nick Knight in 2010

Lens Canon EF 50mm f/1.2L USM

Exposure 1/1600 sec, f/1.2, ISO50

06     TERENCE STAMP
After a chance meeting in London, Clive 

shot portraits of the iconic actor using half-

light as suggested by Don McCullin

Lens Canon EF 85mm f/1.2L II USM

Exposure 1/160 sec, f/1.2, ISO800 

07    KAREN GILLAN
Clive was asked to shoot street reportage-

style images of actress Karen Gillan in 

Cannes for The British Film Company

Lens Canon EF 24mm f/1.4L

Exposure 1/400 sec, f/1.4, ISO320

If you were to ask 
which camera would 
I pick up to carry every 
day, it would be the 
EOS 5D Mk IV

06

07
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Are there any other photographers 

08     NAVY RESCUE 177
This dramatic shot of the RNLI boat and 

helicopter, based at the island of Islay, 

was taken from a 7m rigid inflatable boat

Lens Canon EF 24-70mm f/2.8L II USM

Exposure 1/1000 sec, f/7.1, ISO160

09     LIFEBOAT AT SEA
Also shot from an inflatable, this image of 

the RNLI in action was shot in very difficult 

conditions using a preproduction EOS 5DS

Lens Canon EF 24-70mm f/4L IS USM

Exposure  1/1600 sec, f/4.5, ISO160 

10    RNLI CREW
Clive shot these portraits of Islay’s RNLI 

volunteers, both in their everyday lives and 

at the Lifeboat station, using window light

Lens Canon EF 85mm f/1.2L II USM

Exposure Various shutter speeds, apertures & ISO settings 

Canon gave me a 
5DS and said, ‘Be careful 
with it, it’s the only one 
in Europe.’ So I took it 
out to sea in a storm

08
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Clive Booth
Commercial, Fashion and 
Beauty Photographer

Clive, 51, was born in Ashbourne in 

Derbyshire. At the age of 16 he went to 

art school and took a course in graphic 

design, which included photography. 

He went on to have a 20-year career 

as a graphic designer on numerous 

high-profile campaigns.

In the early 1990s he began shooting films 

for television, including documenting an 

expedition to the Arctic and filming on the 

Eiger in Switzerland for Blue Peter, earning 

him a coveted Blue Peter badge.

He was invited to work with Nick Knight 

in 2006, which led to a new career as 

a fashion and beauty photographer. 

He has done ad campaigns, commercials 

and short films for Asus, Intel, House of 

Holland, George Michael, L’Oreal and 

others. He is a member of the Canon 

Ambassador programme.

09

10

PROFILE

Work with moving 
images, the still image, 
visual effects; work with 
type, mix it up, mash 
it up, collaborate 
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Next issue: Michael ‘Nick’ Nichols, the 
National Geographic wildlife photographer
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PHOTOSTORIES
Photo essays from PhotoPlus readers  
and professional photographers alike

JOIN IN 
THE FUN!

One of the great things 

about photography is 

being able to share your 

view of the world. This 

issue we see the pelicans at 

Lake Kerkini, Greece, and 

take a trip to India’s vast 

railway network for a photo 

series on ridin’ the rails.

 

We want your photos 

and stories! For your 

chance to show off your 

images in PhotoPlus, send 

three to five high-resolution 

JPEGs, along with a brief 

synopsis – explain why you 

took the shots, the location, 

whether they’re part of an 

ongoing project or a one-off 

shoot, and anything else 

unusual or interesting. Also 

include Canon DSLR, lens 

and exposure details. 

 

Email  

photoplus@futurenet.com

 

Online 

www.facebook.com/photoplusmag 

www.twitter.com/photoplusmag

 

Post  

PhotoPlus: The Canon Mag 

Future, The Ambury 

Bath BA1 1UA, UK

NAME: Caron Steele

LOCATION: Lake Kerkini, Greece

MISSION: To capture the
behaviour of Dalmatian pelicans
in their natural habitat.

KIT: Canon EOS-1D X Mk II,
Canon EF 8-15mm f/4L Fisheye 
USM, Canon EF 100-400mm
f/4.5-5.6L IS II USM, Canon
EF 500mm f/4L IS II USM

www.caronsteele
photography.com

  PROJECT INFO  

01

recently went on a 
photography trip to 
Lake Kerkini, Greece, 
to photograph 
Dalmatian pelicans.

I set out to create a varied 
collection of shots, while 
showcasing the amazing 
personality of these majestic-
yet-comical birds.

However, three days before 
I was due to set off on the trip 
I received an email saying that 
the lake had frozen over for 

that the pelicans had moved 
away. My heart sank, however 

I
I packed for the trip and hoped 

somewhere else, as our local 
guide and wildlife expert was 
busily scouting out alternative 
opportunities. On the day I set 
off the lake had begun to thaw 
and small numbers of pelicans 
were returning. To my great 
delight they continued to 
return, and instead of a 
disaster we ended up with 
a unique opportunity to 
photograph pelicans on ice.

Dalmatian are the largest 
pelican species – having a 
wingspan of just over three 

Catch the pelican
How inclement weather on a wildlife 
shoot turned from a curse to a blessing



 Wildlife photography is all about understanding the s
pecies. Here, 

Caron spent time with the pelicans to document a range of behaviour. 

Patience pays off, but so does luck. Caron was fortunate that these 

pelicans returned to the lake during the crisp, icy c
onditions.

 By using a fisheye lens, Caron has really created an
 original and 

immersive perspective. The low angle connects us to the subject 

immediately – as a viewer, we almost feel like another pelican!

FEEDBACK
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02 01     FLOATING IN FORMATION
The skies cleared to reveal snow-capped peaks behind the birds

Lens Canon EF 100-400mm f/4.5-5.6L IS II USM Exposure 1/1250 sec, f/8, ISO4000

02     STANDING TO ATTENTION
A pelican stands out against blue skies as the weather improves

Lens Canon EF 8-15mm f/4L Fisheye USM Exposure 1/1250 sec,  f/18,  ISO1250

03     JOSTLING FOR SPACE
A fisheye lens lends an unusual perspective to the pelicans’ beaks

Lens Canon EF 8-15mm f/4L Fisheye USM Exposure 1/1250 sec, f/8, ISO1600

04     IN TRANSIT
A pelican lands with grace on the semi-frozen lake

Lens Canon EF 100-400mm f/4.5-5.6L IS II USM Exposure 1/1600 sec, f/9, ISO500

I was keen to capture images of 

the pelicans with the snow-capped 

mountains in the background

metres – so it’s a challenge to 
keep everything sharp and in 
frame at close quarters. I used 

Fisheye USM to capture the 
birds at close range. I also took 
several shots at a low angle, 
with my camera practically on 

perspective. To do this I used 
an Angle Finder, which made 
the job a lot more comfortable 
and framing the shots easier. 

Our weather conditions 
had been varied throughout 
the trip, with many hazy skies, 
but I was keen to capture some 
images of the pelicans with 
the snow-capped mountains 

weather changed and the 
cloud cover disappeared from 
the mountains one afternoon, 
making this a possibility. 

Photography has really 
opened my eyes again to the 
beauty that surrounds me, and 
I was so fortunate to witness 
these particular moments. 
I studied Zoology at Oxford 
University, but then went on 
to a career in banking and 
advertising. My love for 
wildlife has been rekindled 
by my passion for photography 
and I now spend many hours 
photographing the wildlife on 
our farm, and travelling across 
the world trying to capture the 
beauty of the natural world. 

04

03
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NAME: Manish Jaisi

LOCATION: New Delhi, India

MISSION: To document the 
passengers and people across 
India’s railway network

KIT: Canon EOS 600D, 
Canon EF 50mm f/1.8

www.500px.com/manishjaisi

  PROJECT INFO  

A journey lies ahead
A series portraying India’s railways, along with their bustling 
stations, the people who travel on them and their journeys

have always been 
fascinated by trains, 
and also been fond of 
rail journeys. Here in 
India, railways are as big 

a part of our culture as they 
are part of our economy, being 
the largest employer in the 
entire country.

station to meet a friend of 
mine, and the train was late so 
I had plenty of time to roam 
around. I took a few pictures, 

then realized I could mix my 
love for railways and my 
passion for photography in a 
photo essay. I got the idea and 
kicked off with the Indian 
railways. The more I have 
devoted myself to this story, 
the more I am getting to know 
about the railways and the 
people that travel upon them. 

Railway stations are a 
diverse mixture of cultures, 
with people from every part of 
the country and even overseas 

to be seen, and there’s a story 
waiting to be captured every 
moment. One of the biggest 
challenges, when shooting at 
stations, is to keep your gear 
safe in the rush, as well as to 

contact creates a special bond. 
I started shooting in the 

an ongoing project that I wish 
to continue for many more 
years to come. 

I



 Manish’s series offers a diverse portrayal of a subj
ect that he’s 

clearly close to. He shows that you don’t have to use a lot of 

different or expensive lenses to come up with imaginative results.

By combining a mixture of portraits with wide-angle compositions, 

Manish has created a tangible link between the people and the 

railway in his series.

FEEDBACK
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02

01     LOST IN THOUGHTS

A couple look at an information board as a train passes by

Lens Canon 50mm f/1.8 Exposure 1/15 sec, f/5.6, ISO100

02     INFLUENCE OF THE RAILWAY

People cross a river on foot using the railway bridge

Lens Canon 50mm f/1.8 Exposure 1/1250 sec, f/2.8, ISO400

03     LOOKING OUTWARD

A little girl peeks out of a window of an express train in New Delhi

Lens Canon 50mm f/1.8 Exposure 1/40 sec, f/2.8, ISO200

04     WINDOW LURKING

A mother and daughter watch the world pass by from a train window

Lens Canon 50mm f/1.8 Exposure 1/160 sec, f/3.5, ISO400

03

04
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Professional photographers reveal their top six 

tools of the trade they couldn’t shoot without

Albert Palmer

he people I 
photograph are 
in love. The most 
important piece of 
equipment I take with 

me to a wedding is an open 
mind. I try to avoid any 
preconceived ideas about what 
will happen, what people 
should do or how they should 
feel. I hope my images 
transport couples back to their 
wedding day, and that they 
remind people of not just what 
happened but of how they felt 
– whether it was saying their 
vows, seeing uncle John 

or joking with the 
bridesmaids. As a wedding 
photographer I’m often 
thrown into tricky situations 
where I have to think quickly 
and have little control over 
the light or environment.   
 I rely on my equipment to 
focus in the dark on moving 
subjects and capture the 

trinity of lenses is the Canon 

these for 95 per cent of the 
images I take. I also use three 

while pricey, are incredible for 

the process so simple and 
haven’t failed me once. I love 
to spice things up and try 
something new, and have a 

45mm f/2.8 tilt-shift lens. 
 Also packed are a prism 
and a piece of copper pipe, 
which I use to shoot through 
and create one or two images 
that are a little bit different. 
The key is to know when to 
use them and when not to, as 
they can become gimmicky 
quite quickly. 

Award-winning wedding photographer Albert packs lots of Canon kit, but it’s 
an open mind and piece of copper pipe that help him to capture top shots

Albert Palmer
I’M A wedding photographer in 

Bristol, UK. I’ve been full-time for 

seven years and photographed 

over 300 weddings. I recently 

won the TWIA Best Wedding 

Photographer in the South West 

2017. I’ve travelled all over the 

globe to photograph weddings 

and, while I have a lot of fun, I take 

what I do seriously. I’d describe 

my style as ‘creative reportage’ 

– trying to tell the most beautiful 

story of the day in a natural way. 

Other than the obvious ‘wedding 

images’, I love the fun moments 

and the unexpected shots. 

www.albertpalmer 

photography.com 

 WHAT DO I DO? 

T

The most important 
piece of equipment I take 
with me to a wedding is 
an open mind
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IN ALBERT’S BAG

Canon EOS  
5D Mark IV 
WEB: www.canon.co.uk 

I ORDERED two of 

these at launch without 

any hesitation, and they 

didn’t disappoint. 

They’ve got far better 

dynamic range, ISO 

performance and faster 

frame rate than the 

Canon 5D Mark III. I 

carry both of them with 

me all day and love the 

tones they produce. 

Spider Pro
Camera 
holster
WEB: www.spiderholster.com

AS I take two cameras 

to every wedding, this 

belt means I can use 

them interchangeably. 

I’m not a huge fan of 

straps, as they often 

get in the way. This belt 

helps shift the weight 

off of my shoulders and 

onto my hips. It has a 

lock so that cameras 

don’t fall out and it’s 

been a game changer 

for me since 2016. It 

also attracts plenty of 

fun comments from the 

wedding guests!

Copper pipe

I LOVE shooting 

through objects. 

Whether it’s foliage, 

glass or lights, I like to 

create images that are 

different. I did not 

pioneer the copper pipe 

technique but if you 

Google ‘ring of fire lens 

flare’ you’ll see what it’s 

all about. With the right 

light and the right 

angles you can create 

some incredible flare. 

The images are pretty 

unique and the results 

often unexpected.

Canon EF 
35mm f/1.4L 
II USM 
WEB: www.canon.co.uk

THE LOOK of the 

35mm focal length on 

a full-frame sensor is 

beautiful, and Canon 

knocked it out of the 

park with this lens. It’s 

so sharp at f/1.4, and 

the colours it produces 

are incredible. If I’m 

trying to feel inspired, 

this is my go-to lens. 

I particularly love taking 

images of people with 

it. It forces you to get 

close and up into 

people’s faces.

Canon 
EF 135mm 
f/2L USM
WEB: www.canon.co.uk

I’M NOT going to lie; 

this lens is a bit of a 

one-trick pony. But 

what it does is amazing 

and I use it at every 

wedding. It’s one of 

Canon’s cheaper 

professional lenses and 

often comes out of the 

bag for the speeches. 

It is the longest lens 

I own and it’s 

surprisingly small.

Manfrotto 
190CXPR04 
tripod and 
498RC2 head
WEB: www.manfrotto.co.uk

I LOVE to create 

couple images at night, 

and often end a 

wedding album with 

a photo of the couple 

underneath the stars 

or outside the venue. 

I chose this tripod 

because it’s extremely 

lightweight and 

compact. It’s made of 

carbon fibre, which 

means my skin won’t 

stick to it in freezing 

conditions, which, at 

the time, was a 

consideration for a 

wedding I was shooting 

in Iceland.

01 02 03 04 05 06
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ON SALE NOW
Landscapes  Nature  Macro  Astrophotography  Sport  Wildlife

 

Printed in the UK                  OPY04                           £9.99 

MASTER 
OUTDOOR 
PHOTOGRAPHY
Discover how to add mood and 
atmosphere to winter landscapes

CAPTURING 
WILDLIFE
Learn the techniques you need to 
get stunning pictures of wild animals

MILKY WAY 
MASTERCLASS
Discover the joys of astrophotography  
in our night-sky shootout

Printed in the UK                  OPY04                           £9.99

162 
PAGE 
GUIDE

Essential seasonal advice on shooting landscapes and 
wildlife from the experts at Digital Camera magazine.

http://bit.ly/outdoor-photo-winter



Improve your photography – fast!
With our new Member Plus subscription

Get unlimited access to our 
great e-learning portal with 
hundreds of expert videos to 
provide inspiration and help 
improve your photography.

 Flexibility
Learn at your own pace,  
choose your own lessons

Easy to follow
Step-by-step expert videos  
on camera technique & editing

Watch on the move
Available 24/7, from any 
computer or mobile device

Expert tuition
All videos are presented by 
leading photography experts

Member discounts
Save on essentials from 
camera insurance to  
Adobe Photoshop

SUBSCRIBE NOW to get  
instant access to e-learning,  
13 issues of PhotoPlus AND  
a FREE Manfrotto Essential 
Backpack worth £49.95!

Video training

FIND OUT MORE AT www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/PHPMP01  
OR CALL 0344 848 2852 and quote PHPMP01

NEW
!

£99

ALL THIS  
FROM ONLY

(WORTH £187)

500 
VIDEOS!

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Prices and savings quoted are compared to buying full-priced UK print and digital issues. You will receive 13 issues in a year.  You can write to us or call us to cancel your subscription within 14 days  
of purchase. Your subscription is for the minimum term specified and will expire at the end of the current term. Payment is nonrefundable after the 14 day cancellation period unless exceptional circumstances apply.  

Your statutory rights are not affected. Prices correct at point of print and subject to change. Gift is subject to availability. Please allow up to 60 days for the delivery of your gift. In the event of stocks becoming exhausted 
we reserve the right to replace with items of a similar value. For full terms and conditions please visit: http://bit.ly/magterms. Offer ends 31/5/2017.
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PETER TRAVERS

CANON EXPERT

Peter’s been a passionate 
photographer for well over 
20 years. He’s worked on 
PhotoPlus since the very 
first issue, back in 2007,
and has been the magazine’s
editor for the past six years.

WITHCASH WITH YOUR CANON  PAGE 80

Another sack-load of your thorny photography  
questions tackled by Canon Agony Uncle Brian BRIAN WORLEY

CAMERA EXPERT

Brian has unrivalled EOS
DSLR knowledge after 
working for Canon for over
15 years. He now works as a
freelance photographer 
and photo tutor 
in Oxfordshire. 

WITH
EOS S.O.S  PAGE 89

It’s a bright sunny day and you 
need to use some flash to sort 
out your portraits but don’t 
know how? Start right here…

DIGITAL SLR ESSENTIALS  PAGE 84

Your ultimate photographic reference guide  
to the complete Canon EOS DSLR system

In the second part of our new series, learn 
how to make money for stock libraries

MARCUS HAWKINS

PHOTO EXPERT

Marcus has been passionate 
about photography for more 
than 25 years. A former editor 
of our sister publication Digital 
Camera, he has written about
photography for Canon 
and Jessops, and uses 
a Canon EOS 5D Mk III.

WITH



CANONSCHOOL
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PETER TRAVERS

CANON EXPERT

Peter’s been a passionate 
photographer for well over 
20 years. He’s worked on 
PhotoPlus since the very 
first issue, back in 2007,
and has been the magazine’s 
editor for the past six years.

The level of image manipulation that’s permitted varies, so 

check how much is acceptable before you submit your shots

It’s important to submit photographs that stand out as thumbnails, so 

a buyer will pick them out from a screen full of options when searching

here are many 
professional 
photographers who 
will tell you that 

stock photography is 
dead, but that’s not really 
the case. The market  
for stock photography has 
changed dramatically over 
recent years, though.  
In the ‘good old days’ you 
could get good returns from 
a few images, but with the 
proliferation of images and 
low-cost ‘microstock’ sites, 
nowadays the returns per sale 
of individual images can be 
extremely low. This means 
that making an income from 
stock is now mostly about 
getting many lower-return 

sales, rather than a few bigger 
ones. Don’t let that put you off, 
though – if you’re determined, 
you can do it, and we’re going 
to show you how with our 
step-by-step guide…

Do your research  
There are many stock libraries 
that could sell your images, so 
you need to do some research 

You should check that the 
library wants the type of 
images that you can supply, 
and then make sure that your 
images will meet their 
guidelines. Most of the larger 
libraries will then require you 
to register, and submit a small 
number of images for 

approval. This process is 
critical, so make sure that you 
only submit your very best 
images. Once these have been 
accepted you will be able to 
upload more, although some 
libraries still have a limit of 
the number you can submit 
per week or month.  

Once you have started to 
upload your images to the site 
your work doesn’t stop. The 

some sites is to decide on how 
your images will be sold. 
There are two main ways that 
libraries sell images (known 
as licensing), which can affect 
how much money you will get. 
These are royalty-free (RF) 
and rights-managed (RM). 

With royalty-free licensing, 
the buyer pays a single fee, 
which allows them to use the 
image multiple times and for 
any length of time, but the 
image is still available to other 
buyers to use. Rights-managed 
gives the buyer exclusive use 
of the image for a limited time 
and number of uses. What this 
means for you is that a 
royalty-free image will bring 
you less money per sale, but 
has the potential to be sold 
many more times, while a 
rights-managed image will 
command a higher price per 
sale, but potentially fewer 
sales. So you need to choose 
a library that offers the type 
of licensing agreement that 

Selling through stock libraries
We explore how you can make money from great Canon photos you’ve already taken

MAKE CASH WITH 
YOUR CANON

In the second part of our new series, we reveal how you  
can earn money from Canon photos sat on your hard drives

T
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If you’ve got a collection of 

really top-quality photos 

sitting around already, 

why not make it start 

earning its keep as stock?

suits your images. Most image 
libraries now use the royalty-
free licensing model, 
particularly those known as 
microstock, as it enables them 
to sell more images more 
cheaply than the rights-
managed model.  

You then need to get busy 
with the task of keywording 
your images. This may seem 
like a waste of time, but it’s 
the main way that buyers will 

millions available on many 
sites. So, do some research 
about which words image 
buyers are likely to use, and 
add the relevant ones to your 
photos. Finally, it’s best to 
keep adding shots regularly, 
so look at uploading at least 

some time to give you the best 
chance of making some cash. 

What to submit 
The simple answer to this is 
to submit only your very best 
images, both technically and 
aesthetically, but there’s 
more to successful stock 
photography than this. When 

considering what type of 
images to submit to stock 
libraries you need to bear 
in mind that the shots that 
appeal to other photographers, 
friends or even users of online 
sharing sites like Flickr aren’t 
necessarily what image buyers 
are looking for.  

One of the most popular 
uses for stock photography is 

to illustrate articles, books or 
websites that are trying to get 
across some concept or 
meaning. Because of this, for 
your images to sell well they 
need to be more than just a 
good photo. Take a look at any  
stock site and they are full of 
images of models striking 
various poses, laughing, 

situation that can be easily 
categorized, such as ‘business 
meeting’ or ‘phone call’. 

This focus on easily 

restricted to portraits; try to 
shoot images that can be used 

such as ‘waste’ or ‘energy’ or 
even ‘dereliction’, as having 
this extra element will help 

Keywording is vital if buyers are 

to find your images. For travel 

shots, make sure you include 

the location – and that you 

spell the place name correctly!
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you add successful keywords 
and sell more images. 

There are also many small 
details that can help you make 
your images more appealing 
to both stock libraries and 
buyers. For some uses it’s 
important to avoid any logos 
or trademarks being visible 
in the image. For example, 
if a buyer from a retailer or 
manufacturer is looking for 
an image to use, the last thing 
they want is for a competitor’s 
logo to be visible in the image. 

You need to make sure that 
the image looks great 
as a thumbnail as well as at 
full size. This may not seem 
obvious, but a simple, graphic 
image often works better 
as a thumbnail, rather than 
a complex and very detailed 
one. This matters because 
most buyers will be searching 
through hundreds or 
thousands of thumbnails 
searching for the right image, 
and your image needs to stand 
out as a thumbnail for them 
to even click on it. 

 
Check the small print 
One of the most important 
things to check, when 
choosing a stock library, 

is what percentage of each sale 
you will get. The amount you 
receive can be as low as 15 per 
cent for some sites, rising to 
around 50 per cent for others. 
The higher the percentage is 
obviously better for you, but 
it’s not always as simple as the 
numbers may suggest. Some 
libraries offer better rates the 
longer you stay with them, 
or the more images that you 
have, and some also offer 
different rates for different 
licences. You may also be able 
to increase your cut by signing 
an exclusivity agreement. This 
means that you won’t offer 
these images through any 
other agency, but this may 
limit your returns long-term.  

 
A question of release 
While it’s not essential for 
every stock image, most 
agencies insist that you have 
a signed model release form 
for any people that are 
recognizable in your images. 
This release essentially means 
that the person in the image 
acknowledges that the 
photographs can be sold, 
although there are still certain 
restrictions concerning exactly 
where they are used, such as 
for advertising certain 
products. It’s also advisable 
to obtain a similar property 
release form if an image you’re 
selling was shot from private 
property or it contains any 
recognizable buildings or 
other structures.  

Some stock libraries will 
accept images without signed 
releases (especially for 
property) as the pictures can 
still be used for editorial use, 
but it will mean that the image 
is less likely to be sold as 
easily, and you may not make 
as much cash from it. 

Many publications pay for images to run in gallery pages – this is from 

our sister magazine, Digital Camera – but the quality has to be spot-on

 IN THE KNOW: PAUL FOSTER, SENIOR DIRECTOR, CREATIVE CONTENT, GETTY 

“FOR amateur photographers wanting to take their imagery to 

the next level there are some key points to bear in mind. First, 

consider what you want to convey with the image, what emotion 

or idea you want to evoke and how you can communicate this 

visually. We receive a lot of photographs on every conceivable 

subject and so you should be your own harshest critic when 

judging your originality. Challenge yourself to find a novel angle 

or unexpected point of view; perhaps experiment by using a 

wider lens to get up close and personal and give a greater sense 

of intimacy. Remember the power of clean, simple composition; 

sometimes the most powerful images work because of what is 

left out of the frame, rather than what is included in it.” 

Making a living from stock 

photography is possible, but requires time, 

effort, dedication and really understanding 

the requirements of image buyers

Having worked as an art director for eight 

years, Paul has won numerous awards
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If you’re selling an image of a common or popular subject, it’s got to be top-notch and stand out from a crowd 

of similar shots, and the time spent properly keywording images will help to increase the odds of sales, too

The long haul  
Stock photography is best seen 
as a long-term investment 
rather than a get-rich-quick 
scheme. The chances are that 
you won’t get much money for 

still worth persevering. Make 
sure that your images are of 
the best quality and are of 
subjects that buyers want. 
Keep uploading new images 
and you can make some 

living from stock photography 
is possible, but requires plenty 
of time, effort and dedication, 
and really understanding the 
requirements of image buyers. 

While it could only take a 

images, once started you’ll 
need to set aside around one 
evening per week to upload 
new images and keyword 
them. You will also need to 
be shooting new images to 
keep your submissions fresh. 
You may already be shooting 
new images every week or 
two, but if you are shooting 

add another day or two to 
your photography schedule. 

When you start submitting 
your photos to stock libraries 
the initial returns will be 
pretty small. With microstock 
sites you will typically get a 
few pence per image sale, so 
you need plenty of sales to 

With rights-managed images 
you can make more per 
individual sale, but the volume 

of sales will be much lower. 
So, if you only have a few 
images on a stock site you will 
be lucky to make a few pounds 
per month, especially with 
microstock sites. The returns 

you have a good selection of 
hundreds – or even thousands 
– of high-quality, saleable 
images uploaded. 

  DOS AND DON’TS  

Do

• Read the small print about 

submitting images to image 

libraries, and make sure that your 

images meet all of the criteria, 

that includes correct image 

resolution, sizes and specs 

• Spend time researching and 

keywording your images to make 

sure they’re what buyers are 

looking for and are easy to find 

• Check that every image that you 

submit is technically perfect; they 

need to be pin-sharp, have low 

noise and be free of defects, 

such as chromatic aberration 

or other distortions

Don’t

• Expect to get huge amounts 

of cash when you start out. It will 

take months – or even years – to 

generate enough images to make 

significant amounts of money 

• Expect every image to be 

accepted, particularly when  

you start out. It may be that  

the agency simply has too many 

similar images on its site already 

• Forget to get model and 

property release forms signed 

for as many images as possible. 

This will ensure that they are 

available to the maximum 

number of buyers 

When magazines buy stock photos, 

they’re often looking for ones with space 

for headlines, words, and so on. If you’re 

doing a shoot specifically for stock, leave 

a bit of space in some of your pictures
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This month, why the best time to pop a flashgun 
onto your Canon is on a bright, sunny day…
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Metering for the highlights (left) or the 

shadows (right) creates ugly results in 

this high-contrast scene

The solution? Expose for the bright areas 

and use flash to illuminate the foreground. 

It’s quicker than HDR!
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MARCUS HAWKINS

PHOTO EXPERT

Marcus has been passionate about 
photography for more than 25 
years. A former editor of our sister 
publication Digital Camera, he has
written about photography and 
cameras for a wide range of clients,
including Canon and Jessops, and 
uses a Canon EOS 5D Mk III. 

 No flash 
 No flash 

 Fill flash 

Sunlight creates high-contrast 
set an exposure for the 

Using flash in daylight
There may be plenty of light on a sunny day, but adding more can give you better results

A



FLASH SYNC SPEED

Aperture Priority 
ATTACHING A Speedlite to a 5D 

Mark III sees the camera change the 

shutter speed from the metered 

1/800 sec to the 1/200 sec x-sync 

– two stops brighter than required at 

the aperture of f/2.8 – and the 

shutter speed flashes as a warning in 

the viewfinder. To fix this, you could 

set an aperture two stops smaller.

Shutter Priority 
YOU SET the shutter speed in 

Shutter Priority, but the camera 

won’t allow you to set it faster than 

the x-sync (1/200 sec in our case). To 

prevent the picture being too bright, 

the camera automatically sets a 

smaller aperture of f/5.6, which 

reduces the level of exposure by two 

stops. The result? A balanced shot.  

Manual
EVEN IN Manual mode, the camera 

will override the manually set shutter 

speed if it’s faster than the x-sync, 

resulting in the same two stops of 

overexposure as in the Aperture 

Priority shot. Unlike Aperture Priority, 

the camera doesn’t flash a warning, 

so you’ll need to use the exposure 

indicator in the viewfinder as a guide.

Program
THIS MODE sets both the shutter 

speed and aperture automatically; 

defaulting to the 1/200 sec x-sync, 

the camera pairs this with the smaller 

f/5.6 aperture to prevent the daylight 

being overexposed. Normally you can 

‘shift’ the aperture and shutter speed 

pairing in Program mode, but you’ll 

be unable to do so in bright light.

200 200 200 2002.8 5.6 5.6 2.8100 100 100 100ISO iso iso iso
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anon’s advanced 
E-TTL II flash 
metering might be 

able to balance the power 
of the flash output with the 
existing light, but it’s still 
limited by the camera’s flash 
synchronisation speed – or 
‘x-sync’. This is the fastest 
shutter speed at which the 
flash can be used, and it varies 
between camera models 
across the EOS system. With 
an x-sync of 1/180 sec, the 

EOS 6D has the slowest sync 
speed in the current range, 
while the 800D, 80D, 7D Mark 
II and 1D X Mark II boast the 
fastest at 1/250 sec. All the 
rest can synchronize flash 
exposures at up to 1/200 sec.

Shooting in daylight often 
requires a shutter speed that’s 
considerably faster than the 
x-sync. The problem is that 
once you activate the flash, the 
camera will automatically set 
the shutter speed at the slower 

x-sync – and 
this means that 
the sensor will 
be exposed to 
daylight longer 
than it needs to 
be. If, say, the 
shutter speed required to 
expose a scene without flash 
is 1/800 sec, but activating 
the flash means that the 
shutter speed drops to the 
slower x-sync of 1/200 sec, 
the daylight will be recorded 

as two full stops brighter than 
it should be (from 1/800 sec to 
1/400 sec to 1/200 sec). The 
EOS Creative Zone modes deal 
with this problem in different 
ways, as you can see below…

YOU MIGHT wonder why ‘flash sync 

speed’ is a thing. After all, a burst of 

flash is lightning-quick, so why can’t it 

be used at fast shutter speeds? It’s 

down to the way that the pair of shutter 

curtains in front of the sensor work. At 

the sync speed or slower, both curtains 

are open and the whole surface of the 

sensor is exposed when you take a 

picture, but at faster shutter speeds 

the sensor isn’t fully exposed in one go 

– the second curtain starts to close 

before the first one has fully opened, 

meaning that the sensor is essentially 

exposed through a fast-moving slit; 

if the flash fired, its brief burst of light 

would only register on the part of the 

sensor exposed at that time.

 There is a solution: high-speed 

synchronization (HSS). Available in 

many flashguns, it fires a sequence of 

low-power flashes to coincide with the 

moving slit created by the shutter 

curtains, so you’re free to use large 

apertures (and the corresponding fast 

shutter speeds) to blur backgrounds.

Getting to grips with x-sync

High-speed sync

A burst of flash is lightning-quick but shutter speeds need to be slow

C

800 2.8 100iso

800 2.8 100iso

Here, high-speed 
sync allowed flash to 
be used at original 
exposure settings
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 No flash  Flash at 0  Flash at -1 

hile high-speed sync 
has the potential 
to transform your 

outdoor flash photography, 
there’s one big drawback: 
power. The light from the 
flashgun has to be pulsed 
at a lower power during the 
exposure, which means that 
it doesn’t reach as far as it 
does during a normal, single 
burst of flash. The faster the 
shutter speed, the more the 
problem is compounded. 
A flashgun that allows you to 
zoom can give you more reach, 
as will using a larger aperture 
or a higher ISO. But you may 
already be shooting at the 

lens’s maximum aperture, 
and increasing the ISO will also 
increase the shutter speed, 
as well as the amount of noise.

An alternative approach is to 
dial in smaller aperture settings 
until the shutter speed falls 
below the camera’s x-sync, 
then you can deactivate 
high-speed sync and use 
the full power range of your 
flashgun. The trouble is that 
smaller apertures increase the 
depth of field, or the amount 
of front-to-back sharpness in a 
scene. This may be undesirable 
when you’re shooting a 
close-up or a portrait, where 
you’re more likely to want 

details in the background and 
foreground to melt away.

One technique to get 
around this is to fit a neutral 
density (ND) filter to the front 
of the lens. These filters block 
the amount of light coming 
through the lens, giving you 

slower shutter speeds even 
when using large apertures to 
blur distracting backgrounds. 
A two- or three-stop ND is a 
good place to start – or try a 
polarizing filter, which, when 
used at full strength, reduces 
the light to a similar degree.

Cut down light levels
Combine flash and large apertures with an ND filter

E-TTL II exposures
Adjust the flash output for bolder or more subtle results

CANON’S E-TTL II flash metering 

system takes a lot of the pain out of 

flash exposures when you need to 

take shots quickly. Your camera will 

do all the heavy lifting, calculating 

how much light from the flash will 

produce a balanced exposure with 

the ambient light. It does this by 

firing a low-power pre-flash before 

the exposure starts; in some 

instances, during a slower exposure, 

you may notice this pre-flash, but it’s 

usually indistinguishable from the 

main flash. The light that’s reflected 

back through the lens from the object 

bounces off the mirror in front of the 

camera’s imaging sensor, where its 

brightness is measured by the 

camera’s exposure meter. The 

camera then uses this information 

to set the power of the main flash.

However, E-TTL II doesn’t always 

get things right. Bright or reflective 

objects can cause the flash to be 

extinguished too early, leaving the 

flash-lit subject looking too dark, 

while dark objects can result in the 

flash not being extinguished quickly 

enough. The background’s 

brightness can also affect the 

exposure in a similar way, especially 

if the subject is small and off-centre 

in the picture. If the camera moves 

and the composition changes, you 

might find that the flash exposure 

varies between shots too – 

sometimes wildly.

You can override the camera’s 

setting by increasing or decreasing 

the flash output using flash exposure 

compensation (FEC), either on the 

camera or on the flashgun. Canon 

cameras allow you to apply 

compensation to the ambient light 

exposure and the flash exposure 

independently, so adjusting the flash 

exposure won’t affect the brightness 

of the background.

ND FILTERS

Dialling in -1 stop flash compensation opened up the shadows with more subtlety than a straight flash shot

A variable ND 

filter enables you to 

adjust the strength 

of the effect
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nlike E-TTL II flash 
exposures, Manual 
flash provides a 

consistent output; once 
you’ve set the power of the 
flash, it stays locked in.

The drawback is that the 
flash output won’t be adjusted 
automatically to take account 
of changes to camera settings, 
or if you move closer to or 
further from an object, or if you 
add light-sapping modifiers.

The camera doesn’t have 
to be in Manual mode to take 

advantage of Manual flash; you 
can use it when the camera’s 
set to any Creative Zone mode, 
such as Aperture Priority and 
Program. You select the output 
in 1/3 fractional steps, from 1/1 
(or full) power down to 1/128 
power, either on the flashgun 
or on the camera’s Speedlite 
control screen; look for ’Flash 
control’ in the red Shooting 
menu on an EOS with a pop-up 
flash module, on those without 
a pop-up flash it’s under 
‘External Speedlite control’. 

The lower the power setting, 
the shorter the duration of the 
flash burst; the benefits are 
shorter recycling times and the 
ability to use the flash up close 
without overwhelming the 
subject. Start at around 1/8 
power and check the results; 
for a brighter flash exposure, 
use a high power (such as 1/4); 
to reduce it, use a lower power 
(such as 1/16). In sunlight, you 
might have to go all the way to 
1/1 (full) power – and it really is 
the full power of the flash unit, 

as in E-TTL mode some power 
is used up on the pre-flash.

You can also increase the 
flash exposure by moving the 
flashgun closer to subject, 
choosing a larger aperture 
or increasing the ISO.

U

Take control of flash power
Switch to Manual for the full power of a flashgun, or tone it down for a gentle ‘blip’

MANUAL FLASH

Off-camera flash can be fired either via a cable or wirelessly, and 

diffusers can be added to flashguns for a softer, more pleasing light

School tip Go off-camera
Learn to control the direction and quality of light

A CAMERA’S pop-up flash can 

cough up enough light to cut through 

shadows in an outdoor portrait. But 

the small size of a built-in unit and its 

fixed position on the camera means 

that the light it produces is direct and 

harsh. You also need to be fairly close 

to the subject, as the power of a 

pop-up flash is comparatively low.

For more punch, you can stick a 

Speedlite on the camera’s hotshoe, 

but taking it off-camera gives you 

control over where the shadows fall 

and enables the use of a larger light 

modifier, such as a diffuser or an 

umbrella, to soften and spread the 

light. There are two ways to get the 

flash off-camera: either tethered to 

the camera’s hotshoe by a cable or 

via wireless flash. Wireless flash is a 

two-part system, with a ‘master’ unit 

(another flashgun or a wireless 

transmitter) and one or more ‘slave’ 

flashguns. These systems use either 

infrared or radio technology; the 

latter’s preferable as it means you 

can position slave units anywhere 

within the (more generous) range of 

the master – even hidden behind 

objects. Canon’s two RT flashguns 

make it easy, though there are plenty 

of affordable third-party options.

At 1/1 power, Manual flash 

dumps a full load of light, but 

the recycling time is longer

 No flash  Full flash 
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BRIAN WORLEY

CANON PRO

Brian is a freelance photographer
and photo tutor, based in 
Oxfordshire. He has unrivalled
EOS DSLR knowledge, after
working for Canon for over
15 years, and is on hand to 
answer all your EOS and
photographic queries
www.p4pictures.com

 Am I losing quality converting my 
EOS 80D Raw files to DNG to use them 
in Lightroom 5 and Photoshop 6? 
Simon Clarke, Essex 

BRIAN SAYS… Adobe’s free 
DNG converter converts 
modern camera Raw files to 
a DNG that can be opened in 
older versions of Photoshop 
and Lightroom. Each year 
there are advances in image 
processing in-camera and in 
the software, so you are not 
likely to get the full benefit of 
your EOS 80D Raw files, but 
the difference may be small.

Since you currently need 
to convert to DNG, you could 
alternatively use Canon 
Digital Photo Professional. 
It may have a clunky interface 
but it does produce some of 
the best image quality from 
the latest EOS cameras. You 
could export the best files as 
16-bit TIFF images and then 
work with that in your version 
of Photoshop or Lightroom.  

To speed up the process, 
make use of the batch 
function; it can run in the 
background while you keep 
using the software to optimize 
other images. Even in the 
latest versions of Photoshop 
and Lightroom I sometimes 
resort to using DPP to make 
a TIFF to extract the best 
quality from my own images.

BRIAN SAYS… For theatre 
photos you’ll likely be working 
in low light. To ensure the 
camera is able to focus, use a 
fast lens, ideally with an f/2.8 
or faster maximum aperture. 
Exactly which lens will depend 
on the distance between you 
and the actors. I’d choose the 
EF-S 17-55mm f/2.8 IS USM 
if you can get close, or the EF 
70-200mm f/2.8L IS II USM 
if you are further away.  Zoom 
lenses will give you plenty of 
framing options.

Use manual exposure with 
a suitable shutter speed to 
avoid subject blur, and choose 
the aperture to get enough 
depth of field. Try using Auto 
ISO in combination with 
Auto Exposure Lock. Take a 
reading from a midtoned part 
of the scene and then press 
the AE Lock button on your 
camera. If at all possible, 
I would try to get along to 
a dress rehearsal and 
photograph that to test out 
your settings and equipment.

 I want to photograph a performance 
of my local theatre group with my EOS 
80D. Can you advise a suitable lens? 
Graham Watson, Hull 

Use Digital Photo Professional’s batch export to create high-quality 

TIFF images suitable for all versions of Photoshop and Lightroom

Theatres and shows present a challenge, with wide range of tones and 

low light levels. Fast lenses are best to maximize focus capability 

DPP creates superb images from 

Canon Raw files, while Digital Lens 

Optimizer is great for lenses too
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Why does my 
Canon W-E1 
wireless card 
disconnect when 
I plug my 7D Mk 
II into my TV with 
an HDMI cable?  
Andrea Tompkins, Frome

BRIAN SAYS… 
Whenever you connect an 
HDMI or USB cable to your 
camera then the W-E1 
Wi-Fi card is switched off. 
This is due to the DIGIC 
processor in the camera 
not being able to support 
multiple communication 
channels simultaneously.

One of my lenses 
is fogged inside, 
how do I clean it?  
Richard Wakeley, 

Edinburgh

BRIAN SAYS… If you 
have condensation inside 
the lens then I would put 
the lens in a plastic bag 
with some silica gel and 
keep it warm for a day or 
so. The silica gel will draw 
out the moisture and clear 
the fogging. Fogging 
usually occurs when you 
move the camera from 
warm to cold or cold to 
warm environments.

When would you 
choose to shoot 
with small or 
medium Raw?  
Dave Randall, Harlech

BRIAN SAYS… Small or 
medium Raw files are 
faster to transfer from the 
camera to a computer. If 
your workflow demands 
the fastest transmission 
but still retaining a lot of 
post-processing flexibility, 
small or medium Raw is an 
option. Not all software 
can work with smaller Raw 
files, so check first.

 How does White Balance Shift work, 
and when would you use it? 
Andrew Ward, Finchley 

 
BRIAN SAYS… White Balance Shift biases the selected 
white balance in a combination of blue-amber and magenta-
green directions. Each shift in the blue-amber direction is 
roughly equivalent to 5 mired (micro reciprocal degrees).

If you shoot JPEG and want to get the colours correct out 
of the camera, White Balance Shift may be helpful. If you 
shoot Raw then you can perform the White Balance Shift in 
post-production. Lightroom and Adobe Camera Raw’s white 
balance sliders label the blue-amber direction ‘Temperature’ 
and the green-magenta direction ‘Tint’. 

I sometimes use White Balance Shift in a studio if a light 
modifier has a very warm colour, like a gold brolly, though 
it is often simpler to use a grey card and set a Custom WB.

White Balance Shift can impose a bias to blue-amber and green-

magenta colour balance, like Temperature and Tint in Lightroom

 Why does Lightroom 
show my black-and-white 
Raw files in colour? 
Frank Murdoch, Essex 

 
BRIAN SAYS… With the camera set 
to the Monochrome picture style and 
shooting Raw your files will have all the 
same data as a colour image. You get 
a monochrome image on the camera 
LCD, but most Raw converters ignore 
the picture style info that’s in the files. 

You sometimes see a quick mono 
preview. This is because Lightroom 
initially reads the small JPEG 
embedded in the Raw file, then makes 
its own thumbnail straight after.

Most Raw processors ignore the picture style 

settings, except Canon’s DPP software

Back-button focus is popular for sports and 

wildlife, but is useful in many other scenarios

 When I try in-camera multiple 
exposures on my EOS 6D the menu 
is greyed out. How do I enable it? 
Catherine Fowler, Kent 
 

BRIAN SAYS… In-camera multiple exposure is 
generally straightforward, yet some camera settings do 
not allow them to be carried out. Setting white balance 
bracketing, multi-shot noise reduction or HDR shooting 
prevents multiple exposure mode from working. But the 

most likely cause in your 
case is going to be Wi-Fi, 
as when this is active 
– even if not connected 
– multiple exposure 
shooting cannot be 
selected. (More on this 
setting on page 50).

 I keep reading about 
back button focus, what is 
it and when is it useful? 
Melissa Matthews, Preston 

 
BRIAN SAYS… Instead of focus being 
activated when the shutter is half-
pressed, it is activated by pressing one 
of the back buttons, usually AF-ON or 
‘*’. It is popular for action photography, 
but once you train your brain to use it, 
it can be used all the time. You can 
press the back button to focus, then 
release and recompose – even in AI 
Servo. Alternatively, keeping the back 
button pressed when AI Servo is active 
makes the camera track the subject.

In-camera multiple exposure 

can be used creatively, but 

you can’t use Wi-Fi
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EOS S.O.S

Time to read the meter
Do you know how your Canon’s exposure metering modes really work?

E

Ask Brian!

Confused with   
your Canon DSLR? 
Email EOSSOS@

futurenet.com

OS cameras feature a number 
of exposure metering patterns: 
Evaluative, Centre-weighted, 

Partial and Spot. Choosing the right 
one is a mixture of personal preference, 
knowledge and experience. 

Evaluative metering is the default 
and uses a number of segments 
covering almost the whole frame. 
It is intelligent enough to identify 
medium backlit subjects and avoid 
underexposure on beaches and in the 
snow. When paired with One Shot AF 
there is an automatic exposure lock 
applied when focus locks. This means 
that if you are in the habit of using the 
centre AF point to focus, then the 
exposure is locked before you 
recompose. For AI Servo AF there is 
no automatic exposure lock without 
customizing the camera settings.

Centre-weighted, Partial and Spot 
never apply exposure lock, and can 

cause problems for the unwary; if you 
focus, lock and recompose there is a 
likelihood of exposure errors.

Spot metering is the smallest active 
zone, typically two per cent at the 
centre of the frame. EOS-1D cameras 
can be configured to link the Spot 
meter to the selected AF point. Partial 
metering takes a reading from a central 
zone covering less than 15% of the 
frame. Centre-weighted uses more of 
the frame, but places the majority of 
emphasis at the centre.

The meter measures the brightness 
of the light reflected from the subject. 
I find Evaluative metering on the 7D Mk 
II and 5D Mk IV to be an improvement 
over the previous models, and I rely on 
this mode in most situations. 

For heavily backlit portraits, you can 
use Partial metering, but need to lock 
the exposure before recomposing. It is 
also effective for motorsports where 

you measure the light reflected from 
the racetrack, as it is often close to 
mid-grey. Then your shots won’t be 
affected by the colour of the cars.

This is a simple scene for Evaluative metering; 

use One Shot AF and you can focus, lock and 

recompose without affecting the exposure

Partial or Spot metering would be 

effective for this lion photo, but you need 

to use the AE-Lock button while the centre 

of the frame is over the lion’s head
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Trainee Sailors 
by Martin Gray
MARTIN SAYS… I took this photo while 
on the South Coast on a blisteringly hot 
day. The boats are a group of trainee 
dinghy sailors who were out in the bay  
when I visited this stretch of the Dorset 
coast. What caught my eye was the look 
of the sea surface and the cliff line with 
the beach in the haze. I recall that I was 
probably using Landscape mode on my 
EOS 1200D as I’m not really confident 
with using the Manual, Tv or Av modes. 
I’d love to know how I might have taken 
greater control over the picture.  

BRIAN SAYS… Fortunately there was a 
complete set of metadata in the picture 
Martin sent me, and this shows that his 
camera was actually set to Program 
mode and Partial metering was set. 

Firstly I would zoom in a little closer 
to reduce the space on the left of the 

picture, which seems at odds with the 
apparent direction of the sailors. I feel 
the boats should take a larger share of 
the picture as they are the point of 
interest. Taking a crop to reduce the 
amount of sky and space on the left 
makes the picture look better to me. 

I’m not keen on the tones in the 
of the picture, I really want it to feel 
warmer and more inviting. A change of 
white balance to Cloudy or Shade may 
have helped. I do also find my eye 
is drawn to the buoy in the far distance, 
so I’d edit this out.

BRIAN SAYS… I don’t think 
you’re alone in this confusion. 
The cause is down to the way 
the EOS camera system has 
been designed to operate, 
with completely different 
automatic exposure metering 
and compensation controls 
for ambient light and flash. 

While it might seem 
counter-intuitive – or even 
slower – to have the two 
controls unlinked, I now find 
Canon’s approach is more 
logical to me. In effect I have 
a control on the camera body 
to bias the ambient light 
exposure and a separate 
control on the flash or 
transmitter to adjust the 
flash’s automatic exposure. 

Within the camera’s 
automated systems, the flash 
exposure and ambient light 
exposure are separately 

metered and adjusted. This 
makes it possible to mix 
manual or automatic ambient 
exposure and manual or 
automatic flash exposure in 
any combination and have 
exposure compensation for 
either automatic element. 

Consider a common 
situation, where you want to 
darken the exposure of the 
background behind your 
subject, but keep the flash 
on the subject at the correct 
level. If you set the camera 
to Aperture Priority mode, 
you only need to turn the dial 
on the rear of the camera to 
adjust the ambient exposure 
compensation. The camera 
applies the exposure 
compensation only to the 
ambient element in the 
picture. If required you can 
separately adjust the power 
of the flash in E-TTL mode by 
rotating the dial on the 
flashgun or transmitter.

To speed up my work with 
flash I use one of the flash 
custom functions, C.Fn 13, to 
allow the rear dial to be simply 

rotated to adjust the Flash 
Exposure Compensation on 
my Speedlite 430EX III-RT, 
600EX-RT flashguns and 
ST-E3-RT transmitter.  

Most EOS cameras 
also have Flash Exposure 
Compensation controls on 
the camera body. However, 
this can be overridden by 
any compensation amount 
set on the flash or transmitter.

 Exposure compensation works as I 
expect in daylight, but there’s no apparent 
effect when I’m using a flash. Why? 
Simon Rawlings, Southampton 

  RATE MY PHOTO  
Get  

critiqued!
Email photos to 

EOSSOS@
futurenet.com 
with the subject 
‘Rate My Photo’

Lens Canon EF-S 55-250mm f/4-5.6 IS STM

Exposure 1/500 sec, f7.1, ISO100

Separate compensation for flash 

and ambient light simplifies the 

process to darken the ambient 

light behind a flash-lit subject

Simply adjust your flash exposure 

by dialing in the compensation 

required on the flashgun
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96  Gear Update
You know 

 you want it… 

The latest Canon DSLR and photo gear tested.
Independent advice to help you buy smarter

Welcome...
I WAS lucky enough to get 
my mitts on Canon’s latest 
‘beginner’ EOS, the 800D. 
While it looks much like the 
rest of the entry-level line on 
the outside, it packs in some 
serious tech under the 
hood. See what I make of it 
in our full test. Elsewhere, 
we put portrait primes 
through their paces for both 
full-frame and APS-C EOSes 
and stay concealed from 
wildlife in portable hides. 

PAGE 106

CANON EOS 800D PHOTOGRAPHY HIDESPAGE 102 PAGE 98

WHEN IT comes to testing Canon DSLRs, lenses, photo gear 

and services in PhotoPlus, we tell it like it is. We’re 100% 

independent and we use our in-depth lab tests to find out how 

kit really performs and compares. Here are our main awards…

TESTS & AWARDS

Buy for the best combination 

of quality and value
Only the best of best win  

our coveted award

Rod Lawton
Head of testing
rod.lawton@futurenet.com

Rod Lawton
Head of testing
rod.lawton@futurenet.com

Lens tests are carried out with 

Imatest suite, with specially 

designed charts and data 

analysis to test lens performance

We test cameras in laboratory 

conditions using DxO Analyzer 

hardware and software to check 

dynamic range and image noise

HOW WE TEST

118  Buyers’ Guide
Every EOS and  

 Canon-fit lens

PORTRAIT PRIMES



UPDATE

Our round-up of the latest digital photography must-haves
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NEW CANON-FIT KIT

01  B+W ND Square Filters
Just the ticket for long exposures

£130/$TBA
www.manfrotto.co.uk/bwfilters

B+W’S new square ND filters can help you 
soften a seascape or remove crowds from 
bustling streets. Available in 2, 3, 6, and 
10-stop variants, each is manufactured 
from precision-ground and polished 
glass boasting a whopping seven coating 
layers on each side. These nano coatings 
provide superior anti-reflective properties, 
as well as dirt and water resistance. The 
100mm-square, 2mm-thick dimensions 
ensures compatibility with a wide range 
of filter holders and typical lens diameters.

02  BenQ SW320
Mega monitor with built-in calibration
£1180/$1499
http://gb.colorconfidence.com

IT TAKES something special for us to get 
excited about a new monitor, but BenQ’s 
latest panel has some serious wow factor. 
Its 32-inch size gives you plenty of space 
for Photoshop palettes and a huge image 
preview, the LCD boasts 4K resolution and 
a wide colour gamut for 99% Adobe RGB 
coverage, and IPS screen tech enables 
broad viewing angles. Just be sure your PC 
has enough oomph to power this beast.

03  Benro H2Ostop camera bags
Giving H2O the heave-ho
£TBA/$TBA
www.benroeu.com

WATER and cameras aren’t the best mix, 
so thankfully Benro’s new bag range is 
manufactured from highly waterproof 
fabric featuring heat-sealed seams and 
water-resistant zips. The H2Ostop range 
is comprised of four bags: two sizes 
of backpack, a messenger bag, and 
a compact shoulder bag suited to an EOS 
M. Each bag packs a removable padded 
camera insert for extra versatility, and the 
slick design is topped off on all models by 
a roll-top closure for even more protection.

04  Irix 11mm f/4
Promising new full-frame ultra-wide prime
£543/$678
www.irixlens.com

FRESH from its first optic – a 15mm f/2.4 
– lens newcomer Irix is going wider with 
its follow-up offering. Incorporating no less 

than four high-refractive elements, 
two ED elements, and three aspherical 
lenses, Irix is claiming minimal distortion 
from this rectilinear ultra-wide. The lens 
is available in two flavours: Blackstone 
boasts a premium aluminium-magnesium 
alloy barrel with engraved markings, while 
the cheaper Firefly version uses a plastic 
barrel to keep weight down to 730g.

05  MagMod Basic Kit
Flash modifiers with a special attraction
£110/$90
www.3leggedthing.com/magmod

IT’S great to maximize the lighting 
versatility of your Speedlite with flashgun 
modifiers, but they can be fiddly to fit. 
MagMod modifiers use a modular design 
based around a MagGrip silicone mount 
that stretches over the head of most 
flashguns – no straps required. Magnets 
then enable instant mounting of MagMod 
modifiers. An included grid and gel set 
get you started, but a snoot, softening 
modifiers and gobo are also available.

06  Manfrotto XUME Adapters
Give your filters some pulling power
£10/$11
www.manfrotto.co.uk

NOT only can magnets streamline 
flashgun modifiers, Manfrotto has found 
a way to combine them with the humble 
screw-in lens filter. Xume two-part 
adapters enable a filter to instantly snap 
onto your lens, with no time lost grappling 
with crossed threads. Simply screw in one 
half of the adaptor ring to your lens’s filter 
thread, the other half to your filter, and 
then let the magnets do their thing. Eight 
sizes are available from 49mm to 82mm, 
as well as a 77mm magnetic lens cap.

07  NanGuang Flexible Lighting Kit
Light from a new perspective
£680/$841 
www.kenro.co.uk

THESE LED lights literally bend to fit your 
needs, with two 60x30cm flexible panels 
that wrap around subjects. Each water-
resistant panel contains 288 bi-colour 
LEDs capable of emitting 3424 lumens 
of light, while colour temperature can 
be adjusted between 3200-5600 K. You 
also get 60x60cm and 120x30cm frames 
to hold the panels flat for conventional 
illumination. The lights can be used on the 
go, with optional rechargeable batteries.

04

01 
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MINITEST

Six stealthy options for staying hidden when 
photographing wildlife in the great outdoors

ETTING great 
wildlife shots 
requires a great 

deal of patience, and even 
then nature won’t make 
an appearance unless 
you blend with your 
environment. Rock up to 
a wildlife shoot in a dayglo 
shell suit and the only birds 
you’ll attract won’t be of the 
feathered variety. But which 

The cover of choice for 
most pros is a dedicated hide. 
A typical tent design gives 
you numerous windows to 
shoot through and pop-up 

versions are a doddle to set 
up. You’ll also have plenty of 
room to move around inside, 
as well as decent protection 
from the elements.

However, the weight and 
bulk of a full-on hide can be 
a pain when you’re on the go. 

clothing comes into its own. 
Go for a hoodie and trousers 
that’ll slip straight over 
whatever else you’re wearing 
and hey presto: instant cover.

Alternatively, you can get 
the best of both worlds in the 
form of a bag hide that drapes 
over you and your camera. 

Hides for wildlife 
photography

With many styles of hide available, pick the best for you

01  Blend in
Fancy shooting in sandy or snowy conditions rather than the usual 

woodland setting? Hunt out a hide that can be specced in a choice 

of alternative camouflage patterns.

02  Cover up
Camouflage clothing is certainly convenient, however it’ll only conceal 

your body. Break out your tripod, camera and a giant lens, and it’s 

unlikely that Bambi will be impressed.

03  Portability
A decent dome hide may be the lap of luxury in the camouflaging 

world, but carrying several extra kilos makes it vital to plan your 

shooting location carefully.

04  Extra concealment
From camouflage scrim netting that’ll make your hide almost invisible 

to nature-themed camera covers, there’s no shortage of ways 

to make extra-sure you’re not spotted by your subjects.

05  Patience
Even the fanciest hide won’t instantly inspire animals to strike the 

perfect pose, so pack plenty of provisions to keep you going. 

Don’t forget to mute the mobile, too!

 FIVE THINGS TO LOOK OUT FOR 

Wildlife Watching 
Supplies C33 
Lightweight 
Bag Hide

Wildlife Watching 
Supplies B30.2 
Lightweight 
Camouflage Suit

VERDICT

PROS: Compact camouflage keeps 

both you and your gear under wraps

CONS: Not ideal for long shoots; this 

ultralight version isn’t waterproof

WE SAY: Great value and a must for 

the occasional wildlife-watcher

VERDICT

PROS: Very portable; realistic camo 

pattern and baggy look ups stealth

CONS: Pricey for what you get; 

camera/support require extra cover

WE SAY: Great for staying mobile, 

but the bag hide offers better value

OVERALL 
 

OVERALL 
 

£67/$84
www.wildlifewatchingsupplies.co.uk 

GRANTED, this isn’t the most 
sophisticated form of cover, but 
then wildlife isn’t too snobbish 
about style. What you get is 
a large yet lightweight and 
breathable fabric bag for you 
and your camera to nestle in or 
under. Whether you’re on a chair 
with a tripod, crouching, or even 
lying flat for ultimate stealth, this 
hide has you covered.

Two openings allow your head 
and lens to poke through, then, 
when you’re ready to move on, 
the hide folds small and weighs 
just 460g. It isn’t waterproof, but 
a thicker, rain-resistant version 
is available if you’re happy to 
carry a bit more bulk.

It may not be ideal in the wet 
or for longer stints where the 

comfort of a self-supporting 
hide is hard to beat. However, 
this hide does a decent job of 

masking your outline and is just 
the ticket for occasional or 
spontaneous wildlife shoots.

£94/$118
www.wildlifewatchingsupplies.co.uk 

THIS has to be the most minimal 
hide possible: a hoodie and 
overtrousers combo. Without 
the hassle of a conventional 
hide, you’re free to stay on the 
move and track wildlife, as 
long as you’re travelling light.

Both elements of the suit 
are baggy enough to make a 
rapper’s attire look skin tight, 
so they help break up your 
outline and will fit over whatever 
clothing you’re already wearing. 
The quick-drying material is 
rustle-free and though not 
waterproof, it is highly 
breathable, light and 
surprisingly comfortable. 

Downsides? You’ll need 
additional camouflage to keep 
your camera and a support 

under wraps, and you’re open to 
the elements. It’s also a good job 
people are unlikely to spot you, 

as this special-forces look would 
raise a few eyebrows if you were 
to encounter passing ramblers!
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PHOTOGRAPHY HIDES

CJ Wildlife Nature 
Photographer’s 
Hide

Simon King 
Ultimate  
Wildlife Hide

Wildlife Watching 
Supplies H1 
Chair Hide

Wildlife Watching 
Supplies C30.1 
Dome Hide (large)

VERDICT

PROS: Effortless setup; eight 

openings; compact footprint

CONS: Basic camo design and 

obvious outline; quite tight for space

WE SAY: Compact and easy to see 

out of, but not the best camouflaged

VERDICT

PROS: A doddle to set up; excellent 

camouflage; range of viewports

CONS: Heavy on the go; large 

pop-up design is a handful to pack

WE SAY: For long stints when only 

a proper hide will do, this is superb

VERDICT

PROS: Comfy yet compact; easy 

to set up; good camouflage; roomy

CONS: Very heavy and bulky to cart 

around, but at least you get a chair

WE SAY: Almost the perfect hide, 

if you don’t need to go too far on foot

VERDICT

PROS: Lots of space; plenty of 

camera openings; relatively light

CONS: Bulky on the go; no low-level 

window as standard; expensive 

WE SAY: A great option, but pricey 

compared to the Simon King hide

OVERALL 
 

OVERALL 
 

OVERALL 
 

OVERALL 
 

£90/$113  
www.birdfood.co.uk 

BY USING the same tech you’d 
find in a pop-up reflector or 
softbox, this waterproof hide 
literally springs from its 60cm 
round carry pouch and stands 
with no poles required.

The tall and narrow 
115x115x155cm design is 
conveniently compact, but the 
space tapers in tightly towards 
the top, making it a little 
awkward to thread a long lens 
between the four upper 
windows. Each can be used as a 
stealthy slit, or peeled wider for a 
better view. Four tripod slits are 
positioned low down that could 
be used for low-level shooting, 
though only with a narrow lens, 
and you’ll need to perform some 
nifty yoga moves to manoeuvre 
within the tight confinements.

It’s a pity the camouflage 

design is relatively basic, so a 
scrim cover may be necessary 
if your local wildlife has you 

rumbled. But even this won’t 
conceal the jangling made by 
over 40 metal zip pullers. 

£199/$250
www.shop-simonkingwildlife.com 

THIS beast boasts a 150cm-
square footprint and max height 
is 165cm, so you’ll have no 
trouble getting comfy. It’s less 
convenient on the go though, 
weighing in at 4.8kg and stowing 
in a bulky 70cm round pouch, 
but at least this sports some 
rudimentary backpack straps 
to help lighten the load.

Setup is comparable to the 
CJ Wildlife hide, using a similar 
pop-up design. Two poles also 
need to be inserted to prop up 
the roof, and there are optional 
pegs and guy lines, but you can 
still be inside in two minutes.

From there you’ll appreciate 
the large openings on all sides, 
three of which are set within 
even bigger 97cm-wide 
panoramic windows ideal for 
video panning. The front also 

gets a useful ground-level 
opening. Stealth is excellent, 
too, thanks to window nets, 

realistic camouflage patterning, 
and even some faux foliage that 
breaks up the roof outline.

£148/$186
www.wildlifewatchingsupplies.co.uk 

IT’S ALL very well having a hide, 
but since wildlife will rarely be 
rushed, it’s also nice to have 
something on which to park your 
posterior. This hide is based 
around a folding chair with 
an integrated sun shade that 
doubles as a roof sturdy enough 
to support a camouflage cover.

Entry is easy by peeling one 
side of the cover forward, and 
inside there’s plenty of space 
in front of you for a tripod. A 
well-positioned slit in the front 
lets even the largest diameter 
lens poke through, and above 
this is a big netted window.

Stealth is high, thanks to the 
cover hanging more naturally 
than a taught tent, and the 
narrow footprint enables you 
to nestle into the undergrowth.

The chair hide is a fantastic 

balance of comfort and 
camouflage; just don’t park 
too far away. A near-6kg all-in 

weight, plus the chair’s 90cm 
packed length, makes this the 
least portable option here.

£322/$405 
www.wildlifewatchingsupplies.co.uk 

THE snappily named C30.1 tent 
hide has the same footprint as 
the Simon King, and although 
15cm lower, it’s noticeably 
lighter at 3.3kg. There’s enough 
room to sit in a chair and easily 
swing your camera between the 
three windows, with the 
extra-large 55x28cm netted 
front opening being large 
enough for panning.

Setup is a breeze if you’re 
already handy with tents, as 
just two flexi-poles hold the 
structure upright. There’s no 
groundsheet to worry about, 
so when the birdie has his back 
turned, you could pick the hide 
up from within and sneak closer.

At 60x25x14cm packed, it’s 
not the most compact cover, 
and the large assembled size 
could make it a struggle to slot 

into dense woodland. It’s also a 
pity that a ground-level window 
costs extra, but we like the five 

realistic camouflage options, 
with those suited to wetter 
climates being rain-resistant.
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Our pick of essential extras for your next excursion to photograph wildlife

MEADE RAINFOREST PRO BINOCULARS £140-£160 

www.meade.com  

WILD ABOUT wildlife? Then look no further than Meade 
Rainforest Pro Binoculars. Integrating fully multi-coated 
BAK-4 prisms and ultra-precise phase-coated optics into 
a rugged, all-weather frame, Meade Rainforest Pro Series 
Binoculars defy the elements to bring you the ultimate viewing 
experience, whenever and wherever you need it. Waterproof, 
nitrogen-purged and rubber-armoured for supreme durability, 
with Rainforest Pro you need know no bounds.

COUNTRY INNOVATION RAPTOR WAISTCOAT  FROM £125

www.countryinnovation.co.uk 

CARRY everything you need in one of Country Innovation’s 
Raptor Waistcoats, which feature a total of 15 pockets! Two 
expandable lower pockets swallow a lens each, and a pair of 
chest pockets can house another two optics. Huge internal 
and external rear pockets can take a jacket or tablet, and 
various compartments take smaller accessories. It is made 
from tough ripstop fabric and areas of wear are reinforced 
to ensure it can cope when fully loaded. Sizes from S to 3XL. 

ADVERTISINGPROMOTION

WILDLIFE-WATCHING GEAR

ENDEAVOR ED II 8x42 
£369.99 

www.vanguardworld.co.uk 

VANGUARD’S Endeavor ED II binoculars deliver crisp, 
clear images through the HOYA ED Glass, even in low-light 
conditions. The 8x42 offers a wide 126m/100m field of 
view that allows you to quickly locate your subject, and the 
lockable dioptre ensures that you get the best focus fast!

ENDEAVOR COLLECTION BAGS  £59.99-£159.99 

www.vanguardworld.co.uk 

ENDEAVOR Bags have been crafted with meticulous 
attention to detail and are rigorously outdoor tested 
to ensure they’ll stand by you, no matter where your 
adventures may take you. Three sizes are available: the 
1600 backpack is perfect for your spotting scope, the 
900 is great for protecting your camera gear, and the 
400 waist pack offers easy and instant access to kit, 
as well as coming with useful detachable hand-warmers.
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Thanks to the articulating screen we could get the 

camera right down to the level of the wet sand

Colour rendition is subtle – for full control, choose 

a picture style, rather then leaving it to the camera

DSLRTEST

CANON EOS 800D     
The novice-friendly EOS 800D has the same impressive tech 
under the skin as the EOS 77D. Rod Lawton puts it to the test

anon is aiming for two 
distinctly different types of 
photographer with the EOS 
800D and EOS 77D. Both use 

Canon’s latest 24-megapixel APS-C 
Dual Pixel CMOS AF sensor and 
offer the same continuous shooting 
rate and ISO range. But where the 
EOS 77D offers more hands-on 
control for serious enthusiasts, the 
800D cuts back on the complication 
to appeal more to novices. Strictly 
speaking, then, the EOS 800D takes 
the place of the EOS 750D (Rebel 
T6i) as Canon’s best beginner DSLR. 

so very different since both cameras 
have 24-megapixel APS-C sensors. 
In practice, though, the 800D brings 
some substantial improvements. 
One of these is the sensor itself. 
This is the 24-megapixel Dual Pixel 
CMOS AF sensor used in the Canon 
EOS 80D, not the lower-spec Hybrid 
CMOS AF III sensor in the 750D. 
This should deliver improved 

19-point AF system used in the 
EOS 750D to the 45-point autofocus 
of the EOS 80D. The 800D may be 
designed for beginners, but it packs 
some of Canon’s latest and best 
imaging technology. This includes 
the latest-generation DIGIC 7 
processor, higher ISO range (up 
to ISO25,600 without expansion), 
6fps continuous shooting and a 
decent buffer capacity of 27 Raw 

memory card is able to hold. 
There’s also a modest but useful 

boost to the video performance 
– the 800D doesn’t offer 4K video, 
but it can shoot Full HD at 60/50fps 
for half-speed slow motion at full 
video resolution. You might expect 
all of these advances to put a dent 
in the battery life, but the 800D 
is more frugal with its power than 
its predecessor, offering up to 600 
shots on a single charge. That’s 
160 shots more than the EOS 750D 
using the same LP-E17 battery.

On top of all that there’s a new, 
faster, quieter, smaller kit lens, 
the EF-S 18-55mm f/4-5.6 IS STM. 
This impressed us a lot when we 
tried it at Canon’s press launch 
event, though it was unavailable for 
this review, which was carried out 
with the existing EF-S 18-55mm 
f/3.5-5.6 IS II lens instead.

C

The 800D benefits 

from much of the 

enthusiast-level 

80D’s innovation 

trickling down to 

a beginner model

autofocus for Live View photography 
and movies – in fact, Canon claims 
a response time of just 0.03 sec, and 
that this is currently the fastest-
focusing APS-C interchangeable 
lens camera using sensor-plane 
autofocus – though real-world 
autofocus response will also depend 
on the conditions and the lens used.

The regular autofocus system 
gets a boost too, going from the 

The 800D may 
be for beginners, 
but packs some 
of Canon’s latest 
technology

(Rebel T7i)
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RAW* SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO

800D vs 750D

The 800D’s images are a little less noisy 

than the 750D’s at low ISOs and much 

less noisy as the ISO increases

Dynamic range is much improved in 

the 800D and it’s now up there with 

the best cameras in its class

The 800D suffers less colour error than 

the 750D, with lower saturation, which 

we noted from our real-world tests too

Resolution is the only aspect of image 

quality not to improve; indeed, the 750D 

produces a fractionally better result
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The vari-angle touch-screen 
display works really well. It gives 

sorts of awkward angles, and the 
800D’s responsive Live View 
performance makes it something 
you might use all the time, rather 
than just keeping for emergencies. 
Touch control on camera screens 
isn’t always good, but the 800D’s is 
light, reliable and responsive – just 
about perfect, in fact.

The single-dial control system 
might prove an irritation for more 
experienced Canon users, but the 
800D does have a large number 
of external buttons for adjusting 
everything from the ISO setting to 
the drive mode, AF point selection 
and Picture Style. 

Build and handling
Technically, the 800D is impressive 

mildly disappointing given its steep 
launch price (in the UK, at least). 
The body is nicely contoured and 
easy to grip with few sharp corners, 
in classic EOS style, but the plastic 

too, which uses a cheaper 
‘pentamirror’ rather than a classic 
pentaprism. In practice, though, it’s 
clear and bright and you’re unlikely 
to notice any difference.

One of the 800D’s key features is 
Canon’s new guided user interface, 
which uses easy-to-understand 
graphics and information to explain 
the effects of different camera 
settings. For example, when you’re 
using the Shutter Priority (Tv) 
mode, the screen shows a scale 

on the left and faster ‘frozen’ speeds 
on the right; as you turn the dial, 
a caption below indicates the 
situations where the current speed 
might be used.

This interface is both attractive 
and informative, and you can 
disable it in favour of a regular 
menu system once you feel you 
don’t need it any longer. (The EOS 
77D has this guided interface too, 
but on that camera it’s disabled 
until you select it.)

The vari-angle 

screen is 

invaluable for 

low-angle shots 

like this, and the 

touch-focus option 

provides pinpoint 

AF accuracy

FULL TEST  EOS 800D

The colours in this sunset are really rich and intense – 

the 800D can also capture colours with great subtlety

The 800D is a great low-light camera. As 

long as it can still focus, you can capture 

a great atmospheric handheld image

 ISO1600  
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DSLRTEST

FEATURES

01

The 800D comes 

with a new EF-S 

18-55mm f/4-5.6 IS 

STM kits lens, with 

smooth, fast 

autofocus that 

makes the Live View 

mode very 

responsive.

02

Inside is the 

24-megapixel Dual 

Pixel CMOS AF 

sensor used in the 

up-market EOS 80D, 

promising faster 

Live View and movie 

autofocus.

03

The rear screen is 

fully articulating and 

touch-sensitive too, 

which makes 

Canon’s new guided 

interface even easier 

for beginners to use.

04

The viewfinder 

uses a pentamirror 

design rather than 

a more expensive 

pentaprism, but it’s 

bright and clear and 

perfectly adequate.

05

The EOS 800D has 

a single control dial 

on the top of the 

grip. If you want 

twin control dials 

(and an LCD display 

on the top), you 

need the more 

advanced EOS 77D.

The Bluetooth and Wi-Fi 
connections are easy enough to set 
up and use via the Canon Camera 
Connect app. You do need the Wi-Fi 
for camera control, however, and 
if you’re using an iOS device that 
means connecting manually to the 
camera’s Wi-Fi network each time 
you want to use it since Apple’s 
operating system won’t let the 
Bluetooth connection launch the 
Wi-Fi connection automatically 
– which is irritating.

Performance
The 800D’s autofocus proved fast 
and reliable in our tests, in both 

uses the 45-point phase detection 
AF sensor, and in Live View, which 
uses the Dual Pixel CMOS AF 
system. This proved crisp and 
mostly positive, even when using 
the older non-STM kit lens. 

The results from the 800D’s 
exposure system are more variable. 
It places a lot of emphasis on the 
area under the active autofocus 
point, and this means that even 
a small reframing of your shot can 
produce a big shift in the exposure. 
You notice this most in high-
contrast scenes, such as sunsets, 
where the camera will veer from 
exposing for the foreground to 
producing a silhouette, depending 
on whereabouts the active AF point 
is in the frame. More experienced 
photographers will quickly learn 

novices may well end up wondering 
why they’re not getting the same 
exposure twice, when the scene 
itself hasn’t changed.

The Auto White Balance system 
performed perfectly, though, and 
we left it set to Auto all the way 
through the test. If you shoot Raw 
images, of course, you can always 
correct white balance later.

The 800D’s 
autofocus proved 
fast and reliable, in 
both regular shooting 
and in Live View

04

02

01

05

03
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FULL TEST  EOS 800D

everything right, but in practice the 

800D’s budget feel jars with its premium 

price, and makes the more advanced EOS 

77D, launched at the same time, look 

better value – or, indeed, the 750D, which 

is still on sale for around £230 less.

FEATURES 

BUILD & HANDLING 

IMAGE QUALITY 

VALUE 

OVERALL  

VERDICT

PROS: Sophisticated autofocus; great 

touchscreen; friendly guided interface; 

effective control layout; impressive overall 

image quality.

CONS: Cheap-feeling materials; erratic 

Evaluative metering response, relatively 

high launch price. 

WE SAY: Canon has crammed some of its 

latest and best imaging technology into a 

small and portable DSLR that’s easy for 

any beginner to use. In theory, it’s done 

NEXT ISSUE: CANON EOS 77D

Adobe had yet to offer support 
for the 800D at the time of going 
to press, but Canon’s Digital Photo 
Professional 4 software has been 
updated to support the 800D’s Raw 

of a margin for highlight recovery 

Camera Raw may prove better.
The image quality at the 

maximum ISO25,600 setting is 
substantially reduced, as you’d 
expect, but if you need to grab 
an image at all costs, the results 
are really quite acceptable. In fact, 
at this sensitivity you can shoot 
handheld in conditions so dark that 
the camera’s autofocus struggles 

THE VERDICT
The 800D feels like a good camera at the wrong price

f you allow for the fact that the 800D is aimed squarely at novices, 
it offers little to complain about. It’s fast, responsive and versatile, 
and the image quality is very good too. Physically, it’s a little less 

impressive. It’s small and light, which is good for portability but less good 
for those with big hands. It also feels a little plasticky, given the price, and 
this perhaps represents the 800D’s biggest hurdle. It does offer Canon’s 
latest tech in a novice-friendly package, but it costs a lot more than the 
simple and effective 1300D, say, and only £50 less ($150 less in the US) 
than the EOS 77D – and the 77D comes with an LCD status display on the 
top plate, twin control dials and an AF-On button on the back. 

SENSOR 24.2mm APS-C (22.3x14.9mm) 
Dual Pixel CMOS AF

IMAGE PROCESSOR DIGIC 7

AF POINTS 45, all cross-type

ISO RANGE 100-25,600 (51,200 expanded)

MAX IMAGE SIZE 6000x4000 pixels

METERING ZONES 63

HD VIDEO 1920x1080 at 60, 50, 30, 25, 24fps

VIEWFINDER Optical pentamirror, 95% 

MEMORY CARD SD/SDHC/SDXC, 
UHS I compatible

LCD 3-inch vari-angle touch-screen, 
1040k dots

TOP-PLATE LCD No

MAX BURST 6fps

CONNECTIVITY USB  2.0, Mini-HDMI, 
Ext microphone, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, NFC 

SHUTTER SPEEDS  30-1/4000 sec, Bulb

SIZE 131x99.9x76.2mm (body only)

WEIGHT (BODY) 532g with battery & card

WEB www.canon.com

BODY ONLY PRICE £779/$749

 800D (REBEL T7i)  750D (REBEL T6i) 

I

SENSOR 24.2mm APS-C (22.3x14.9mm) 
Hybrid CMOS AF III

IMAGE PROCESSOR DIGIC 6

AF POINTS 19, all cross-type

ISO RANGE 100-12,800 (25,600 expanded)

MAX IMAGE SIZE 6000x4000 pixels

METERING ZONES 63

HD VIDEO 1920x1080 at 30, 25, 24fps

VIEWFINDER Optical pentamirror, 95% 

MEMORY CARD SD/SDHC/SDXC,  
UHS I compatible

LCD 3-inch vari-angle touch-screen, 
1040k dots

TOP-PLATE LCD No

MAX BURST 5fps

CONNECTIVITY USB  2.0, Mini-HDMI, 
Ext microphone, Wi-Fi, NFC 

SHUTTER SPEEDS 30-1/4000 sec, Bulb

SIZE 131.9x100.7x77.8mm (body only)

WEIGHT (BODY) 555g with battery & card

WEB www.canon.com

BODY ONLY PRICE £549/$749

The exposure here 

is pretty much 

spot-on, but that’s 

because the 

autofocus point 

was over a neutral 

tone in the scene

Exposure control 

can be a delicate 

balance; placing 

the AF point on the 

pier has biased the 

exposure towards 

the darker tones
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SUPERTEST

Sharpness

CANON EF 40mm 
f/2.8 STM £200/$180

Canon’s ‘pancake lens’ is a bit of a pocket rocket

Performance

FEATURES

VERDICT

01

The 52mm filter 

thread is in keeping 

with the small build.

02

The inner barrel 

extends at shorter 

focus distances, but 

doesn’t rotate.

03

Fly-by-wire manual 

focusing is courtesy 

of the tiny front-

mounted focus ring.

04

The AF/M switch 

takes up most of the 

length of the casing.

05

Despite the small, 

lightweight build, 

the lens has a metal, 

rather than plastic, 

mounting plate.

FEATURES 

BUILD & HANDLING 

IMAGE QUALITY 

VALUE 

OVERALL 
 

01

04

W

o test real-world performance, we use lenses in all sorts 
of lighting conditions, both indoors and outdoors. We 
check for good build quality and handling, smooth and 

precise operation of all controls, and we test the speed and 
accuracy of autofocus. We typically test full-frame compatible 
lenses on a range of full-frame and APS-C format bodies, 
whereas lenses that are designed specifically for APS-C format 
bodies are only tested on cameras like the 80D and 7D Mark II. 
 In-camera corrections for chromatic aberrations and 
peripheral illumination (where available) are disabled, to better 
reveal the true performance of each lens. We also run a full range 
of lab tests under controlled conditions, using the Imatest Master 
and DxO Analyzer suites. Photos of test charts are taken across 
the range of apertures, then analysed for sharpness, distortion 
and chromatic aberrations (colour fringing). 

HOW WE TEST
We combine real-world shooting results with rigorous 

lab testing to arrive at our overall ratings

T

05

03

02
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PORTRAIT LENSES

Sharpness

CANON EF 50mm 
f/1.8 STM £105/$125

A major upgrade over Canon’s previous ‘nifty fifty’

Performance

FEATURES

VERDICT

01

The deeply recessed 

front element makes 

the optional ES-68 

hood superfluous.

02

The electronically 

coupled focus ring is 

rather larger than in 

the EF 40mm lens.

03

As with many budget 

lenses, there’s no 

focus distance scale.

04

Gear type STM 

autofocus is louder 

than most ring-type 

USM systems.

05

The metal mounting 

plate is an upgrade 

over the older 50mm 

f/1.8’s plastic plate.

FEATURES 

BUILD & HANDLING 

IMAGE QUALITY 

VALUE 

OVERALL 
 

01

03

02

04

C

ne of the attractions of most prime lenses over their zooming 
counterparts is that, when a lens is designed to work at a single, 
fixed focal length, it’s easier to keep distortion to a minimum. 

That’s certainly the case with all of the lenses featured in this Super Test, 
although the two Canon 50mm are the worst performers, both of which 
display a little barrel distortion. That said, if you’re using them on an APS-C 
format camera, which only utilizes the central region of the image circle 
that’s produced by the lens, distortion is pretty negligible.

DISTORTION
There’s very little barrel distortion from any of the lenses in 

this test group, ranging from the nonexistent to the negligible

O

Negative results of higher values 

indicate greater barrel distortion 

05
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SUPERTEST

Sharpness

CANON EF 50mm 
f/1.4 USM £350/$330

This veteran Canon lens is starting to show its age

Performance

FEATURES

VERDICT

01

The filter thread is 

58mm and the hood 

(ES-71 II) is optional.

02

Unlike the Canon 

40mm and 50mm 

f/1.8 lenses, this one 

features a focus 

distance scale.

03

Full-time manual 

override of autofocus 

is unusual in a 

non-ring-type 

ultrasonic system.

04

The well-rounded 

aperture has eight 

diaphragm blades.

05

The metal mounting 

plate doesn’t feature 

a weather-seal.

FEATURES 

BUILD & HANDLING 

IMAGE QUALITY 

VALUE 

OVERALL 
 

03

B

THE SHALLOW END
Wide apertures equate to tight depths of field

t portrait-friendly focal lengths, towards the 
long end of a standard zoom lens’s travel, 
the widest available aperture tends to be 

around f/5.6. That’s certainly not ‘fast’, and you 
won’t be able to get a very tight depth of field. The 
lenses in this test group feature widest available 
apertures of between f/1.4 and f/2.8, but how does 
the depth of field compare with using an aperture of 
f/5.6, or an even faster lens with an f/1.2 aperture? 
This series of shots illustrates the differences.

A

 50mm f/1.2  50mm f/1.4 

01

02

04
05
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PORTRAIT LENSES

Sharpness

CANON EF 85mm 
f/1.8 USM £340/$350

A space-saving, lightweight and affordable option

Performance

FEATURES

VERDICT

01

It’s well worth buying 

the optional ET-65 III 

hood to combat 

ghosting and flare.

02

The 58mm filter size 

is remarkably small.

03

Autofocus is faster 

and quieter than in 

any of the other 

Canon lenses tested.

04

The aperture is 

based on an 

eight-blade 

diaphragm.

05

As with most lenses 

on test, a focus 

distance scale is 

positioned beneath 

a viewing window.

FEATURES 

BUILD & HANDLING 

IMAGE QUALITY 

VALUE 

OVERALL 
 

05

03

T

 50mm f/1.8  50mm f/2.8  50mm f/5.6 

01

02

04
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Sharpness

Lower values 

represent less 

fringing, and 

therefore better 

performance

COLOUR FRINGING
There’s not much to worry about 
when it comes to colour fringing

ll the lenses tested do an excellent job 
of minimizing colour fringing (or lateral 
chromatic aberrations) around high-

contrast transitions within images, even 
towards the extreme edges of the frame. At 
medium to narrow apertures, the 85mm lenses 
tend to fare better than the 40mm and 50mm 
lenses, and the Sigma 85mm delivers the best 
performance of all for absence of fringing.

A

SIGMA 50mm f/1.4 
DG HSM A £600/$950

It’s something of an ‘Art’ class in portraiture

Performance

FEATURES

VERDICT

01

Internal focusing 

means the front 

element neither 

extends nor rotates.

02

The lens comes 

with a hood included.

03

The manual focus 

ring is wide and 

smooth in operation.

04

Ring-type ultrasonic 

autofocus is superior 

to the systems used 

in Canon’s 40mm 

and 50mm lenses.

05

The mounting plate 

is compatible with 

Sigma’s USB Dock 

for applying 

firmware updates.

FEATURES 

BUILD & HANDLING 

IMAGE QUALITY 

VALUE 

OVERALL 
 

02

Y
01

03

05

04
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PORTRAIT LENSES

Sharpness

SIGMA 85mm f/1.4 
DG HSM A £1000/$1200

Sigma’s new 85mm Art lens is a real whopper

Performance

FEATURES

VERDICT

01

An indication of the 

sheer size of this lens 

is the huge 86mm 

filter thread.

02

The extra-large 

manual focus ring is 

silky-smooth in 

operation and offers 

excellent precision.

03

Two SLD elements 

are incorporated into 

the optical path.

04

Nine diaphragm 

blades produce a 

well-rounded 

aperture.

05

The mounting plate 

includes a weather-

seal ring.

FEATURES 

BUILD & HANDLING 

IMAGE QUALITY 

VALUE 

OVERALL 
 

03

05

A

he quietest autofocus system used in Canon 
lenses is ‘lead-screw type’ STM. This, coupled 
with smooth autofocus transitions, makes it 

useful for video capture, but it’s quick in operation and 
so is also well suited to stills. Gear-type STM autofocus, 
which couples the motor to lens elements via drive 
shafts and gearwheels, is much less quiet and slower. 
Ring-type ultrasonic autofocus is fast and almost as 
quiet as lead-screw STM, but lurches from one setting 
to another, making it a poor choice for shooting videos.

AUTOFOCUS SYSTEMS
Here’s how the different AF systems compare

T

 Lead-screw type STM 

 Gear-type STM 

 Ring-type Ultrasonic 

04

02

01
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SUPERTEST

Sharpness

TAMRON SP 45mm 
f/1.8 DI VC USD £600/ 
A new standard prime with good portrait potential

Performance

FEATURES

VERDICT

01

Dual eBAND and 

BBAR coatings cut 

ghosting and flare.

02

Handling is 

enhanced by the 

wide and smoothly 

operating focus ring.

03

Good build quality 

includes the fitment 

of a tough metal 

outer lens barrel.

04

Switches are on 

hand for auto/

manual focusing and 

VC on/off.

05

Weather-seals are 

incorporated, from 

the mounting plate 

upwards.

FEATURES 

BUILD & HANDLING 

IMAGE QUALITY 

VALUE 

OVERALL 
 

01

03

02

05

04

F

TOP GUNS FOR PORTRAITS
What price Canon’s tip-top f/1.2 portrait primes, 

and is the extra 1/3 or 2/3 stop worth the money? 

here’s a big step up the price ladder if you want to buy 
one of Canon’s top-notch 50mm or 85mm f/1.2L 
(Luxury) lenses. They beat everything in this test group 

for sheer aperture width, but the 50mm costs £1370/$1300 
and the 85mm is even pricier at £1800/$1900. Both lenses 
have fully professional-grade build quality but, while their image 
quality is very pleasing, they’re somewhat notorious for soft 
image quality when shooting wide-open, especially the 50mm.

T

$600

 Canon EF 50mm f/1.2L USM  Canon EF 85mm f/1.2L II USM 
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PORTRAIT LENSES

Sharpness

TAMRON SP 85mm 
f/1.8 DI VC USD £750/

This feature-rich lens is a smart choice for portraiture

Performance

FEATURES

VERDICT

01

The fluorine coated 

front element resists 

moisture, muck and 

fingerprints.

02

The 67mm thread is 

more filter-friendly 

than that of the 

Sigma 85mm lens.

03

Fast ring-type 

ultrasonic autofocus 

comes with full-time 

manual override.

04

Large auto/manual 

focus and VC on/off 

switches are easily 

operated.

05

Weather-seals are 

a bonus for wet-  

weather portraits.

FEATURES 

BUILD & HANDLING 

IMAGE QUALITY 

VALUE 

OVERALL 
 

01

03

02

05

04

T

unny days aren’t the favourite 
conditions for portraits. Glaring 
sun can turn eyes into black 

holes and cast unsightly shadows 
beneath the brow, nose and chin. You’ll 
often find yourself looking for a shady 
area with relatively dull lighting. Then 
there’s indoor portraiture, where you 
can get beautiful results under even the 
gloomiest conditions. However, the less 

light you have, the slower your shutter 
speeds will be. Even if you’re using a 
wide aperture, like f/1.4 or f/1.8, shutter 
speeds can be slow enough to cause 
camera-shake, blurring your results. 
The Tamron lenses on test are the only 
ones to feature optical stabilization, 
which can make a huge difference in 
getting consistently sharp shots 
without having to use a tripod.

Optical stabilization has enabled sharp results in this 

environmental portrait, taken under a covered market

STABLE MATES
Even with a ‘fast’ lens, stabilization can be a big help for handheld shoots

S

$750
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SUPERTEST

COMPARISON TABLE

FEATURES

BUILD & HANDLING

PERFORMANCE

VALUE

OVERALL

THE WINNER IS... TAMRON SP 85mm f/1.8 Di VC USD
Tamron tops our most wanted list of portrait lenses

or sheer excellence in image quality, the 
Sigma 85mm f/1.4 Art lens is the best 
in the group. However, it’s big, heavy 

and expensive. We actually prefer the Tamron 
85mm f/1.8 lens. Despite being 1/3 of an f/stop 
slower, it still delivers exquisite bokeh and nearly 
matches the Sigma for sharpness, contrast and 
other attributes of image quality. Better still, it 
boasts a highly effective optical stabilizer, which 
is massively helpful in capturing consistently 

sharp portraits in dull light. All in all, it’s our 
favourite portrait prime for full-frame cameras.
 The choice is similarly tricky when it comes 
to choosing a 50mm lens for portraiture with an 
APS-C format DSLR. Here, however, the Sigma 
50mm f/1.4 Art lens’s noticeably superior image 
quality enables it to win out against the slower 
but stabilized Tamron 45mm. And if you’re on 
a tight budget, the Canon 50mm f/1.8 STM lens 
is absolutely unbeatable value for money. 

F

NAME Canon EF 40mm 
f/2.8 STM

Canon EF 50mm 
f/1.8 STM

Canon EF 50mm 
f/1.4 USM

Canon EF 85mm 
f/1.8 USM

Sigma 50mm f/1.4 
DG HSM A

Sigma 85mm f/1.4 
DG HSM A

Tamron SP 45mm 
f/1.8 Di VC USD

Tamron SP 85mm 
f/1.8 Di VC USD

Web www.canon.co.uk www.canon.co.uk www.canon.co.uk www.canon.co.uk www.sigma-global.com www.sigma-global.com www.tamron.co.uk www.tamron.co.uk

Full-frame compatible Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Effective focal length 
(APS-C) 64mm 80mm 80mm 136mm 80mm 136mm 72mm 136mm

Elements/Groups 6/4 6/5 7/6 9/7 13/8 14/12 10/8 13/9

Image stabilization No No No No No No Yes Yes

Autofocus type Stepping motor Stepping motor Ultrasonic (motor) Ultrasonic (ring) Ultrasonic (ring) Ultrasonic (ring) Ultrasonic (ring) Ultrasonic (ring)

Manual autofocus 
override Fly-by-wire Fly-by-wire Full-time Full-time Full-time Full-time Full-time Full-time

Internal focusing No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Min focus distance 0.30m 0.35m 0.45m 0.85m 0.40m 0.85m 0.29m 0.80m

Max magnification 
factor 0.18x 0.21x 0.15x 0.13x 0.18x 0.12x 0.29x 0.14x

Focus distance scale No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Angle of view 
(diagonal) 57 degrees 46 degrees 46 degrees 28 degrees 47 degrees 29 degrees 51 degrees 28 degrees

Diaphragm blades 7 blades 7 blades 8 blades 8 blades 9 blades 9 blades 9 blades 9 blades

Narrowest aperture f/22 f/22 f/22 f/22 f/16 f/16 f/16 f/16

Filter size 52mm 49mm 58mm 58mm 77mm 86mm 67mm 67mm

Hood Optional (ES-52) Optional (ES-68) Optional (ES-71 II) Optional (ET-65 III) Supplied Supplied Supplied Supplied

Dimensions 
(Dia x Length) 68x23mm 69x39mm 74x51mm 75x72mm 85x100mm 95x126mm 80x92mm 85x91mm

Weight 130g 160g 290g 425g 815g 1130g 540g 700g

Target price £200/$180 £105/$125 £350/$330 £340/$350 £600/$950 £1000/$1200 £600/$600 £750/$750
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CANON EOS 1300D (REBEL T6)

CANON’S entry-level, budget-friendly EOS DSLR 

gets up a minor upgrade over its predecessor 

with added Wi-Fi and NFC to make it easy to 

instantly share images online. A basic 18Mp 

sensor, ISO6400 and 3fps are all specs ideal  

for a beginner’s first ‘proper’ camera.  

Sensor 18Mp, APS-C (5184x3456 pixels)

Viewfinder Pentamirror, 0.8x, 95%

ISO 100-6400 (12,800 expanded)

AF 9-point (1 cross-type)

LCD Fixed, 3-inch, 920k-dot TFT

Max burst (buffer) 3fps (6 Raw/1100 JPEG)

Memory card SD/SDHC/SDXC

CANON EOS 100D (REBEL SL1) TESTED IN ISSUE 120  PRICE: £299/$399

IT’S SMALLER than any other Canon DSLR but 

is big on features and is something of a step up in 

sophistication from the 1200D, with a newer-

generation image processor, high-res touchscreen 

and ‘hybrid CMOS AF’ for effective continuous 

autofocus during movie capture.  

Sensor 18Mp, APS-C (5184x3456 pixels)

Viewfinder Pentamirror, 0.87x, 95%

ISO 100-12,800 (25,600 expanded)

AF 9-point (1 cross-type)

LCD 3in touchscreen, 1040K dots

Max burst (buffer) 4fps (7 Raw/28 JPEG)

Memory card SD/SDHC/SDXC

CANON EOS 750D (REBEL T6i)  TESTED IN ISSUE 120  PRICE: £549/$749

HEADLINE attractions include a 24.2Mp high-

resolution image sensor and DIGIC 6 processor, 

plus a 19-point autofocus system. It beats the 

older 700D in all these respects, and adds Wi-Fi 

and NFC connectivity for easy image sharing and 

printing.  

Sensor 24.2Mp, APS-C (6000x4000 pixels)

Viewfinder Pentamirror, 0.82x, 95%

ISO 100-12,800 (25,600 expanded)

AF 19-point (all cross-type)

LCD 3in touchscreen vari-angle, 1040K dots

Max burst (buffer) 5fps (8 Raw/940 JPEG)

Memory card SD/SDHC/SDXC

CANON EOS 760D (REBEL T6s)   TESTED IN ISSUE 108  PRICE: £559/$849

BUILDING on the impressive features of the 

750D, the 760D adds a secondary info LCD on 

the top and Quick Control Dial on the rear. This 

improves handling and makes it feel more like an 

‘enthusiast’ model, rather than an entry-level 

DSLR, and is worth the extra outlay.  

Sensor 24.2Mp, APS-C (6000x4000 pixels)

Viewfinder Pentamirror, 0.82x, 95%

ISO 100-12,800 (25,600 expanded)

AF 19-point (all cross-type)

LCD 3in touchscreen vari-angle, 1040K dots

Max burst (buffer) 5fps (8 Raw/940 JPEG)

Memory card SD/SDHC/SDXC

 
CANON EOS 800D (REBEL T7i)   TESTED IN ISSUE 126  PRICE: £779/$749

CANON has shoehorned much of the tech of the 

enthusiast-level 80D into a beginner body. The 

800D inherits its bigger brother’s 24Mp Dual Pixel 

sensor for superior Live View autofocus, uses the 

same 45-point module for viewfinder autofocus, 

and betters its ISO performance.  

Sensor 24.2Mp, APS-C (6000x4000 pixels)

Viewfinder Pentamirror, 0.82x, 95%

ISO 100-25,600 (51,200 expanded)

AF 45-point (all cross-type)

LCD 3in touchscreen vari-angle, 1040K dots

Max burst (buffer) 6fps (27 Raw/unlimited JPEG)

Memory card SD/SDHC/SDXC
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With prices ranging from a couple of hundred quid to 

several thousand, Canon has a DSLR to suit everyone, 

from the complete beginner to most demanding pro…

What to look for
Canon EOS DSLRs

Canon splits its EOS lineup into 

entry-level, enthusiast and professional ranges, and the fewer digits 

the more upmarket the camera; so the new 1300D is the most basic,  

the 750D/760D for intermediates, while the 80D is for more 

advanced enthusiasts. Expect greater ease of use (with thumb-

operated scrollwheels replacing cumbersome cursor keys), more 

robust build quality (with weather-sealing and tough magnesium-

alloy shells), more advanced functionality, and full-frame (rather than 

smaller APS-C) image sensors with more expensive EOS models. 

DSLR/CSC prices quoted are body-only unless stated

BUYERS’
GUIDE

TESTED IN ISSUE 120  PRICE: £289/$449 (US PRICE WITH KIT LENS)
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CANON EOS 7D Mk II TESTED IN ISSUE 108  PRICE: £1249/$1349

HERE’S the king of action-packed APS-C format 

cameras. A long-overdue revamp of the original 

7D, it has 65-point AF with advanced tracking, 

10fps continuous drive, dual DIGIC 6 processors 

and GPS, all wrapped up in a tough, weather-

sealed magnesium alloy shell.  

Sensor 20.2Mp, APS-C (5472x3648 pixels)

Viewfinder Pentaprism, 1.0x, 100%

ISO 100-16,000 (51,200 expanded)

AF 65-point (all cross-type)

LCD 3in, 1040K dots

Max burst (buffer) 10fps (31 Raw/unlimited JPEG)

Memory card CompactFlash + SD/SDHC/SDXC

CANON EOS 6D TESTED IN ISSUE 124  PRICE: £1399/$1269

AMAZINGLY good value for a full-frame EOS 

DSLR in a medium-sized body, the 6D combines  

a respectable 20.2Mp sensor with super-high 

sensitivities of up to ISO102,400. Image quality is 

excellent and there’s built-in Wi-Fi and GPS, but 

the 6D has a fairly basic AF system.  

Sensor 20.2Mp, full-frame (5472x3648 pixels)

Viewfinder Pentaprism, 0.71x, 97%

ISO 100-25,600 (50-102,400 expanded)

AF 11-point (1 cross-type)

LCD 3in, 1040K dots

Max burst (buffer) 4.5fps (17 Raw/1250 JPEG)

Memory card SD/SDHC/SDXC

BUYERS’ GUIDE CAMERAS

CANON EOS 80D TESTED IN ISSUE 113  PRICE: £919/$1099

THE 80D builds upon its 70D predecessor with 

25% more pixels, 45 cross-type AF points, 

improved ISO performance and retains the ability 

to capture 7fps bursts. It can record movies at 

double-speed 50/60fps for slow-motion, and has 

NFC data transfer in addition to Wi-Fi.   

Sensor 24.2Mp, APS-C (6000x4000 pixels)

Viewfinder Pentaprism, 0.95x, 100%

ISO 100-16,000 (25,600 expanded)

AF 45-point (all cross-type)

LCD 3in touchscreen vari-angle, 1040K dots

Max burst (buffer) 7fps (25 Raw/110 JPEG)

Memory card SD/SDHC/SDXC

CANON EOS M3           CANON EOS M5           

CANON EOS 5D Mk IV TESTED IN ISSUE 124  PRICE: £3499/$3499

A SUPERB all-rounder, the pro-level weather-

sealed full-frame 5D Mk IV combines a stunning 

hi-res 30Mp sensor with a swift 7fps frame rate. 

Its impressive specs list includes 4K video, a 

touchscreen LCD, Wi-Fi and NFC connectivity, and 

GPS to automatically geotag images.  

Sensor 30.4Mp, full-frame (6720x4480 pixels)

Viewfinder Pentaprism, 0.71x, 100%

ISO 100-32,000 (50-102,400 expanded)

AF 61-point (41 cross-type, 5 dual-cross)

LCD 3.2in touchscreen, 1620K dots

Max burst (buffer) 7fps (21 Raw/unlimited JPEG)

Memory card CompactFlash + SD/SDHC/SDXC

CANON EOS 5DS (5DS R)   PRICES: £2799/$3499 (£2899/$3699)

THE world’s first 50Mp full-frame DSLR delivers 

huge and amazingly detailed hi-res images. The 

higher-cost 5DS R adds a ‘low-pass cancellation 

filter’ for marginally sharper shots. As expected 

with such a high-res sensor, max ISO and drive 

rate are lower than with the 5D Mk IV.  

Sensor 50.6Mp, full-frame (8688x5792 pixels)

Viewfinder Pentaprism, 0.71x, 100%

ISO 100-6400 (50-12,800 expanded)

AF 61-point (41 cross-type, 5 dual-cross)

LCD 3.2in, 1040K dots

Max burst (buffer) 5fps (14 Raw/510 JPEG)

Memory card CompactFlash + SD/SDHC/SDXC

CANON EOS-1D X MARK II TESTED IN ISSUE 124  PRICE: £4799/$5999

CANON’S Mark II flagship full-frame pro-level EOS 

boasts ultra-fast 14fps shooting (16fps in Live View) 

and super-high ISO, along with sublime handling.  

It sports 4K video, body build quality is rock-solid, 

yet its 20Mp image resolution is relatively modest 

when compared to the 50Mp 5DS/R.   

Sensor 20.2Mp, full-frame (5472x3648 pixels)

Viewfinder Pentaprism, 0.76x, 100%

ISO 100-51,200 (50-409,600 expanded)

AF 61-point (41 cross-type, 5 dual-cross)

LCD 3.2in, 1620K dots

Max burst (buffer) 14-16fps (170 Raw/Unlimited JPEG)

Memory card CompactFlash + CFast
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TESTED IN ISSUE 124

Sensor 24.2Mp, APS-C (6000x4000 pixels)

ISO 100-12,800 (25,600 expanded)

AF Hybrid CMOS AF III & 49 AF points

 

TESTED IN ISSUE 102  PRICE: £369/$479

Sensor 24.2Mp, APS-C (6000x4000 pixels)

ISO 100-25,600

AF Dual CMOS AF & 49 AF points

 

TESTED IN ISSUE 122  PRICE: £1049/$979
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WIDE-ANGLE ZOOMS

Canon EF 8-15mm f/4L Fisheye USM £1120/$1250 Yes 1.9x No f/4 540g 0.15m 0.34x None 7 90

Canon EF-S 10-18mm f/4.5-5.6 IS STM £215/$280 No 1.8x Yes f/4.5-5.6 240g 0.22m 0.15x 67mm 7 113

Canon EF-S 10-22mm f/3.5-4.5 USM £470/$650 No 2.2x No f/3.5-4.5 385g 0.24m 0.17x 77mm 6 113

Canon EF 11-24mm f/4L USM £2700/$2800 Yes 2.2x No f/4 1180g 0.28m 0.16x None 9 116

Canon EF 16-35mm f/2.8L III USM £2100/$2200 Yes 2.2x No f/2.8 790g 0.28m 0.22x 82mm 9 120

Canon EF 16-35mm f/4L IS USM £880/$1000 Yes 2.2x Yes f/4 615g 0.28m 0.23x 77mm 9 116

Canon EF 17-40mm f/4L USM £720/$750 Yes 2.4x No f/4 500g 0.28m 0.24x 77mm 7 113

Sigma 8-16mm f/4.5-5.6 DC HSM £600/$700 No 2.0x No f/4.5-5.6 555g 0.24m 0.13x None 7 113

Sigma 10-20mm f/3.5 EX DC HSM £330/$450 No 2.0x No f/3.5 520g 0.24m 0.15x 82mm 7 113

Sigma 12-24mm f/4 DG HSM A £1400/$1600 Yes 2.0x No f/4 1150g 0.24m 0.2x None 9 122

Sigma 12-24mm f/4.5-5.6 II DG HSM £650/$950 Yes 2.0x No f/4.5-5.6 670g 0.28m 0.16x 82mm 9 113

Sigma 24-35mm f/2 DG HSM A £760/$900 Yes 1.5x No f/2 940g 0.28m 0.23x 77mm 7 113

Tamron SP AF 10-24mm f/3.5-4.5 Di II LD £460/$500 No 2.4x No f/3.5-4.5 406g 0.24m 0.2x None 9 113

Tamron SP 15-30mm f/2.8 Di VC USD £930/$1200 Yes 2.0x Yes f/2.8 1100g 0.28m 0.2x None 6 87

Tokina 10-17mm f/3.5-4.5 AT-X DX Fisheye £430/$530 No 1.7x No f/3.5-4.5 350g 0.14m 0.39x 82mm 9

Tokina 11-16mm f/2.8 AT-X PRO DX II £480/$500 No 1.8x No f/2.8 560g 0.28m 0.12x 77mm 9 87

Tokina 12-28mm f/4 AT-X Pro DX £450/$400 No 2.3x No f/4 530g 0.25m 0.2x 82mm 9 116

Tokina 14-20mm f/2 AT-X PRO DX £850/$800 No 1.43x No f/2 750g 0.28m 0.12x None 9

Tokina 16-28mm f/2.8 AT-X PRO FX £580/$690 Yes 1.8x No f/2.8 950g 0.28m 0.19x 82mm 9

Tokina 17-35mm f/4 AT-X PRO FX £570/$450 Yes 2.1x No f/4 600g 0.28m 0.21x 82mm 9
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TELEPHOTO ZOOMS

Canon EF-S 55-250mm f/4-5.6 IS STM £270/$300 No 4.5x Yes f/4-5.6 375g 0.85m 0.29x 58mm 7 123

Canon EF 70-200mm f/2.8L IS II USM £2000/$1950 Yes 2.9x Yes f/2.8 1490g 1.2m 0.21x 77mm 8 116

Canon EF 70-200mm f/2.8L USM £1330/$1250 Yes 2.9x No f/2.8 1310g 1.5m 0.16x 77mm 8 64

Canon EF 70-200mm f/4L IS USM £1050/$1100 Yes 2.9x Yes f/4 760g 1.2m 0.21x 67mm 8 107

Canon EF 70-200mm f/4L USM £670/$650 Yes 2.9x No f/4 705g 1.2m 0.21x 67mm 8 123

Canon EF 70-300mm f/4-5.6 IS USM £400/$650 Yes 4.3x Yes f/4-5.6 630g 1.5m 0.26x 58mm 8 123

Canon EF 70-300mm f/4-5.6 IS II USM £500/$550 Yes 4.3x Yes f/4-5.6 710g 1.2m 0.25x 67mm 9 125

Canon EF 70-300mm f/4-5.6L IS USM £1030/$1350 Yes 4.3x Yes f/4-5.6 1050g 1.2m 0.21x 67mm 8 117

Canon EF 70-300mm f/4.5-5.6 DO IS USM £1380/$1400 Yes 4.3x Yes f/4.5-5.6 720g 1.4m 0.19x 58mm 6 90

Canon EF 75-300mm f/4-5.6 III £210/$200 Yes 4.0x No f/4-5.6 480g 1.5m 0.25x 58mm 7 15

Canon EF 75-300mm f/4-5.6 III USM £260/$190 Yes 4.0x No f/4-5.6 480g 1.5m 0.25x 58mm 7 70

Canon EF 100-400mm f/4.5-5.6L IS II USM £1880/$2000 Yes 4.0x Yes f/4.5-5.6 1640g 0.98m 0.31x 77mm 9 117

Canon EF 200-400mm f/4L IS USM Extender 1.4x £10,500/$11,000 Yes 2.8x Yes f/4 3620g 2.0m 0.15x 52mm 9 77

Sigma 50-500mm f4.5-6.3 DG OS HSM £1100/$1660 Yes 10.0x Yes f/4.5-6.3 1970g 0.5-1.8m 0.32x 95mm 9 117

Sigma 70-200mm f/2.8 EX DG OS HSM £900/$1150 Yes 2.9x Yes f/2.8 1430g 1.4m 0.13x 77mm 9 107

Sigma 70-300mm f/4-5.6 DG Macro £130/$140 Yes 4.3x No f/4-5.6 545g 0.95m 0.5x 58mm 9 123

Sigma APO 70-300mm f/4-5.6 DG Macro £180/$180 Yes 4.3x No f/4-5.6 550g 0.95m 0.5x 58mm 9 123

Sigma 120-300mm f/2.8 DG OS HSM S £2700/$3400 Yes 2.5x Yes f/2.8 3390g 1.5-2.5m 0.12x 105mm 9 98

Sigma 150-600mm f/5-6.3 DG OS HSM C £800/$990 Yes 4.0x Yes f/5-6.3 1930g 2.8m 0.2x 95mm 9 117

Sigma 150-600mm f/5-6.3 DG OS HSM S £1330/$2000 Yes 4.0x Yes f/5-6.3 2860g 2.6m 0.2x 105mm 9 117

Sigma 200-500mm f/2.8 EX DG £15,000/$26,000 Yes 2.5x No f/2.8 15,700g 2.0-5.0m 0.13x 72mm 9

Sigma 300-800mm f/5.6 EX DG HSM £6500/$6800 Yes 2.7x No f/5.6 5880g 6.0m 0.14x 46mm 9

Tamron SP AF 70-200mm f/2.8 Di VC USD £1100/$1500 Yes 2.9x Yes f/2.8 1470g 1.3m 0.13x 77mm 9 107

Tamron AF 70-300mm f/4-5.6 Di LD Macro £130/$160 Yes 4.3x No f/4-5.6 458g 0.95m 0.5x 62mm 9 123

Tamron SP AF 70-300mm f/4-5.6 Di VC USD £300/$450 Yes 4.3x Yes f/4-5.6 765g 1.5m 0.25x 62mm 9 123

Tamron SP 150-600mm F/5-6.3 Di VC USD £830/$1000 Yes 4.0x Yes f/5-6.3 1951g 2.7m 0.2x 95mm 9 117

Tamron SP 150-600mm f/5-6.3 Di VC USD G2 £1340/$1400 Yes 4.0x Yes f/5-6.3 2010g 2.2m 0.26x 95mm 9 121
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With over 150 lenses available for Canon DSLRs,  

picking the best for the job can be a minefield. Here’s 

the lowdown on all currently available EOS-fit glass

Choosing lenses
Key factors to watch out for

THE MAIN factors to consider in a lens are its focal length, 

maximum aperture, and whether or not it’s full-frame compatible. 

We’ve categorized lenses by focal length range – from wide-angle  

to telephoto. The larger a lens’s maximum aperture, the ‘faster’  

it’s considered to be – allowing you to control depth of field more, 

and offering better options in low light. Zooms are more flexible  

than primes, but tend not to have such fast maximum apertures. 

Full-frame lenses will also work with ‘crop-sensor’ EOS D-SLRs,  

but crop-sensor lenses aren’t compatible with full-frame cameras.
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WIDE-ANGLE PRIMES

Canon EF 14mm f/2.8L II USM £2000/$2100 Yes None No f/2.8 645g 0.2m 0.15x None 6

Canon TS-E 17mm f/4L (tilt & shift) £2000/$2150 Yes None No f/4 820g 0.25m 0.14x 77mm 8 90

Canon EF 20mm f/2.8 USM £450/$540 Yes None No f/2.8 405g 0.25m 0.14x 72mm 5 114

Canon EF 24mm f/1.4L II USM £1500/$1550 Yes None No f/1.4 650g 0.25m 0.17x 77mm 8

Canon EF 24mm f/2.8 IS USM £430/$550 Yes None Yes f/2.8 280g 0.2m 0.23x 58mm 7 114

Canon EF-S 24mm f/2.8 STM £140/$150 No None No f/2.8 125g 0.16m 0.27x 52mm 7 110

Canon TS-E 24mm f/3.5L II (tilt & shift) £1690/$1900 Yes None No f/3.5 780g 0.21m 0.34x 82mm 8

Canon EF 28mm f/1.8 USM £420/$510 Yes None No f/1.8 310g 0.25m 0.18x 58mm 7 67

Canon EF 28mm f/2.8 IS USM £390/$500 Yes None Yes f/2.8 260g 0.23m 0.2x 58mm 7 114

Canon EF 35mm f/1.4L II USM £1800/$1700 Yes None No f/1.4 760g 0.28m 0.21x 72mm 9 116

Canon EF 35mm f/2 IS USM £470/$600 Yes None Yes f/2 335g 0.24m 0.24x 67mm 8 114

Peleng 8mm f/3.5 Fisheye £250/$215 Yes None No f/3.5 400g 0.22m 0.13x None

Peleng 17mm f/2.8 Fisheye £290/$290 Yes None No f/2.8 630g 0.3m None

Samyang 8mm f/3.5 IF MC CSII DH Circular £240/$260 No None No f/3.5 435g 0.3m N/S None 6

Samyang 10mm f/2.8 ED AS NCS CS £350/$400 No None No f/2.8 600g 0.25m N/S None 6

Samyang 12mm f/2.8 ED AS NCS Diagonal £360/$470 Yes None No f/2.8 530g 0.2m N/S None 7

Samyang 14mm f/2.8 IF ED UMC £300/$330 Yes None No f/2.8 560g 0.28m N/S None 6 74

Samyang 16mm f/2 ED AS UMC CS £330/$360 No None No f/2 590g 0.2m N/S 77mm 8

Samyang 24mm f/1.4 ED AS UMC £480/$470 Yes None No f/1.4 680g 0.25m N/S 77mm 8

Samyang T-S 24mm f/3.5 ED AS UMC (tilt & shift) £680/$760 Yes None No f/3.5 680g 0.2m N/S 82mm 8 90

Samyang 35mm f/1.4 AS UMC AE £430/$480 Yes None No f/1.4 660g 0.3m N/S 77mm 8 100

Schneider 28mm f/4.5 PC-TS (tilt & shift) £4980/$6000 Yes None No f/4.5 1560g 0.15m 0.16x 122mm

Sigma 4.5mm f/2.8 EX DC HSM Circular Fisheye £700/$900 No None No f/2.8 470g 0.14m 0.17x None 6 87

Sigma 8mm f/3.5 EX DG Circular Fisheye £700/$900 Yes None No f/3.5 400g 0.14m 0.22x None 6 87

Sigma 10mm f/2.8 EX DC HSM Diagonal Fisheye £600/$600 No None No f/2.8 475g 0.14m 0.11x None 7 87

Sigma 15mm f/2.8 EX DG Diagonal Fisheye £600/$610 Yes None No f/2.8 370g 0.15m 0.26x None 7 44

Sigma 20mm f/1.4 DG HSM A £700/$900 Yes None No f/1.4 950g 0.28m 0.14x 77mm 9 114

Sigma 24mm f/1.4 DG HSM A £650/$850 Yes None No f/1.4 665g 0.25m 0.19x 77mm 9 114

Sigma 35mm f/1.4 DG HSM A £650/$900 Yes None No f/1.4 665g 0.3m 0.19x 67mm 9 100

Tamron SP 35mm f/1.8 Di VC USD £600/$600 Yes None Yes f/1.8 480g 0.2m 0.4x 67mm 9 114

Voigtlander 20mm f/3.5 Color-Skopar SL II £505/$500 Yes None No f/3.5 240g 0.2m N/S 52mm 9

Voigtlander 28mm f/2.8 Color-Skopar £440/$480 Yes None No f/2.8 230g 0.22m N/S 52mm 9

Zeiss Milvus 15mm f/2.8 ZE £2330/$2700 Yes None No f/2.8 947g 0.25m 0.11x 95mm 9

Zeiss Distagon T* 18mm f/3.5 ZE £1090/$1395 Yes None No f/3.5 510g 0.3m 0.08x 82mm 9 44

Zeiss Milvus 18mm f/2.8 ZE £1850/$2300 Yes None No f/2.8 721g 0.25m 0.1x 77mm 9

Zeiss Milvus 21mm f/2.8 ZE £1400/$1850 Yes None No f/2.8 851g 0.22m 0.2x 82mm 9

Zeiss Distagon T* 25mm f/2 ZE £1270/$1700 Yes None No f/2 600g 0.25m 0.17x 67mm 9

Zeiss Distagon T* 28mm f/2 ZE £980/$1285 Yes None No f/2 580g 0.24m 0.21x 58mm 9

Zeiss Otus 28mm f/1.4 ZE £3500/$5000 Yes None No f/1.4 1350g 0.3m 0.2x 95mm 9

Zeiss Distagon T* 35mm f/1.4 ZE £1300/$1845 Yes None No f/1.4 850g 0.3m 0.2x 72mm 9

Zeiss Milvus f2/35 ZE £830/$1120 Yes None No f/2 702g 0.3m 0.19x 58mm 9 114
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SUPERZOOMS

Canon EF-S 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 IS STM £380/$400 No 7.5x Yes f/3.5-5.6 480g 0.39m 0.28x 67mm 7 92

Canon EF-S 18-200mm f/3.5-5.6 IS £440/$700 No 11.1x Yes f/3.5-5.6 595g 0.45m 0.24x 72mm 6 92

Canon EF 28-300mm f/3.5-5.6L IS USM £2250/$2450 Yes 10.7x Yes f/3.5-5.6 1760g 0.7m 0.30x 77mm 8 6

Sigma 18-200mm f/3.5-6.3 DC Macro OS HSM C £290/$400 No 11.1x Yes f/3.5-6.3 430g 0.39m 0.33x 62mm 7 92

Sigma 18-250mm f/3.5-6.3 DC Macro OS HSM £350/$350 No 13.9x Yes f/3.5-6.3 470g 0.35m 0.34x 62mm 7 92

Sigma 18-300mm f/3.5-6.3 DC Macro OS HSM C £370/$500 No 16.7x Yes f/3.5-6.3 585g 0.39m 0.33x 72mm 7

Tamron 16-300mm f/3.5-6.3 Di II VC PZD Macro £430/$550 No 18.8x Yes f/3.5-6.3 540g 0.39m 0.34x 67mm 7 92

Tamron 18-200mm f/3.5-6.3 Di II VC £190/$200 No 11.1x Yes f/3.5-6.3 400g 0.49m 0.25x 62mm 7 110

Tamron AF 18-270mm f/3.5-6.3 Di II VC PZD £300/$450 No 15.0x Yes f/3.5-6.3 450g 0.49m 0.26x 62mm 7 92

Tamron 28-300mm f/3.5-6.3 Di VC PZD £600/$850 Yes 10.7x Yes f/3.5-6.3 540g 0.49m 0.29x 67mm 7
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STANDARD ZOOMS

Canon EF-S 15-85mm f/3.5-5.6 IS USM £600/$800 No 5.7x Yes f/3.5-5.6 575g 0.35m 0.21x 72mm 7 84

Canon EF-S 17-55mm f/2.8 IS USM £740/$800 No 3.2x Yes f/2.8 645g 0.35m 0.17x 77mm 7 84

Canon EF-S 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 IS II £170/$200 No 3.1x Yes f/3.5-5.6 200g 0.25m 0.34x 58mm 6 110

Canon EF-S 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 IS STM £200/$250 No 3.1x Yes f/3.5-5.6 205g 0.25m 0.36x 58mm 7 110

Canon EF 24-70mm f/2.8L II USM £1900/$1750 Yes 2.9x No f/2.8 805g 0.38m 0.21x 82mm 9 116

Canon EF 24-70mm f/4L IS USM £800/$900 Yes 2.9x Yes f/4 600g 0.38m 0.7x 77mm 9 93

Canon EF 24-105mm f/3.5-5.6 IS STM £380/$600 Yes 4.4x Yes f/3.5-5.6 525g 0.4m 0.3x 77mm 7

Canon EF 24-105mm f/4L IS II USM £1070/$1100 Yes 4.4x Yes f/4 795g 0.45m 0.24x 77mm 10 123

Sigma 17-50mm f/2.8 EX DC OS HSM £280/$400 No 2.9x Yes f/2.8 565g 0.28m 0.2x 77mm 7 84

Sigma 17-70mm f/2.8-4 DC Macro OS HSM C £350/$500 No 4.1x Yes f/2.8-4 465g 0.22m 0.36x 72mm 7 84

Sigma 18-35mm f/1.8 DC HSM A £650/$800 No 1.9x No f/1.8 810g 0.28m 0.23x 72mm 9 90

Sigma 24-70mm f/2.8 IF EX DG HSM £590/$750 Yes 2.9x No f/2.8 790g 0.38m 0.19x 82mm 9 93

Sigma 24-105mm f/4 DG OS HSM A £600/$900 Yes 4.4x Yes f/4 885g 0.45m 0.22x 82mm 9 85

Tamron SP AF 17-50mm f/2.8 XR Di II VC £380/$500 No 2.9x Yes f/2.8 570g 0.29m 0.21x 72mm 7 84

Tamron SP AF 24-70mm f/2.8 Di VC USD £800/$1300 Yes 2.9x Yes f/2.8 825g 0.38m 0.2x 82mm 9 93

Tamron SP AF 28-75mm f/2.8 XR Di £450/$500 Yes 2.7x No f/2.8 510g 0.33m 0.26x 67mm 7 57
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TELEPHOTO PRIMES

Canon EF 85mm f/1.2L II USM £1770/$1900 Yes None No f/1.2 1025g 0.95m 0.11x 72mm 8 116

Canon EF 85mm f/1.8 USM £340/$350 Yes None No f/1.8 425g 0.85m 0.13x 58mm 8 126

Canon TS-E 90mm f/2.8 (tilt & shift) £1240/$1400 Yes None No f/2.8 565g 0.5m 0.29x 58mm 8

Canon EF 100mm f/2 USM £410/$500 Yes None No f/2 460g 0.9m 0.14x 58mm 8 46

Canon EF 135mm f/2L USM £940/$1000 Yes None No f/2 750g 0.9m 0.19x 72mm 8

Canon EF 200mm f/2L IS USM £5400/$5700 Yes None Yes f/2 2520g 1.9m 0.12x 52mm 8 98

Canon EF 200mm f/2.8L II USM £700/$750 Yes None No f/2.8 765g 1.5m 0.16x 72mm 8 98

Canon EF 300mm f/2.8L IS II USM £5800/$6100 Yes None Yes f/2.8 2400g 2.0m 0.18x 52mm 9 54

Canon EF 300mm f/4L IS USM £1140/$1350 Yes None Yes f/4 1190g 1.5m 0.24x 77mm 8 117

Canon EF 400mm f/2.8L IS II USM £9900/$10,000 Yes None Yes f/2.8 3850g 2.7m 0.17x 52mm 9 54

Canon EF 400mm f/4 DO IS II USM £7000/$6900 Yes None Yes f/4 2100g 3.3m 0.13x 52mm 9

Canon EF 400mm f/5.6L USM £1180/$1180 Yes None No f/5.6 1250g 3.5m 0.12x 77mm 8 117

Canon EF 500mm f/4L IS II USM £8400/$9000 Yes None Yes f/4 3190g 3.7m 0.15x 52mm 9

Canon EF 600mm f/4L IS II USM £11,350/$11,500 Yes None Yes f/4 3920g 4.5m 0.15x 52mm 9

Canon EF 800mm f/5.6L IS USM £11,900/$13,000 Yes None Yes f/5.6 4500g 6.0m 0.14x 52mm 8

Samyang 85mm f/1.4 IF MC £300/$270 Yes None No f/1.4 513g 1.0m N/S 72mm 8

Samyang 135mm f/2 ED UMC £370/$530 Yes None No f/2 830g 0.8m N/S 77mm 9

Samyang 500mm MC IF f/6.3 Mirror £125/$150 Yes None No f/6.3 705g 2.0m N/S 95mm 0

Samyang 800mm MC IF f/8 Mirror £170/$190 Yes None No f/8 870g 3.5m N/S 30mm 0

Sigma 85mm f/1.4 DG HSM A £1000/$1200 Yes None No f/1.4 TBA 0.85m 0.12x 86mm 9 126

Sigma APO 300mm f/2.8 EX DG HSM £2600/$3400 Yes None No f/2.8 2400g 2.5m 0.13x 46mm 9 98

Sigma APO 500mm f/4.5 EX DG HSM £3600/$4400 Yes None No f/4.5 3150g 4.0m 0.13x 46mm 9

Sigma 500mm f/4 DG OS HSM S £5000/$6000 Yes None Yes f/4 TBA 3.5m 0.15x 46mm 9 9

Sigma APO 800mm f/5.6 EX DG HSM £5000/$6600 Yes None No f/5.6 4.9kg 7.0m 0.11x 46mm 9 21

Tamron SP 85mm f/1.8 Di VC USD £750/$750 Yes None Yes f/1.8 700g 0.8m 0.14x 67mm 9 126

Zeiss Milvus 85mm f/1.4 ZE £1380/$1800 Yes None No f/1.4 1280g 0.8m 0.14x 77mm 9

Zeiss Milvus 135mm f/2 ZE £1900/$2200 Yes None No f/2 1123g 0.8m 0.28x 77mm 9
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MACRO

Canon EF-S 60mm f/2.8 Macro USM £400/$400 No None No f/2.8 335g 0.20m 1.0x 52mm 7 118

Canon MP-E65mm f/2.8 1-5x Macro £980/$1050 Yes None No f/2.8 710g 0.24m 5.0x 58mm 6 50

Canon EF 100mm f/2.8 Macro USM £460/$600 Yes None No f/2.8 600g 0.31m 1.0x 58mm 8 118

Canon EF 100mm f/2.8L Macro IS USM £860/$800 Yes None Yes f/2.8 625g 0.3m 1.0x 67mm 9 118

Canon EF 180mm f/3.5L Macro USM £1330/$1400 Yes None No f/3.5 1090g 0.48m 1.0x 72mm 8 69

Sigma Macro 105mm f/2.8 EX DG OS HSM £320/$620 Yes None Yes f/2.8 725g 0.31m 1.0x 62mm 9 118

Sigma APO Macro 150mm f/2.8 EX DG OS HSM £780/$1100 Yes None Yes f/2.8 1150g 0.38m 1.0x 72mm 9 118

Sigma APO Macro 180mm f/2.8 EX DG OS HSM £1250/$1700 Yes None Yes f/2.8 1640g 0.47m 1.0x 86mm 9 102

Tamron SP AF 60mm f/2 Di II LD (IF) Macro £350/$525 No None No f/2 350g 0.23m 1.0x 55mm 7 118

Tamron SP AF 90mm f/2.8 Di Macro £350/$500 Yes None No f/2.8 400g 0.29m 1.0x 55mm 9 102

Tamron SP AF 90mm f/2.8 Di VC USD Macro £600/$650 Yes None Yes f/2.8 610g 0.3m 1.0x 62mm 9 118

Tamron SP AF 180mm f/3.5 Di Macro £800/$740 Yes None No f/3.5 985g 0.47m 1.0x 72mm 7 69

Tokina 100mm f/2.8 AT-X PRO Macro £350/$410 Yes None No f/2.8 540g 0.3m 1.0x 55mm 9 118

Zeiss Makro Planar T* 50mm f/2 ZE £950/$1285 Yes None No f/2 570g 0.24m 0.5x 67mm 9

Zeiss Milvus Makro Planar 100mm f/2 ZE £1300/$1840 Yes None No f/2 843g 0.44m 0.5x 67mm 9 50

Zeiss Makro Planar 100mm f/2 T* ZE £1400/$1545 Yes None No f/2 680g 0.44m 0.5x 67mm 9
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Canon EF 40mm f/2.8 STM £200/$180 Yes None No f/2.8 130g 0.3m 0.18x 52mm 7 126

Canon TS-E 45mm f/2.8 (tilt & shift) £1200/$1400 Yes None No f/2.8 645g 0.4m 0.16x 72mm 8

Canon EF 50mm f/1.2L USM £1370/$1350 Yes None No f/1.2 580g 0.45m 0.15x 72mm 8 103

Canon EF 50mm f/1.4 USM £350/$330 Yes None No f/1.4 290g 0.45m 0.15x 58mm 8 126

Canon EF 50mm f/1.8 STM £105/$125 Yes None No f/1.8 160g 0.35m 0.21x 49mm 7 126

Samyang 50mm f/1.4 AS UMC £310/$350 Yes None No f/1.4 575g 0.45m N/S 77mm 8

Sigma 30mm f/1.4 DC HSM A £360/$500 No None No f/1.4 435g 0.3m 0.15x 62mm 9 100

Sigma 50mm f/1.4 DG HSM A £600/$950 Yes None No f/1.4 815g 0.4m 0.18x 77mm 9 126

Tamron SP 45mm f/1.8 Di VC USD £600/$600 Yes None Yes f/1.8 540g 0.29m 0.29x 67mm 9 126

Zeiss Milvus 50mm f/1.4 ZF.2 £950/$1200 Yes None No f/1.4 922g 0.45m 0.15x 67mm 9

Zeiss Planar T* 50mm f/1.4 ZE £560/$725 Yes None No f/1.4 380g 0.45m 0.15x 58mm 9

Zeiss Otus 55mm f/1.4 £2700/$3990 Yes None No f/1.4 1030g 0.5m 0.15x 77mm 9
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Contacts
Canon www.canon.co.uk

Peleng www.digitaltoyshop.co.uk

Samyang www.samyang-lens.co.uk

Schneider www.linhofstudio.com

 

Sigma www.sigma-imaging-uk.com

Tamron www.tamron.co.uk

Tokina www.tokinalens.com

Voigtlander www.robertwhite.co.uk

Zeiss www.zeiss.co.uk 
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SUBJECT HERE

In the next Canon Skills chapter…
FREE VIDEOS!

DON’T MISS NEXT ISSUE

Capture liquid motion Exploring 
negative space Fun pet portraits  

New Adobe Photoshop 
Elements, CC and 

Lightroom tutorials

How to take great shots of 
seaside and coastal scenes 
with Canon pro Mark Bauer

The Apprentice: learn new 
tips for shooting flowers with 
a great Canon photographer

Profile: National Geographic’s 
Michael ‘Nick’ Nichols

  PLUS ALL THIS... 

ISSUE 127 ON SALE 30 MAY 2017
* Content subject to change

 LENS SUPER TEST             

Standard zoom 
lens upgrades
Your basic kit lens will only take your photography so far. 

Upgrade to a higher-spec zoom and see your shots improve

Mark Bauer

 123

MAGAZINE FOR 

CANON 
USERS!

THE NO.1 
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READ YOUR MAGAZINE ON ANY DEVICE:

Issue 124
April 2017
CELEBRATE the 30th 

anniversary of EOS cameras 

Apprentice: tips and tricks for 

motorsports shots Interview: 

Fernando Guerra Super Test: 

full-frame cameras Preview: 

Canon EOS 77D and 800D 

Canon School: tidy up street 

shots My Kit: Drew Buckley 

David Noton: a pro in Paris 

Projects on: capturing the 

Northern Lights, atmospheric 

candlelit portraits, sparkly long 

exposures, abstract close-ups

 LAST MONTH 

BACK ISSUES 
AVAILABLE ON 
YOUR TABLET, 
PHONE, PC OR 

IN PRINT

BACKISSUES
Catch up on what you’ve missed by buying a recent  

issue either in print or via digital download

hether you’ve got an Apple iPad, 
iPhone or iPod Touch, or an Android, 
Kindle or Nook tablet, you can 

download PhotoPlus back issues. You can 
read them on your laptop or desktop 
computer as well. To see the full range  
of devices go to http://bit.ly/ppdigi 

Limited back issues of our print editions  
 are available at http://bit.ly/getphotoplus

W

Issue 125
Spring 2017
LIGHTING setups for your 

best-ever portrait shots 

Apprentice: wildlife shots with 

Chris Robins Interview: Clive 

Nichols Super Test: fantastic 

flashguns Full Test: Canon EF 

70-300mm f/4-5.6 IS II USM 

Mini Test: poster prints 

Canon School: upgrade your 

lenses to class glass My Kit: 

Nina Mace David Noton: 

Cheddar Gorge Projects on: 

moonlit landscapes, pop art 

tarts, reversing rings, use a 

white balance filter

Issue 123
March 2017
MAKE the most of winter 

wildlife Apprentice: macro 

maestro Alex Hyde Interview: 

Simon Bruty Super Test: 

budget telephoto lenses Mini 

Test: Lightroom and Photoshop 

plug-ins Canon School: 

multiple exposures My Kit: 

Guy Edwardes David Noton: 

Dorset’s Jurassic Coast 

Projects on: create your own 

DIY fog, local city landmarks by 

night, magical frost, give images 

the look of classic prints
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BACK ISSUES

Issue 117
September 2016
CAPTURE the most 

dramatic sporting moments 

Apprentice: shooting jets 

Interview: Michael Poliza 

Super Test: wildlife lenses 

Mini Test: portable hard 

drives Lens test: Tamron SP 

90mm f/2.8 Di Macro Canon 

School: Live View tips My Kit: 

Aaron Fiora David Noton: 

Provence Projects on: 

food-inspired artwork, pop-up 

backgrounds, metering modes, 

improving sunrise images

Issue 116
August 2016
ULTIMATE guide to 

wedding photography 

Apprentice: delve into a 

astrophotography masterclass 

Interview: Christa Meola 

Super Test: Canon’s sharpest 

lenses Mini Test: sturdy 

tripods Canon School: 

Dynamic range explained My 

Kit: Tony Worobiec David 

Noton: Myanmar Projects on: 

garden bird photography, life in 

a goldfish bowl, home printing, 

making use of leading lines

Issue 121
January 2017
PRO TIPS for stunning 

nite-time cityscapes 

Apprentice: creative portrait 

lighting Interview: Angela and 

Jonathan Scott Mini Test: 

laptops Full Test: Adobe 

Photoshop Elements 15 

Canon School: multiple 

flashes My Kit: Viv Koren 

David Noton: Denver 

Projects on: scrumptious 

food photos, tint shadows and 

highlights, setting up a selfie 

station, studio flash

Issue 122
February 2017
COMPLETE guide to your 

Canon camera Apprentice: 

winter sports in Val Thorens 

Interview: David Clapp 

Lens Test: Sigma 12-24mm 

f/4 DG HSM A Mini Test: 

Cloud Storage Full test: 

Canon EOS M5 Canon 

School: manual mode My Kit: 

Jeff Ascough David Noton: 

Iceland Projects on: 

symmetrical light paintings, 

flour-filled portraits, capturing 

tonal range, add in light stencils

Issue 120
December 2016
MASTER your DSLR in 48 

hours Apprentice: the 

beautiful Peak District 

Interview: Timothy Allen 

Super Test: SLRs for starters 

Mini Test:  HDR software 

Full test: Canon EF 16-35mm 

f/2.8L III Canon School: 

night-time tips My Kit: Simon 

Butterworth David Noton: the 

Andes Projects on: beautiful 

boudoir, kids portraits without 

the hassle, long-exposure 

seascapes, mono triptychs

Issue 119
November 2016
BE inspired to shoot your best 

autumn imagery Apprentice: 

on safari in the Masai Mara 

Interview: Andy Farrer 

Super Test: pivot tripods 

Mini Test: Photo backpacks 

Full test: Canon EOS 5D Mark 

IV Canon School: take control 

of sharpness My Kit: Niels 

van Gijn David Noton: misty 

Welsh valleys Projects on: 

arty aircraft take-offs, the fun of 

the fair, creating a panosphere, 

cool solarized flower effects

Issue 118
October 2016
MAKE cash with your Canon 

Apprentice: an Amsterdam 

city break Interview: Steve 

Bloom Super Test: macro 

lenses Mini Test: A4 photo 

printers Big preview: Canon 

EOS 5D Mark IV Canon 

School: control your camera 

without wires My Kit: Steve 

and Ann Toon David Noton: 

Croatia Projects on: surreal 

self-portraits, dynamic action 

shots, exposure compensation, 

product shots in natural light

Issue 115
July 2016
EXPLORE the wonders of 

wildlife Apprentice: perfect 

pooch portraits Interview: 

Lara Jade My Kit: Amanda 

Thomas  Super Test: filter 

systems Mini Test: 

panoramic tripod heads Full 

test: Canon EOS-1D X Mk II 

Canon School: wide-angle 

lenses David Noton: Spain 

Projects on: stunning 

underwater portraits, fruity 

backlit shots, low-light music 

gigs, woodland flower scenes

Issue 114
June 2016
THE best 50 travel photo tips 

and techniques Apprentice: 

gritty monochrome portraits 

Interview: Lorenzo Agius 

Super Test: wide prime 

lenses Mini Test: Canon 

Powershots Full test: Canon 

EOS 1300D Canon School: 

telephoto lenses David 

Noton: South Africa’s Western 

Cape Projects on: custom 

picture styles, ND filters, 

selectively adjust colours, 

create Instagram-style filters

Issue 113
May 2016
LEARN to capture brilliant 

buildings Apprentice: 

shooting steamy shots of 

locomotives Interview: David 

Maitland Super Test: 

landscape lenses Mini Test: 

camera backpacks Full test: 

Canon EOS 80D Canon 

School: drive modes My Kit: 

Tracy Willis David Noton: 

temples in Burma Projects 

on: dramatic portraits with a 

gobo, focus stacking, using lens 

flare, silhouettes at sunset











We’d love to hear your thoughts on the mag and all things 
photographic! Email us at photoplus@futurenet.com
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YOURVIEW

FOCUSPOINT THE SOCIAL 
NETWORK

The most popular stories 
found on the web this month

FACEBOOK
www.facebook.com/PhotoPlusMag

TWITTER
www.twitter.com/PhotoPlusMagFOLLOW US ON... DIGITAL CAMERA WORLD

www.digitalcameraworld.com

To search for past tests and articles, download 
our PhotoPlus index which dates all the way 
back to issue no.1. Get it at downloads.
photoplusmag.com/photoplusindex.xls

14
elements in 12 groups in 
Sigma’s 85mm f/1.4 Art 

prime lens (p106) 

27
Raw files captured at 6fps 

by Canon’s new 800D (p102)

1175
AD – year construction on 

Wells Cathedral began (p8)

years that Canon has held 
the number one share of 
the global DSLR market

15
tips for getting to grips 
with your DSLR (p27)

10,800
 miles David Noton flew to 

reach Tasmania (p40)

Which brand was your first DSLR?

 The month in numbers

3%
OLYMPUS

2%
PENTAX

88%
CANON

7%
NIKON

Vote in our next poll at  
http://bit.ly/pplus_poll127

Insect-icide
 
I was extremely disappointed to read 
the Photo Stories article  ‘A micro-
macro world’ (PhotoPlus 124) that 
encourages photographers to kill 
insects. This feature is about getting 
the photograph at the expense of the 
subject, and is proven by the writer’s 
own words when he talks about 
being ‘cynical’.

The method he uses to kill insects 
is one that has been used for many 
years but is frowned upon by true 
wildlife photographers, which Kjeld 
Poulsen is not. Encouraging people 
to kill insects as a project in your 
magazine is beyond belief, given the 
state of the insect population these 
days. By the way, I am not a ‘tree 
hugger’, I spent my earlier years 
shooting, but came to realize 
shooting with a camera does not 
mean the death of an animal – that is 
providing you don’t use the methods 
promoted by your magazine.
Stuart Andrews, Worcestershire 

Our Photo Stories section showcases 
a variety of our readers’ photography 
interests, and while we report on wide 
range of subjects that we think will be 
of interest to our readership, we don’t 
necessarily condone methods used. 
What do other readers feel about this? 

World backup day
We found the accepted best practice 

of data loss prevention is known as 

the 3-2-1 rule… via Digital Camera 

World’s Facebook page

Canon vs Nikon: which DSLR 
should you buy? 
The most common question people 

ask when buying their first DSLR is 

whether to side with Canon or Nikon. 

Indeed, even more experienced 

photographers tied to one system 

often think about what they would 

gain by switching sides… 

www.techradar.com/cameras

Rare Canon EF 1200mm f/5.6
We went fishing around the Canon 

UK stand at The Photography Show 

and caught this whopper! via 

PhotoPlus Facebook page

  

Each issue, every letter printed 

wins an Experience Seminars  

EOS training DVD. More info at 

www.eostrainingacademy.co.uk

STAR LETTER PRIZE!

Can freezing 

insects to 

death for the 

sake of a photo 

be justified?
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